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First Session
Friday, November 18, 2016, at 12:00 Noon
Lots 1-402
Collections and Accumulations
At Our Offices in Danbury, CT

Numismatic
Coins and Banknotes
1

U.S., Coin Accumulation. 7 California Replica Gold Tokens, two large Austria silver M. Teresiad coins, a
group of mixed older copper pennies and mixed silver, three U.S. Silver commemorative half dollars: Washington
Carver, Pony Express and Columbus, 13 (1942-64) Silver Half Dollars, 74 (1965-69) JFK 40% Half Dollars, 2 Morgan
Dollars (1883 and 1887), 3 Silver Certificates (including a Funny Back), $1 Hawaii Silver Certificate, and a few $2 bills,
mixed condition.
Estimate $400 - 600

2

Worldwide, Coin Lot. Sweet little grouping includes Coins of the Ancient Roman Empire with a dozen or so
items, small box of miscellaneous with 1792 & 1793 Lady Godiva coins, a few hundred worldwide coins, two volumes of
US Statehood quarters, sure to please the winning bidder.
Estimate $200 - 300

3

Worldwide, Currency Farrago, 1880-2000. Several thousand bank notes from the four corners of the
globe, heavy in Asia, Germany including Notgelds, British Commonwealth, Latin America, Confederate States of
America, Canada, Middle East, Russia, Philippine Guerrilla Currency, US military currency, with retail values up to
70.00, condition ranges from crisp uncirculated to ragged, inspection should yield spectacular results.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States
General Collections
4

U.S., Old Time Collection, 1846-1938. On Scott National and quadrille pages, with mind duplication to study
various shades and cancels with some issues containing entire pages dedicated to varieties. Highlights include used:
9X1a, 1 (9), 2 (3), 12, 15, 23, 27, 28, 30, 30A (3), 32-33, 36 (2), 37 (2), 38 (2), 67, 68 (2), 69 (3), 70, 71, 72 (3), 75, 76 (2),
78 (2), 87, 89-90, 92, 112, 117 (2), 119 (2), 143, 145-55, 151, 190-91, 217-18, R71a, R74c, R77c, R83c, R90a, R91a,
R94a, R94c, R95a, R97c, R98a pair, R98c, R99c, R100c, R101a, R101c, R102c, R130-31, Confederate States 4 pair,
and mint: 30A o.g., 36B, 38, 65, 73, 77, 91, 100, 112-17, 113, 114 (4), 119-22, 145, 146, 148, 150 o.g., 151, 152 (2), 160
o.g., 165, 178-79, 191, 205 o.g., 211, 212, 214, 216, 216P5 pair, 226, 282C, 300-8, 230-40 (2), 285-90, 294-99, 323-27,
329 (2 blocks of 50), 397-400, 551-73, C6, C13-15, E3, E5, E7, J2 pair, J22-24 pairs, J27-28 pairs, J36 strip of 3, J36b
pair, J38-42 pairs, J44 pair, J47 pair, O19, O21, O35, O52-56, O89-91, Q1-12, PR114-25 and Confederate States 1 (2).
This is a magnificent collection of yester-year, assembled with care and love, saving every old time stamp this collector
could find, of course condition will be mixed with even faulty stamps saved and cared for, many of the classic mint
stamps have original gum, generally F.-V.F. appearance, this collection has some great fresh mint classics that you
seldom see still intact in a collection. If you are a lover of U.S. classics, this collection should be on your view list. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

H/m
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UNITED STATES: General Collections
5

H/(H)
U.S., Collection, 1879-1946. A delightful, strong mint collection on Quadrille pages filled with the desirable
key stamps of late 19th and early 20th centuries that are often sought after by both collectors and dealers, with 10
accompanying sound PF and APS certificates, collection starts with late banknote period and continues to World War II
issues with airmail and duck issues continuing to modern issues. Highlights consist of: 179, 183, 189, 206, 209, 211,
212-18, 219-29, 220a, 220c, 230-45 (240 with photocopy of PF certificate), 253, 254, 256, 258, 259, 261, 261A, 263
with PF certificate, 275, 264-78, 279-84, 285-93, 294-99, 300-13 (312 with PF certificate), 315 horizontal line pair,
323-27, 328-30, 331-42, 343-47 horizontal line pairs, 356 line pair with PF certificate, 357-58, 367-73, 374-82,
390-96 line pairs (393 and 395 with PF certificates), 397-400A, 401-4, 405-7, 414-21, 422-23, 424-40 (440 with PF
certificate), 453-54 line pairs, 457-58 line pairs, 459 pair, 460, 462-78 (missing 476A, 467 is in 2c block of 9), 478-79,
497 line pair, 498-518 (505 pair is in 2c block of 12), 523-24, 532-34A horizontal pairs (533 with APS certificate), 546,
547, 551-73, 581-91, 599A line pair, 614-21, 630, 634A, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, 832B, C1-6, C10a, C13-15, C18,
E1-13 (E2 with PF certificate), F1, Q1-12, JQ1-5, K1-18, RW1-76b (including self adhesive panes, but missing souvenir
sheets), plus duplicates in a stock book, a sheet file folder and some loose sheets in envelopes or manila folders,
consisting of: 214 (2), 230-40 (2), 237, 240, 274, 287, 288 (3), 290, 294-99 (2), 298-99, 305, 308, 323-27 (2), 343-47
pairs, 397-400A, 470, 472 (2), 562 (17), a good group of 1920’s-30’s commemoratives, 591 (11 NH and 7 hinged),
599A, 668-79, C1-6, C4-6, C18 (2), E8 (2), J73 block of 4, early commemorative sheets including 649, a set of Army
Navy sheets and a few 2c reds and 3c purples and partial sheets of 657 and 680, 30-40 sheets from the 1940’s, some
modern U.S. sheetlets with slight premium including an interesting 6c Flag sheet with foldover error in plate number
corner and some U.N. Flag sheets. Condition appears mostly sound and mostly o.g., a few small repairs or faults, but
generally higher quality with many better centered and useful stamps throughout, occasionally among the earlier issues
you will find regummed, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

6

U.S., Collection, 1847-1968. In Scott National album, containing decent level of completion, especially
among the classic issues with many of the difficult issues that would originally be missing from lesser collection.
Highlights include used: 9X1, 1, 2, 8A/7/7 combination strip of 3, positions 81-83L1e with copy of PF certificate, 7, 9, 12,
13-15, 17, 18, 21 with copy of PF certificate, 22, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30A, 32, 32/33/32 combination strip of 3, 36, 37, 38, 62B,
67, 68-72, 75-78, 79, 83, 85, 85B, 85E, 89-91, 92-101 (101 with copy of PF certificate), 112, 115-22, 123, 133, 138, 139,
149, 151-55, 156-63, 165-66, 182-91, 217-18, 243, 261-61A, 276-78, 505, 523, and mint: 10X1, 3 with added cancel, 4,
30, 39, 40, 56 (65-E15h), 65, 102, 113-14, 126, 206-15, 222-29, 230-42, 244-45, 258, 260, 262, 263, 268-71, 273-74,
280-83, 285-93, 294-99, 300-2, 304-7, 309-13, 315, 323-27, 328-30, 338, 339, 376-79, 397-400, 401-3, 415, 418,
435-38, 468-72, 547, 551-73, 591, 630, 658-79, 803-34, C1-6, C13-15, C18, E1-6, E10, F1, Q1-9 and Q11. Condition is
mixed, ranging from sound to faulty, with the usual no gum and reguming among the early issues. A respectable
collection of mixed lovely items that can stand alone as decent stamps with a high Scott value and a low start, this lot
should surly be considered, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $100,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

7

HH/H/m

8

HH/H/m

2

H/m

U.S., Collection, 1847-71. In Scott National album, very comprehensive collection with some quality
postage dues. Highlights include used: 2, 7, 8A, 12, 14 (2), 17, 22, 28, 29, 30A, 62B, 68-72, 77-78, 89, 91, 97, 100, 121,
153, 155, 190, 191 (2), 291, 312, 523, J21, J27, and mint: 9, 11, 26, 32-33, 35, 36, 37, 63, 73, 75-76, 95, 112-14, 119,
145-46, 148-52, 156-61, 163, 178-79, 123-24, 133, 182, 185, 205, 206-9, 212-18, 219-29, 230-38, 241, 243-45, 255-57,
259, 261, 262, 263, 264-70, 272-75, 276A, 277, 282C-84, 285-88, 290, 294-99, 300-9, 323-27, 328-30, 331-40, 357-58,
374-82, 394-95, 397-400A, 401-3, 405-7, 410-13, 414-20, 422, 424-29, 431-35, 438-39, 447, 452-58, 462-66, 468-70,
472, 475, 476, 486-97 pairs and line pairs (missing 491), 511-17, 524, 545-46, 551-72, 591, 614-21, 658-79, 692-701,
803-34, 834 plate block, 1030-53 (singles and plate block set), C1-6, C13-15, E1, E3, E5-10, E12-13, J1, J3, J5, J20,
J22-26, J31-37, J38-43, J45-48, J51, J60, J66-67 and J69-78. Condition is a little mixed, with some faults in the classic
19th century section and generally sound among 20th century mint issues, used, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally
F.-V.F. appearance. A good value collection, starting at a low percentage of Scott value. Scott $120,000 (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Fabulous Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1950. Housed in two albums, better used includes 1, 12, 14,
17, 29, 36, 37, 38, 70-72, 87 (2), 90, 91, 95-99, 112, 115-122, useful Bank Notes with some better cancels, 291, 312,
mint with 10A, 24, 112-115, 230-240, 294-299, 323-327, 328-330, 352 & 353 pairs, 357-358, 369, 410-413 pairs,
548-550 & 614-616, 617-619 blocks of four, White Plains sheet, Kansas Nebraska sets complete, E1, officials O1, O1S,
O2S, O3-O6, O9, O11S, O12S, O12, O15S, O25-O33, O25S, O35S,O47S, O55-O56, O57S, O72S, O96-O99, also
postage dues, parcel posts, newspapers with PR114-PR125, and there is more to elate & delight you, the number of
premium items will amaze you, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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9

H/m
U.S., Collection, 1847-1964. Of attractive and fresh appearing singles in Lighthouse hingeless album.
Containing highlights including used: 1, 9, 36, 68-71, 76-78, 86, 89, 92-93, 96-98, 112-17, 119 (2), 120, 138, 151, 152,
153, 155, 160, 162, 163, 165, 166, 182-91, 208, 217, 276, 277-78, 311-12, J6-7, mint: 214, 216, 219-27, 229, 230-45
($2 with sound PF certificate), 246-58, 268-75, 279-84, 285-93, 294-99, 300-10, 323-27, 328-30, 367-73 (369 with
sound PF certificate), 331-42, 343-47, 358, 374-81, 397-400A, 401-4, 407, 414-8, 420, 424-35, 438, 439, 457 NH pair,
458 pair, 462-66, 468-70, 472-75, 478, 486-97 pairs (missing 491), 498-518 (missing 500, 505), 524, 525-30, 532,
534A, 546, 547, 551-73, 578, 581-91, 595, 630, 634A, 692-701, 658-79, 599A pair, 803-34, C1-6, C13-15, E1-13, F1,
J1, J3, J16, J20, J24, J25, J40, J41, J49, J55 PSE certificate, J56, J61-68, K1-18, K8a, K11a, Q1-12 and JQ1-5,
generally F.-V.F. Lovely collection filled with great and fresh little treasures. (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

10

H/m
U.S., Collection, 1847-1976. Neatly mounted in Hingeless Scott National album. Highlights include used: 1
four margins, a possible 6b (not counted), 7, 9, 12, 14-15, 17, 20, 23, 29, 30A (2), 32, 36, 37, 38, 67-72, 75, 76 (2), 77-78,
86 with PF certificate, 87, 89, 92-98, 100, 112-22, 133, 134-38, 151 (2), 152-55, 160 (2), 165-66, 182-91, 217-18,
219-29, 240-43, 276 (2), 276A, 277, 288-93, 311-12, 396 pair, 523, E1-3, J50, Q8-12 and mint: 205-8, 210-11, 216, 233,
235-36, 238-39, 256, 269, 270, 282C, 285-87, 308-9, 323-27, 328-30, 357-58, 369, 381-82, 397-400A, 401-3, 498/518
(missing 500, 505), 525-30, 551-73, 581-91, 599A, 614-21, 630, 658-79, 1030-53, C1-6 (C3 is fast plane variety),
C13-15, C18, E5-6, E11-13 and Q1-7. A good collection with the typical bread and butter items plus a few better key
items that gives this collection decent profit potential. Viewing recommended, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on
web site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

11

H/m

12

H/m

13

HH/H/m U.S., Collection, 1851-2008. In three Minkus albums, with Highlights including used: 1, 2 with APS
certificate, 9, 76, 70-72, 77, 89-90, 92, 112-17, 151, 190-91, 218, and mint: 230-45, 285-93 ($1 Cattle in the Storm with
sound PF certificate), 294-99, 323-27, 328-30, 300-3, 367-73 (imperf’s in horizontal pairs), 397-404, 410-13, 548-50,
551-69, 581-91, 614-21, 630, 656 pair and line pair, 692-701, C1-6, C13-15, C18, E5-7, E11-13, Q1-6, Q9, JQ1-5 plus
$100’s worth of face value postage. Condition is a little mixed, with some typical faults among 19th century, and mostly
sound among 20th century issues, used, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F., a good bread and butter
collection, with the great early commemoratives that are in better than usual condition. You should take a little time to
view this collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

U.S., Collection, 1847-1991. On Scott Minuteman pages, containing highlights: 1-2, 10A, 14, 15 with sound
APS cert, 17 four margins with PSE certificate, 29, 30A, 32 (2), 37-38, 67 with PSE certificate, 68-72, 75, 76 (2), 77 (3),
78 (2), 89, 90 (2), 91, 92, 95, 99, 100, 112-21, 134, 135 (3), 138, 141, 149, 151-55, 160, 162 (2), 165 (3), 166, 182-91,
205-18, 278 plus an extra 278 (faults), 291-93, plus an extra 293 (faults), 312, and mint: 136 (mint possibly o.g. x8),
230-45, 262, 261 regummed with PF certificate, 285-90, 298-99, 300-8, 319g with plate number (position D), 323-27,
328-30, 331-36, 340, 357-58, 369, 374-81, 397-400, 407, 414-23, 473, 498//518 (complete set, only missing 500, 505),
523, 524 NH, 541, 548-50 (each with plate numbers), 551-73, 581-91, 623 NH and superb, 630, 658-79, 692-701,
group of 8 1990’s EFO’s, C1-6 and C13-15, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a strong bread and butter collection with
many of the key values that are missing from most collection, please view. (photo on web site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
U.S., Collection, 1847-1979. In Scott Minuteman Album, 5 stamps with PF certificates or photocopy of PF
certificates. Highlights include, used: 1, 9, 14-15, 17, 25, 29, 30A, 32-33, 36, 37-38, 64, 67-72, 75-78, 92, 96-98, 112-17,
119, 149, 151, 153, 155, 160, 165-66, 182-91, 217-18, 276-78, 291-93, 312 and mint: 206, 211, 212-16, 219-29,
246-55, 257-59 (unchecked for watermarks), 230-40, 264-75, 279-84, 285-90, 294-99, 300-9, 323-7, 328-30, 331-41,
343-47, 367-73, 357-58, 374-82, 397-403, 405-7, 414-20, 424-37, 459 NH with PF certificate, 462-76, 525-30,
525-34A, 551-73, 581-91, 630, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, C1-6, C13, E1-3, E5-13, F1, J3, J22-25, J38-42, J48, J66-67,
JQ1-5 and Q1-12. Lovely stamps with fresh appearance, condition is mixed, with some usual faults among the classics,
a great lot for breakdown, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
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14

HH/H/m U.S., High Quality Collection. Mostly mint and neatly mounted in H.E. Harris Liberty album, with 40 (mostly
PSE) certificates (a couple are photocopies of certificates). Highlights include used: 92, 95, 116, 119, 291-92 and mint:
73 (regummed?), 133a no gum, 207 NH with PSE certificate, 221, 222, 225, 226, 226Pa NH with PSE certificate,
230-40 (8c NH with PSE certificate, 10c NH with PF certificate, 50c o.g. with copy of PSE certificate), 268, 280 plate
number strip of 3, 285-90 (4c NH with PSE certificate), 294-99 NH (3 with NH PSE certificate), 296 (2 NH, 1 o.g.), 297
(NH block of 4, 1 o.g. single), 298 (2), 299 (2 NH - 1 with PSE certificate, 1 o.g.), 300-309 (several values are NH), 305 (3
NH), 323-27 NH, 328-30 NH, 329 plate number strip of 3, 339 NH, 358 NH with photocopy of PF certificate, 369 NH, 371
& 373 vertical and horizontal pairs, 374-82, 397-404, 400-400A NH, 438, 469, 473 NH, 479, 486//497 mixed pair and
line pair set, missing 491, 498-518, 524, 525-30 (3 stamps with NH PSE certificates), 534A, 538a & 540a NH with PSE
certificates, 547 (1 NH, 1 o.g.), 548-50 NH, 572-73 NH, 551-73 mostly NH set, 571 NH bottom arrow block, 578-79 NH,
581-91 (higher values NH), 599A NH, 658-79, 803-34, 832g plate block, 1030-53, C1 (4 NH, 1 o.g.), C2 (2 NH, 3 o.g.),
C3 (3 NH, 1 NH centerline block and 1 top NH arrow block of 4), C4 (4 NH), C5 (5 NH, 2 with graded PSE certificates - 85
and 95, 1 o.g.), C6 (4 NH, 2 with PSE certificates, 1 o.g.), C13 o.g., C18 (2 NH), C23 (23 plate blocks), C23c signed
Bloch, E5, E7 NH, E13 NH, F1, Q1-12 (50c with PSE graded 80 LH certificate) and JQ1-4. Condition appears generally
sound, with many great high quality and well centered singles that were hand picked by a quality conscious philatelist
with a good eye for quality, o.g., many never hinged, F.-V.F. overall (photo on web site). Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

15

HH/H

16

HH/H
U.S., Fourth Bureau Definitive Collection. Massive and very comprehensive study of fourth Bureau issues
that took years to form in eight home made albums containing 551-73, several sets 581-91 in various shades and
varieties, 583 (2), coils in various shades including some possible, Harding issues including imperf matched arrow
blocks and center line block, 622-23, and rotary issues 631, 632-42, 646-48, 692-701 containing plate blocks in various
plate numbers, shades, various gum breaker types and large blocks. Condition appears mostly sound, generally
F.-V.F. A remarkable collection that will likely never be duplicated. Be sure to view this one. Scott $45,000 (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

17

HH/H

18

H/m
U.S., Estate Holding. In several large boxes containing 17 stamp albums or stock books including a three
albums of postal stationary including some Hawaiian and early U.S. entires and several collection balances, and loose
pages and glassines and well over $1,000 worth of U.S. face value postage. Some highlights include used 33, 36, 68, 70
(2), 73 (2), 76 (2), 112, 112-17, 121, 230-40, 238-39 (2), 238-41, 291 (2), K10, K18, O58-62, and mint: 230-37, 230-32,
234 (4), 236-37, 284, 287-89, 297-98, 297-99, 306-7, 323-27, 572, 630, 666, 669 block of 56, 803-34, C1, C3 E6,
Confederate States 12 block of 45, mint blocks of 4: 550, 616, 617-19 (2) and 620-21, mixed condition. Huge mass of
stamps adding up to high commutative Scott value that should be inspected to see what little treasures lurk here. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

19

H/m
U.S., Collection, 1861-1990. In 7 Lindner albums and 6 White Ace albums, the modern issues and face
value postage in the Lindner albums and the classic issues in the White Ace albums. These albums appear to be in the
process of being merged into one collection. Highlights include mint: 231-39, 266/267 pair, 285-91, 425e (6), 438, 463a,
498//517 (missing 500, 505), 555-72, 581-91, 692-701, 614-21, 630, 1030-53 (2 sets), C1, C1-5, E12-13, J24, J49, O2,
O3, O15-16, O19, O23, O24, O25-26, O35, O44, O52, O56, O63, O90-93, O101, O120, PR9-11, PR125, Q9, and used:
36, 112-19, 151, 152 (2), 153, 162, 165, 189-91, 230-41, partial used Kans. Nebr. set, E1-5, J1-7, J18-21, J25-26, O1-2,
O4, O30, O35-38, O41, O57-60, O65, O72-82, RW1, RW4-38 and hundreds of dollars worth of face value postage.
Condition is mixed with typical faults among 19th century and better condition among mint 20th century, generally

4

U.S., Exceptional Mint Collection, 1861-1988. Mounted in two Scott albums, includes 63, 73, 113-114,
133, 146-147, 158, 161, 178, 189, 205-207, 209-210, 212-214, 222, 225-227, 230-237, 240, 253, 255, 268-269, 279,
279B, 280-282, 283, 288, 290, 294-298, 300-308, 327, 328-330, nice coverage of Washington Franklins, 397-400A,
347, 551-573, White Plains sheet, 692-701, Kansas Nebraska complete, Prexies with coils complete, Liberty issue
complete, C1-C6, C13-C15, C18, finally a splendid collection of ducks, RW1-RW56, tremendous catalog and breakup
value, overall F.-V.F., worth allotting extra time to check this beauty out.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

U.S., Collection, 1869-1933. In clean Lighthouse stock book, containing: 112, 183, 185, 189, 216, 219D,
222-26, 230-41, 249, 251, 252, 254-56, 260, 261A, 272, 273, 274, 276A, 282, 282C, 285-92, 294-99, 300-9, 311,
323-27, 328-30, 331-42, 357-58, 374-82, 400, 400A, 405-7, 414-21, 424-40, 462-66, 468-76, 477-78, 551-73, C1-6,
C18, E1-E3, E6, E7 (2), E8, E12-13, K6-8 and Q1-12. Some small faults, but overall condition appears better than
usual, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Neatly organized collection with better Washington / Franklins that are missing
from most collections, which can easily be added to your collection to fill in some sections or broken down for individual
retail or online sales. (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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F.-V.F. appearance, a lovely bread and butter collection with better singles scattered through out that quickly adds up in
value. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
20

H/m

21

H/m

22

H/m

23

HH/H

24

m
U.S., Collection, 1847-1963. In Minkus All American Album. Highlights include: 1, 2, 14, 17, 28, 36, 37, 38,
68-69, 71-72, 76-78, 87, 89, 95, 97-98, 112-18, 120-21, 152 (2), 153-55, 160, 162 (2), 165-66, 182-91, 208, 212-18,
219, 220-29, 230-40, 264-76, 278, 285-92, 294-99, 300-11, 323-27, 397-404, C1-6, J1-5, J18-20, E1-11, Q1-12,
RW12-16, RW18-29 and Confederate States 1. Usual mixed condition bread and butter collection with plenty of better
singles that could be broken down for individual sale, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

25

HH/H

26

H/m

U.S., Collection, 1851-1988. Neatly mounted in two Lighthouse albums, with better items including used: 1
on folded letter, 14 pair, 17, 29, 38, 68-72, 76-78, 87, 89-90, 96-98, 112-21, 135, 149, 151, 153-55, 162-63, 165, 185-91,
212-18, 219-29, 244, 264-75, 240, 404, 523, J21 and mint: 230-40, 243P4, 284, 289, 294-99, 300-10, 323-27, 328-30,
397-400A, 414-16, 420, 551-73, 581-91, 630, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, C1-6, C13, E3, E7, plus Civil War, Marilyn
Monroe and Legends of the West press sheets, generally F.-V.F. appearance. A great opportunity to build up this
attractive collection, that has great Scott value. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Collection, 1847-1952. In two Scott National Hingeless albums with the balance of the collection on
Minkus pages, mostly used. Highlights include used: 1-2, 7, 9, 14-15, 17, 25, 33, 67-72, 76-78, 87, 89-91, 92-98 (5c with
split grill), 112-21, 149 (2), 151, 152 (3), 153-55, 162, 165-66, 190-91, 212-18, 228-29, 230-40, 238, 244, 276 (2),
285-90, 312, 390-96, 404, 500, E1-11, J5, O5, O6, first issue revenues including 13 imperf stamps, 16 part perf stamps,
perf high level of completion up to 40c, Documentary, Stock Transfers, Playing Cards, RI1-13, an album of cut squares
and stationary and mint: 328-30, 367-73, 400, 548-50, 581-91, 599A, 630, 634A, 692-701, 658-79, 803-34, C6, O1-4,
O15-16, O19, O21, O35-37, O51, O87, O90-91, O93, PS15, RW2-5, RW10-14, RW17, RW21, RW29-30, RW44-48
and RW58-61. Nice variety with some useful high catalog value, condition is mixed as usual, a great lot for breakdown,
generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Old Time Collection and Mint Accumulation. 100’s of stamps on old European pages and loose
stock cards. Highlights include (used unless note otherwise): 1, 12, 14 (2), 27, 30A, 33, 37, 63 (4), 68-72, 68 (5), 70/78
(7), 71 (4), 72, 73 (6), 76 (10), 77 (3), 89, 91, 96, 97, 98, 115, 116, 119 (2), various banknotes to 90c from various bank
note companies, with pages of fancy cancels on banknotes including Stars, targets, geometrics, letters, numbers, etc.,
219-29, 230-38 mint, 230-239, 239, 241, C1-3, and large Newspapers and four stock pages packed with mint
duplicates including higher value Columbians, Parcel Post to 20c, some Washington / Franklins. Condition is mixed,
some faults, some mint never hinged, high Scott catalog value. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Mint Collection, 1851-1935. Neatly mounted on White Ace pages, consisting of used: 9, 17, 76, 87, 93,
96, 112, 113, 115, 117, 119, 214, 219-29, 217-18, 240-41, 276A, E3-5, J1-7, J15-21, J57 and mint: 73, 230-36, 238-39,
282, 288, 290-91, 294-99, 325, 328-30, 300-6, 379, 429, 435, 472, 541, 551-72 (25c is used), 581-91, 658-79, 692-701,
C1, C6, C7-9 plate blocks, C10a, E1-2, E7 (2), E12-13 NH, J3, J22-23, J25-26, J42, J55, J66, J76 NH, JQ1-5, Q5-9,
PR9, PR11, PR61-62 and PR114-25. Condition appears generally sound, except for usual condition issues in 19th
century, generally F.-V.F. Nice bright and fresh appearing collection starting at a low percentage of Scott value. This
collection should realize some decent profit when broken down. Scott $26,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., Collection, 1893-2015. In five Scott Specialty albums with slip cases, containing good quality singles in
the early era and much face value postage in the modern era. Highlights include: 238-39, 294-96, 306, 323-27, 328-30,
367-73, 337, 339, 524, 547, 551-73, 581-91, 599A (single and pair), 614-21, 634A, 658-79, 803-34, C1-6, C13-14, C18,
E1-2, E7, E11-13, Q7, K1-2, K7, K10, K11, K13, K16, RW12 and RW16, F.-V.F. A lovely collection with good quality
singles and much face value postage. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., Alluring Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1975. A fresh, clean lot residing in a Scott National album, with
mint unless noted 212, 213, 294-299, 323-327, 328-330, 369, 397-400A, 503-518, 551-573, White Plains sheet,
Kansas Nebraska complete, nice coverage of Farleys, Prexies, Liberty issue complete, then back of book including
C10a, C18, E1-E7, used J29-J30, K1-K18, Q1-Q11, RVB1-RVB2 (2), RW1-RW35, many of the stamps were chosen for
their centering, plan on sufficient quality time to fully appreciate this collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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27

ma

28

m
U.S., Used Collection, 1851-1933. On Scott Specialty pages. Better items include: 7, 14, 17, 25, 36, 37, 38,
68-71, 76-78, 97-98, 112-21, 134, 148-55, 160, 162, 165, 182-91, 205-18, 219-29, 230-40, 261A, 266-76, 277, 285-91,
294-99, 300-11, 323-27, 331-42, 343-47, 397-404, 422, 424-40, 460, 462-80, 658-79, C1-2, C4-6, C18, E1-10, J1-7,
J15-21, J22-26, J28, J43-44, J47, J54 with PSE certificate, K1-2, O3, O15-24, O27, O35-38, O40-41, O47-56, O57-58,
O60-63, O87-92, O95, PR10-12, PR14, PR16-18, PR20, Q1-12, U13, RW8-36, plus a useful selection of Possessions,
Guam 7, 9 and 10., generally F.-V.F. appearance. A delightful little collection, be sure to spend a little time on this one.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

29

H

30

H/m/)
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1980. Mounted in a American Heirloom album, used includes 1, 7, 27,
28, 36, 64, 71-72, 76 (2), 87, 89-91, 100, 112-117, 119-120, 217-218, 260, 291, 311, mint with 9, 11, 233, 235-238, 557
NH block of four, 570, 614-616, 617-619, some mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

31

H/m/)

32

H/m

33

HH/H
U.S., Mint Collection, 1893-2010. Housed in seven volumes, includes, singles, plate blocks and strips,
souvenir & full sheets, values from 4¢ to 60¢, lots of self adhesives, owner’s total face $2,700.00, as a bonus there are
mint #230-240, 285-289, 294-298, 323-327, 328-330, C1-C6, C18, terrific lot to restock with, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

34

H/m

6

U.S., Used Blocks of Four, 1850-1938. Balance of an excellent collection; several hundred blocks,
including useful duplication, neatly arranged on Scott Specialty stocksheets; highlights include #26 (block of six), 93
(lightened pen cancel, fake targets added), 161, 179, 214, 216 (2), Columbians to 10¢, 275, 287 (rejoined, counted as
singles), 296 (3, one a block of six), 297 (2), 309, 310, 323-330, 1909 Commemoratives imperfs (with duplicates), 400,
400A (3, one a block of 6), 573 & 834 blocks of 15, etc.; also includes back-of-the-book with a few nice revenues like
R10c, R11c, R16c, R30c & R35c. As for condition, it’s generally F-VF with typical centering problems on the earlies, and
some scattered faults here and there. All-in-all, quite an impressive balance. Scott $11,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., Mint Collection, 1888-1935. On Scott Specialty pages. Better items include: 216, 230-40, 285-90,
294-99, 300-11, 323-27, 328-30, 343-47, 357-58, 367-73, 374-81, 390-96, 405-7, 424-38, 486-97 (singles and pairs,
only missing 491), 498-518 (missing 500, 505), 524, 533, 547, 548-50, C1-6, E3, E5-E9, E11-13, F1, O49-O51, O53,
O59-60, O62, PR1-4, PR114-25, JQ1-5 and a good cut square starter section, generally F.-V.F. appearance. A
delightful little collection of fresh and pretty quality stamps. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

U.S., Old Time Collection, 1847-1965. Massive & valuable collection mounted in a well worn Minkus album,
starts with five pages of Hawaii, includes mint and used with duplicates showing better cancels, mint O1-O6, four
different postage currencies, pen cancelled #1 and a red cancelled on cover, page of used 1861 issues, page of 65s,
grilled issues, 112-121, page of used pictorials, then 20 pages of Banknotes obviously the owners favorite, again with
many better cancels, 312-313 used, mint Kansas issue complete, Prexies complete, special deliveries, parcel posts,
two pages of CSA with two covers, then commemoratives with mint Columbians to 240, 294-299, and runs to 1965, very
mixed condition, but a truly one in a million collection, the time spent viewing will be well rewarded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Classic and Face Value Collection. Better premium classics and modern issues, randomly collected
in clean Lindner album with slip case. Highlights include used: 112-19, 121, 230-45 ($3 is unused), J28, mint: 294-99 (3
sets), 302-9, 378-82, set of U.S., Italy, Portugal and Spain 1992 Columbus souvenir sheets, F1 (2), J64 star, plate
number and imprint strip of 4, JQ1-5, O91 o.g., 63E? brown pair, 63P4, 68P4, 69P4, 71P4, 72P4, 74TC4, J1P4-J7P4,
O57P4//O71P4 (missing 30c) and over $200 worth of mostly high denomination face value postage, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, a useful little collection of premium sets and singles and better denominations face value postage. A great
lot for dealer breakdown. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

U.S., Collection. Of singles, proofs and back of book, containing highlights including used: E1-2, E4-10,
J1-5, J18-20, J25-26, and mint: 569-73, 658-79, E3, F1, O15P4-24P4, O25P4-34P4, O47-50, group of Interior
Treasury and War Dept mixed soft and hard paper official sets, O122, group of 9 Specimen proofs, PR8, PR9, PR11,
PR58, PR60, PR81, PR114-25, Q8-9, group of first issue revenues, RVB1-2, RY5, group of three different shades of
perforated and gummed 63 trial color proofs and WS2, generally F.-V.F. appearance. A good value collection, starting
at a low percentage of Scott value. Scott $11,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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35

H/m

36

P

37

H

38

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1975. Thousands of mint & used stamps mounted in ten volumes, with a
collection of plate blocks, better mint includes Washington Bicentennial, Farleys complete, C2-C4, used 230-238,
285-290, 294-299, 323-327, 328-330, Q1-Q9, with over $3,000 in face this is a wonderful chance to pick up some useful
stock and cut back on trips to the post office, may be a few condition issues, but mostly F.-V.F., please inspect.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

39

H/m
U.S., Collection, 1851-1972. Mounted in American Heirloom Collection. Highlights include used 9, 68-72,
75-78, 92, 112-17, 119, 149, 151, 152, 160, 162, 165 (2), 166 (2), 191, 214, 217, 219-29, 238-40, 242, 291, 300-13,
E1-11, J6, J20-21, O24, and mint: 232-37, 285-89, 294-99, 299, 306, 309, 323-27, 328-30, 343-47, 397-400A, 552-73,
581-91, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, 1030-53, C1-6, C18, O23, O25P4-O34P4, O35P4-O45P4 and O83P4-O93P4.
Good variety high catalog value singles, condition is mixed as usual, a great lot for breakdown, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

40

m

41

HH/H

U.S., Collection, 1851-2003. In five Lighthouse hingeless albums. Highlights include used: 76, 97, 117, 119,
121, 239, 397-404, E1-3, and mint: 227 (toned), 630, 658-79, 803-34, E5, plus over $2,100 worth of face value postage,
generally F.-V.F. High overall Scott value. A great lot to break into smaller units for retail. Viewing strongly encouraged.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Proof, Essay and EFO collection. In Scott Specialty album, consisting of: 42P3, 43P3, 40P4, 63P3,
63P4, 65P4, 68P3, 68P4, 69P3, 69P4, 71P3, 71P4, 72P4, 73P3a, 73P4a, 76P3, 76P4, 77P4, 78P3, 79E8a (5 different
shades in singles and 2 different shades of blocks of 4), 112P3 pair, 113E3e yellow, 113P3, 113P4, 114P4, 116P3,
116P4, 117P3, 117P4, 120P4, 122P4, 129P4 with APS certificate, 145P3-149P3, 149P3 block of 4, 150P3 block of 4,
151P1 reduced large die proof, 152P3-155P3, 156P3-157P3, 157P4, 160P4-163P4, 161P3-163P3, 165P3-166P3,
165P4-166P4, 183P3, 183P4, 184E5e (10 different shades), 185P4, 205P3, 205P4, 206P3-207P3, 206P4-211P4,
213P3, 213P4-219P4, 219P4, 219DP3, 221P3-224P3, 221P4-222P4, 224P4, 226P4, 227P3, 227P4, 229P3, 229P4,
230P4, 235P4, 5 different Farley Park etchings, E1P4, E2P4, E3P3, E3P4, E4P2, O25P4-O34P4, O35P4-O45P4,
O72P4-O82P4, O83P4-O93P4, PR2P4-PR4P4, PR24TC3 (2 violet shades), PR25TC3f, PR27TC3m, PR29TC3a,
R3P4, R11P4, R13P4, R27P4, R104TC, RT13TC3, RT3P3, RO134P3, RO179P4, LO2P4 and some EFO’s (mostly
never hinged): 14 different imperf coil pairs and 8 misperf blocks and singles. Condition appears sound, with full
margins all around, a lovely and fresh collection, F.-V.F. Scott $7,500+ (photo on web site). Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Balance Collection. In five Scott / White Ace albums, containing the usual mix of mint and used, with
the majority of the value in a Scott American album with highlights that include: 9, 36, 68-70, 72, 78, 76, 89, 112-13, 149,
151, 153, 155, 162, 165-66, 191, 208, 219-29, O24, O31, O41-42, O58, O60, O62, O64, O72-82, O95, mostly used
newspapers: PR9-14, PR18-21, PR24-26, U16-17, group of imperforate first issue revenues and some perforated first
issue revenues including: R83c, R86c, R97c, R98c, R101c, mint: 88 o.g., 230-37, 237, 239, 241, 282C, 285-87, 294-99,
310, 324-27, 328-29, 369, 548-50, 692-701, O36, O47-56, O57, and a group of loose album pages and groups of
stamps in a small box including used: 36, 68-70, 76-77, 116-17, 153, 155, 230-39, a group of used long liquor and cigar
revenue stamps, and mint: 289, 372 (100, mostly NH in large blocks), some Farley souvenir sheets, some 1938
Presidential plate blocks including 833, 1051-53 plate blocks, 2145a and finally the White Ace albums containing some
face value postage from the 1960’s to 1980. Condition a little mixed with usual faults among the classics. Some areas
that shouldn’t be missed include some decent mint regular issues, Officials and Newspapers, so you should take a little
time to view, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Used Collection on Stock Pages, 19th Century. Early 1851 issues to large bank notes, some
highlights include: 9, 20, large group of 11/26/65 3c Washington’s with various shades and cancels, 36b, 68 (4), 69, 70,
a possible 70b, 76 (2), 78b, a possible 85, 98, 112, 113 (2), 115 (2), 117, 119, a group of 1c-3c bank notes uncancelled,
plus some better stamps that appear to be uncancelled 149, 185, 189, a large group banknotes 6c (36 including some
208’s), 149, 160 NYFM cancel, 151, 162 (4), 15c (24, including some better National and Continental’s), 153 (2), 30c (8)
and 90c (1), some duplication, many faults, many useful stamps, mixed condition. High Scott catalog value starting at a
low percentage of catalog value. Scott $24,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Premium Single and Plate Block Collection, 1887-1985. In five Scott Specialty albums with slip
cases, two albums contain high quality and well centered singles from the bank note era on with many well centered less
expensive stamps scattered throughout with highlights that include: 214, 230-35, 273, 294-96, 299, 300-6, 307-8, 325,
337, 339-40, 379, 343-47, 368 horizontal pair, 371 horizontal pair, 373 horizontal pair, 397-399, 418, 465, 470, 571-73,
692-701, C1-6, C18 and E7, three album contain fresh and well centered plate blocks, o.g., mostly never hinged, mostly
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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H/m

43

H/m

44

HH/H

45

H/m

46

H/m

47

H/m

48

H/m
U.S., Regular Issue and EFO Collection. EFO collection of approximately 250 different errors neatly laid
out on Vario pages with page upon page of pristine never hinged singles, consisting of approximately 225 misperf
singles and blocks starting with a few Washington / Franklin singles to 1990’s and 28 imperf pairs (mostly coil pairs) from
the 1970’s to 1990’s and a Recalled Legends of the West sheet in original blue folder, India - Chakhari 36 (Stanley
Gibbons 53b) inverted center with PF certificate, 9X1, 375 XF Jumbo Margins, 400A very lightly hinged, 1908 #2 plate
number strip of 3, O33 no gum, O90, 14 souvenir cards from the early 1970’s, a well maintained large Lighthouse album
containing approximately $200 United States face value postage with good high denominations and diverse selection
of used Washington Franklin singles including some better denominations and coil singles, generally F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

49

m
U.S., Mint and Used Collection. In Scott National album, containing used (unless noted otherwise): 76, 90,
70 (2), 71 (2), 115, 116 (3), 117, unsorted bank notes 7¢ (4), 12¢ (2), 15¢ (2), 24¢ (1), 30¢ (2), 90¢ (2), 217, 232 (2 mint),
238 (2) and multiples of plenty of nice $5-$20 items through the rest of the stockbook, a few faults, lots of better stamps
and high catalog value, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $15,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

50

H/m

8

U.S., Collection, 1851-1910’s. In a Design Type album, plus two stockbooks of random stamps, Design
Type album consisting of: 15, 17, 33, 68-69, 71-72, 76, 78, 116, 119, 152, 217-18, 228-29, 230-39, 285-91 and stray
blocks and singles in two stock books including: 425 Coil Stamps plate block of 10, some unidentified mint Washington /
Franklin blocks and singles, 467 (5c error single in 2c block of 6), 505 (5c error pair in 2c block of 12), a few Hawaii 10S,
28, some Provisional’s and Banknotes, and 200-300 Naval Covers from 1930’s-1950’s, generally F.-V.F. appearance,
a nice little collection with some juicy items. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Enormous Mint & Used Collection, 1893-2009. Mounted in twenty five albums, includes singles,
coils, booklet panes, souvenir sheets, with 3¢ to $11.75 values, includes mint 548-550, 551-573, Kansas overprint
complete, Nebraska 669-673, 678-679, Prexies complete, Liberty issue complete, Prominent Americans complete,
Americana issue complete, plus much more, a great opportunity to acquire some better stock and postage in one lot,
inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Collection, 1851-1974. Mounted in Scott National album. Highlights include: 212-14, 219D, 230-34,
236-37, 248, 294-99, 300-4, 323-27, 328-30, 551-73, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, 1030-53, C1-6, C13-15 and C18.
Appears generally sound with several great sets / singles to sell individually, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Eclectic Mostly Mint Collection, 1929-59. Collection presented in two Scott albums, the first holds
mint NH block of four 213, 305 block of four with plate number, 328 & 329 blocks of four, 620 & 621 centerline blocks of
four, plate blocks include 373, 529-530, 553, 561, 563-566, 635-640, 642, 654, 655 (3), 2¢ Reds, 695-696, 699-700,
imperf Farleys, the second has mint & used blocks of four and some plate blocks, it will take some time to arrange this
lot, but the effort will be well rewarded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Collection and Back of Duplicate Stock, 1851-1994. In two Scott National albums of mint stamps,
plus 1 Scott National album of used singles from 1975-1994, 6 stock books of used duplicates and 1 stock book of mint
duplicates. Highlights include used: 9, 149, 152, 165, 238, and mint: 219D, 222-24, 226, 234, 236, 240, 323-27, 538A,
551-73, 614-21, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, C1-6, C18, E12-13 and much face value postage, generally F.-V.F.
appearance. A good solid collection with plenty of room for expansion and duplicates to trade. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Collection of Balance Collections. Of 7 albums, with some better singles and mint U.S. postage.
Highlights include used: 9, 162, 190-91, 230-39 and mint: 230-40, 285-91, 294-99, 296-99, 300-9, 323-7, 328-30,
397-400A, 548-50, 551-73, 614-19, 658-68, 692-701, 1030-53 and RW9-11. Several attractive sets and singles to be
pulled out of these collections, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Mostly Mint Lot, 1861-1990. Presented in a Lighthouse stockbook, includes mint 285-286, 328-330,
pairs 368, 371, 373, excellent Washington Franklins, 548-550, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, 699-701, Kansas
Nebraska overprints complete, Prexies complete, C1-C6, C18, E7, F1, RI1-RI13, selection of mint savings stamps,
plenty of desirable sale able items, it only gets better with each viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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H/m

52

HH/H

53

HH
U.S., Super Clean Mint Colection, 1890-2002. Eight volumes which include four Scott Specialty, sparse in
the classics but includes #219; 230-231; 234; 285-6; 301; 303; 305; 314; 319; 324; 367-8; 370; 372-3; 502-4; 506-514;
532; 534-5; 557-71; plus various others for the period through 1930, from here on out it appears complete through 2002.
Airmails include C1-2; C4-5; C13; C18; E7 and smattering other BOB; Dues include J15-6; J22-3; J65; J78; J87; plus
others, the collector that formed the collection selected mint never hinged, we only examined a handful and they all
looked that way. Ranging in centering from Fine to Extremely fine and offered completely intact. Bonus- three volume
United Nations and a stationery album, a pleasure and a breeze to view, o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

54

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1990. Residing in a Scott National album, mint with 323-324, 328-329,
368, 372-373, 617-616, 617-619, 620-621, 693-701, Prexies, Liberty issue, C18, E11, QE1-QE4, used has useful
Washington Franklins, a quick break up will yield positive results, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

55

m

56

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1893-1985. Presented in three albums and a stock book, a ton of face with
many 25¢ to 29¢ values, some in plate blocks or blocks of four, stock book has Famous American plate blocks, and coil
strip from the 1922 issue, please inspect carefully, a very useful grouping, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

57

HH/H

58

H/m/)

59

m

60

H/m

61

m
U.S., Cancel & Variety Collections 1851-1888. Unchecked collection in four small volumes, approximately
4000 stamps, includes hundreds of used 10 & 11, 26, 63, 64, and 3¢ Washington Bank Notes, intact as it arrived at our
facility, a bonanza for the specialist, mixed condition, but overall F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

62

HH/H

U.S., Balance Collection, 1861-1964. In Lighthouse hingeless album. Highlights include used: 62B (corner
fault), 72, 78, 311, K3, K5, K10, K14, K17, RW3-4, RW9-17 and mint: 302-6, 325, 334-5, 337, 401-2, 414, 416, 429,
614-19, 571-73, 591, 692-701, 834, F1, K1-2, K4, K6-7, K8, K11, K13, RW1 and RW5-6. Stamps are in mixed condition,
with mixed faulty and sound stamps. Album is in decent condition and would be great to expand upon, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Premium Mint Consignment Balance. Mounted in a Scott album, includes 548-550, 551-573,
614-616, 617-619, 620-621, 692-701, Kansas Nebraska overprints complete, Prexies complete, Liberty issue
complete, C18, a majority of the material were selected for centering and freshness, the stamps appear to pop off the
pages, plenty of meat left on the bone, be sure to check it out, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Used Imprint Singles, 1851-1915. 75 stamps, most with “captured” imprint in margin; includes #11A
(2), 24 (3), 26 (6), 35, 27 Bank Note issues (including three 15¢), three 1¢ Columbians, a 4¢ Trans-Miss., five Officials
and six Revenues; generally clean and F-VF. A nice lot representing many years of searching. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Commemorative Collection, 1893-1960’s. In stock book, containing 233, 294-99, 323-27, 328-30,
397-400, 551-73, 692-701, 803-34, 1030-53 (2), C1-6 and C18 (2 mint singles and first day cover), condition is mixed,
F.-V.F., a nice group of popular commemorative sets (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1990. Housed in ten volumes, with plenty of mint & used material, some
better includes used 69, 72, C1-C6, Q1-Q12, mint includes 237-239, O114-O120, plate block J88, plenty of hidden
gems waiting to be mined, mixed condition, but generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Collection, 1851-1922. On Scott National pages, consisting of: 76, 112-17, 119, 149, 151, 160, 162,
163, 165, 217, 219-29, 261, 230-40, 264-76, 285-91, 300-12, 323-30, 341-42, 401-404, C1-6, E1-5, decent banknote
and BEP postage dues, Q1-12, a small scattering of revenues, RW2-RW7, generally F.-V.F. appearance, nice
intermediate bread and butter collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Cyclopian Collection, 19th & 20th Century. Contained in 17 binders and with both mint, used and the
occasional FDC or cover, includes, singles, pairs, blocks, plate blocks, plate strips, sheets, a plethora of material to be
consumed but nothing really individually spectacular, but here-there it adds up, certainly a no-brainer at twice the
estimate, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Quality Mint Balance Lot, 1909-75. Sweet little mint balance that includes 576 plate block, strips of two
to four 408V-409V, recalled Legends of the West sheet, 547, 548-550, White Plains sheet, C1-C6, C18, needs
inspection for NH items, a surefire money maker, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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HH/H/m

64

m

65

m
U.S., Used Plate Number Singles, 1895-1925. About 150 different including 35 #267, 16x 2¢ Trans-Miss.,
6x 1¢ Jamestown imprint & plate no. strips of 3 (one unused without gum), 7x 2¢ Jamestown, Panama-Pacific 400 &
400A plus perf 10 1¢ (5), 2¢ (4) & 5¢ (3), etc. Scott $544 ++ (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

66

H/m
U.S., 1901 Pan-American Issue. Small collection of 28 items including plate number singles 1¢ (3 used), 2¢
(4 mint & 2 pairs), 4¢ (used single & pair); also a mint 2¢ imprint & plate no. strip of 5; a piece with the complete set used
together and another with 1¢-8¢ plus several nice cancels on piece. A nice little lot, virtually all F-VF. Scott $920+ (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

67

m

68

m

69

H/m

70

m

71

HH/H

72

HH/H

10

U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1932-2000. Presented in a Lighthouse hingeless album, mint includes White
Plains sheet, also complete sheets of 766-767 (Brookman 530.00), lots of face, a great value lot, please review, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Used Collection with Match & Medicine Stamps 1869-1930. A useful collection that includes 238,
289, 290 (2), 310, Officials, a couple of hundred first issue revenues, Wines, Playing cards, precancels,state revenues,
ducks, telegraphs, but the bulk of the value are in the approximately 250 match & medicines, with RS46, RS65, RS83,
RS161, RS201, RS227, RS253, with duplication of the match private dies, also includes mint NH 299, a nice lot to plow
through, mixed condition, inspection urged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Fancy Cancels on Columbians. Over (190) fancy cancels on Columbians, includes coloreds, Indian
Territory, stars, diamonds, targets, letters, geometrics, Maltese crosses, “Skull & Crossbones”, excellent break down
value for a very popular issue, inspection is recommended, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Precancel Extravaganza, 1901-2000. Several hundred precancels in eleven volumes and a box,
includes 1922 Issue, Washington Franklins, Prexies, Liberty Issue, Transportation coils, postage dues, airmails, with
Precancel Society literature, a few blocks, precancels are organized by city and priced, a magnificent collection for the
beginner or maven alike, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Precancel Collection. Of approximately a couple thousand different Bureau precancels in four
stockbooks or albums and two great reference books from the Precancel Stamp Society: Bureau Precancels and Town
and Type Catalog of United States and Territories. This collection should be fun for both the novice and expert
precancel collector, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Precancel Collection, 1902-38. Terrific lot of a few hundred precancels, includes Washington
Franklins to the $1 value, 1922 series to the $1 value, parcel posts, postage dues, 8¢ of the 1902-1903 series, plus
blocks, inspection is needed, mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Block, Plate Block and Booklet Pane Collection, 1893-1945. In two old albums of quadrille pages.
Highlights include (blocks of four unless otherwise noted): 230 block of 6, 231 normal and broken hat, 236, 308, 314,
319-20 various shades and types, 328-29, 339, 367-68, 370-73, 374a, 375a, 376, 397-398, 400, 401, 417, 419, 508,
512-512a plate blocks, 528A-28B, 536, 538a imperf pair, 540a imperf pair, 541, 550 plate block of 6, 551-69, 568 plate
block of 6, 581-91 (only missing 8c value), 614-21, 630 (3), 632-42, 647-48, 669-75, 677, 692-701, 700-701 plate
blocks, C1 with top plate number, C3, C4, C4 right side plate block, C5 block of 6, C6, C7-9 group of blocks with plate
numbers, C10 plate block of 6, C11 plate block of 6, C16 plate block, C10a, C18 top plate block of 6, Q1-5 and J65 plate
block of 8. Condition appears mostly sound with many blocks that were set aside years ago with many well centered and
fresh looking stamps lurking about, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1904-50. In two White Ace albums, with highlights including: 323, 328-29,
367-68, 370-73, 398, 537, 548-50, 551-54, 555, 557, 559, 561-65, 567-68, 610-12, 614-21, 622-23, 627, 628, 630,
631-42, 2c reds appear complete, 646-48, 649-50, 692-701, 704-15, 740-49, 756-65, 785-93, 803-34, 859-93, C7-12,
C16, C17, C19, C20-22, C24 and C25-31. Condition is generally sound and very fresh, although some of the early plate
blocks are hinged, among even the hinged plate blocks, many of the stamps are never hinged, you will also notice some
well centered stamps that have great profit potential if you wished to play the grading game, o.g., mostly never hinged,
F.-V.F., We recommend viewing. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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74

HH/H
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HH/H

76

HH/H

77

HH/H

78

HH/H

79

HH

80

(H)

81

H
U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1920-1963. Mounted in a Harris album, includes 548, 552, 554, 563-565,
614-615, 617, 628, 704-715, 2¢ Reds, Farley imperf National Parks, Famous Americans complete, Liberty complete,
C7-C9, C25-C31, E14-E21, great inexpensive opportunity to restock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

82

H

83

HH/H

84

HH/H

U.S., Plate Blocks, Magnificent Holding, 1918-50. Mounted on pages, includes 551-554, 563-566,
575-577, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, 622-623, 632-642 less 634A, 647-648, White Plains sheet, various 2¢ Reds,
704-715, 692-701, Prexies complete, 1052-1053, National Parks complete, Farley imperfs complete, Famous
Americans complete, C7-C9, C10, C12, C18, C24, with a vast majority NH, this is the perfect lot for the internet or
bourse dealer, be sure to set aside enough time to properly evaluate this winner!!! F.-V.F. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1919-63. In H.E. Harris plate block album. Highlights include: 537, 548-50,
559, 614-15, 617-19, 628, 648, 632-42 (missing 634A), 649-50, 658-59, 665-68, 669-71, 674, 678, 692-701, 704-15,
perf and imperf parks, 803-34, 859-93, 1030-53, C7-9, C10-12, C16-17, C19-24 and C25-31. Condition appears mostly
sound, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Plate Blocks, Phenomenal 1938 Presidential Issue Collection. In three massive home-made
albums, a large group of loose album pages, plus a large shoe box full of duplicates, consisting of approximately 2,000
different plate blocks (many matched sets) from ½¢ to $5 with many difficult and scarce plate numbers, plus duplicates
of approximately 1,000 additional plate blocks, a great collection for the 1938 Prexy specialist, shade specialist or plate
block collector, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F., this lot deserves a good look to properly value.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Plate Blocks, Delightful Holding, 1918-50. Mounted in a binder, includes C7-C9, C10, 620-621, 2¢
Reds, C25-C31, C16, C24, Famous Americans complete, 372, 628, 367, 537, 704-715, a bountiful lot, please examine,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Plate Blocks, Useful Collection, 1923-40. Mounted on Scott pages, includes 610, 611, 622-623,
614-616, 620-621, 635, 639, 658 (2), 659, 692-694, 2¢ Reds, 704-715, National Parks complete, Farley imperfs
complete, fresh as a daisy, inexpensive way to restock, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Plate Blocks, Mint Selection, 1920-40. Housed in a Lighthouse stock book, includes mint plate block
lot includes 531 NH, 649-650, 692-701, National Parks complete, Farleys special printings complete, Prexies complete,
with many NH so inspection is suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Plate Blocks, Impeccable Mint Collection including Airmail Issues, 1923-2000s. Residing in
eleven volumes and a high degree of completion after 1930, missing only #834 as far as we could see for this later
period, for the regularly issued commemoratives, starts with #610, includes most of all the 2¢ reds, Parks both perf and
imperf, Famous Americans, Overrun Nations, #1053, airmails include #C11, C17, C19, C25-31, later period again high
degree of completion, tremendous face value in addition to the premium items, those that we examined were fresh
never hinged, o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Plate Blocks, Columbian Issue Specialist’s Selection, 1893. Two items in a mint sheet file, includes
#233 block of forty with plate number & imprint no gum, 236 block of thirty five with plate number & imprint no gum,
excellent pieces for the Columbian specialist, please visit, unused without gum, F.-V.F. Scott $6,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Plate Blocks, Mint Collection, 1910-50. Nifty little collection of plate blocks and blocks, includes plate
blocks 331, 374, 378, 383, 384, 405, 424, 425, 481, 482, 483, 484, 506, 562, 564, 565, plus a block of 6 C4, many of the
pages have stickers and labels, a fresh clean lot, plate blocks are hinged with stickers which can be removed with fluid,
inspection is a must, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1919-63. Housed in a Harris album, includes 537, 549, 563, 586-589,
610-611, 2¢ Reds, 833, Famous Americans complete, 906, C25-C31, QE2, Q1, plus a nice group of Washington
Franklins, fresh & clean, a superior lot for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Plate Block Lot, 1926-45. In a small box in glassine, plate blocks include 549, 610, 614, 2¢ Reds, 640,
692-697, Famous Americans, Prexies, 711, 704-715, C16 (2), C31, many in duplication, be sure to check it out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1940-1965. Presented in three Lighthouse stock books, includes Famous
Americans complete, 906, Liberty issue complete, C7-C8, C10, C16, C20-C23, C24, C25-C31, decent lot fresh and
clean, what was examined was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

86

HH/H

87

HH/H

88

HH/H

89

(H)
U.S., Farley Complete Sheets. 753-65; Mothers Day, Wisconsin and Parks, 771 Air Post Special Delivery, a
little light toning and edge creases, typical for sheets of this age, without gum as issued, F.-V.F., Would make an
excellent subject of framing to give as gifts in this upcoming holiday season. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

90

(H)
U.S., Farley Complete Sheets. 756-60 & 762-65 Parks (without 6¢) sheets of 200; 754-55 Wisconsin &
Mothers sheets of 200; 766-67 Century of Progress sheets of 9 panes of 25 each; and 769 1¢ APS sheet of 20 panes of
6 stamps, without gum as issued, F.-V.F. All fresh, In large G&K portfolio sheet file. Brookman $4,230 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

91

(H)
U.S., Farley Complete Sheets. 756-60 & 762-65 Parks (without 6¢) sheets of 200; 754-55 Wisconsin &
Mothers sheets of 200; 767 3¢ Century of Progress partial sheets (a total of 5 panes of 25 stamps); and 768 Byrd partial
sheets of 20 panes of 6 stamps, only a little minor creasing to edges of sheets (away from the stamps), without gum as
issued, F.-V.F., all fresh (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

92

(H)
U.S., Farley Complete Sheets. 756-65 Parks sheets of 200; 754-55 Wisconsin & Mothers sheets of 200;
768 3¢ APS sheet of 20 panes of souvenir sheets of 6 and partial sheet of 12 souvenir sheets, a little minor edge wear,
without gum as issued, F.-V.F. Brookman $4,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

93

HH

94

HH/H

95

HH/H/m

96

HH
U.S., Small EFO Collection. Consisting of 1297b, 1304a, 1402b, 1596d plate block of 10, 2723A plate block
of 4, 2870 Recalled Legends of the West, 2920c and 3138 Bugs Bunny, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,293.
Estimate $300 - 400

12

U.S., Plate Block Group. On loose Scott Plate Block Album pages, containing 803-33, C7-9, C10-11, C24,
C25-31, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Plate Block Selection. Mounted on White Ace pages, consisting of: 803-34, 1030-53, C7-8, C16, C17
and C25-31, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., Mint Sheets, Massive Premium Collection, 1922-58. On clean / new G & K sheet folder pages, with
many clean and premium sheets starting with a great selection of 2c Reds, through the Farley’s, proceeding through the
early 3c purples, Presidentials, FDR, Liberty Issue and concluding with the late 3c commemoratives, slight duplication
(mostly among the early issues). Highlights include: 551, 610, 627, 628, 630, 644, 645, 649 (3), 650, 654, 655 (2), 657,
680, 681, 682 (2), 683, 688, 689, 690 (2) 702 (3), 716 (2), 717 (2), 718 (2), 719 (2), 720, 724-26, 734, 736, 740-49,
785-94 (Army Navy set), 803-30 (Presidentials to 50c), 855, 859-93, 906, 909-21 and 1030-47 (Liberty set to 20c)., o.g.,
mostly never hinged, F.-V.F., A great premium collection that should be viewed to fully appreciate. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

U.S., Collection of Better Sheets, 1930-60. Includes full and part sheets of 551, 553, 733, 740, 741,
1193,C29, RC22, mixed condition, inspection needed, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., EFO Collection, 1904-90. Thirty items in a binder, includes full sheet of 499 with ten “blind perf”vertical
imperf appearing pairs, 295 “Fast Train”, 1610a, 1702a, 1926a, 2605b, 2609b, well worth our low estimate, examination
is urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., EFO Cache. Of 59 errors, mostly imperf coils from the 1960’s to mid 1990’s, mostly in the Scott $20 to
$50 range, a bargain at our conservative estimate, o.g., many never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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H/m
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H/m
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H/m
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U.S., Back-of-the-Book Collection. On home-made pages. Highlights include used: J15-21, J22-28, O1-2,
O15-24, O25-34, O35-41, O43, O45, O65, O67, PR20, RW2, 11 different Beer stamps, 80+ Match and Medicine
stamps, dozens of Telegraph stamps, 11 different pre-1924 Christmas Seals, 50+ different Locals (mostly reprints),
mint: E1-3, E5-9, K1-18, JQ1-5, Q1-12, O3-9, O10-14, O42, O44, O50-52, O55, O57-64, O66, O80, O93, PR9-15,
PR18, PR24, PR57-64, PR66-67, PR69, PR74, PR77, PR81-86, PR89, PR114-25, RW1-6, RW1, RW6 with plate
number, RW9-14, RW16-21, RW30, RW32-38 and mostly complete modern mint ducks to 2015. Condition varies with
a good mixture of sought after odd ball issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Bombastic Collection, 1850-1913. Presented in a Lighthouse stockbook,
includes used #1 with blue cancel, 118, 121, mint includes Specimens of O1S (4), O2S (2), O10S (3), O11S (2), O12S,
O13S, O14S, O21S (2), O25S (2), O35S, O47S, O57S (4), O58S (3), 65S, 209S (3), C1 (2), C2, C3 (2), C4 (3), C5 (3),
C6 (2) plus block of four, C10a, C13 (2), C18 (3), PR57, PR102, O6-O7, O24, O32, O44, O56, O65, O81-O82, Sanitary
Fair WV2-WV3, Postage Currency PC5 crisp uncirculated, used Local 4LB8 with 2005 PSE certificate, local revenues,
tax paids, mint Q1-Q12, state revenues, seldom seen material, possibly a few condition issues, be sure to put this on
your “To View” list, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Back-of-the-Book and Revenue Collection, 1862-2007. Neatly laid out in three stock book.
Consisting of: O2-4, O15-24, O27-30, O35-38, O40-42, O47-56, O59-60, O72-82, O83-93, O95, O100, O118, O122,
PR9, PR11, PR105-6, PR122-24, good Post Office Seal group, WS2, WS7-11, 195 different Telegraph stamps, First
Issue Revenues: 44 different imperf, 29 part perforate, R1c-R102c complete perforate issues including key Playing
Card stamps, 6c Proprietary and $200 IRS stamp, R103-26 including some extra diagonal perfs, R129-30, R135-49,
R160, R246-50, R308, R335, R410, R510, R616, RB6b, RB7b, RB16a-b, Stock transfers, Cordials and Wines, RE19,
RE31, RE32-55, RE56, RE79, RE150, 20 different Beer stamps, 24 different Playing Cards stamps RG37-48,
RG58-65, RG67-68, RG83-94, RG108-19, RG123-24 mint, RI1-13, RJA105, RK3-6, RK11-12, RK15-21, RK24-25,
RK27-30, RK34-38, RL1-8, 49 different Motor Vehicle Tax stamps, RVB1-2, RY3, 23 different Match and 29 different
Medicine Private Die Proprietary stamps. A spectacular collection that could form the basis for a better collection or
could fill in holes of an advanced collection., generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1862-2012. In two Scott National albums, with highlights that include
Officials: O3, O20 mint, O23, O27, O37-38, O41, O54-55, O60, Treasury to 30c, good selection of perforated first issue
revenues including: R76c, R80c, R83c, R86c, R87c, R96c, R97c and some good imperforate and part perforate first
issue revenues, a few good second and third issues, documentaries contain a nice diverse selection of stamps, but not
many expensive issues, a few wines, lots of playing cards, RI1-13, 50 plus different match and medicine stamps, RW1
no gum, RW2-8 used, RW10 mint, a few mint $1 and $2 denominations, approximately $300 face value worth of modern
ducks, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a nice little collection with some juicy items if you take a few minutes to look.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Back-of-the-Book Odds & Ends, 1853-1950. Residing in two volumes, includes locals, private die
proprietaries, officials, newspapers, telegraphs, revenues with second issue R105, R106, R114, R117, R125, third
issue has R136, R138, R140, R146, R148, Battleships complete, cut square collection, parcel posts and postage dues,
with plenty of material that could be single lots, some condition issues, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Mostly Back-of-the-Book Lot, 1873-1940. Nifty grouping that includes Prexies complete mint, plus
mint C1, C6, C18, E1, plus Newspapers, Officials including two plate blocks O49, and Postage Dues, plus over $200.00
face in complete booklets, some uncommon material present, inspection would be helpful, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Back-of-the-Book Collection. In clean Lindner album with slip case. Highlights include Q1-12 (2
sets), Q6 on cover, a couple postal currency notes, some locals, cut squares, WV11-13, some Confederate States and
Hawaii, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a useful little collection of lovely back of book sets and singles. A great lot for
dealer breakdown. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Airmail Collection, 1918-2012. In Palo hingeless album with slipcase, nearly complete (only missing
Zeppelins). Highlights include: C1-6 (C3 with PF certificate and C5 with APS certificate), C10a and C18, generally
F.-V.F., a lovely collection in a clean premium album (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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U.S., Carrier Stamps. Group of primarily reprints comprising 22 Franklins, including a strip of 3 and two
blocks of 4 and 18 imperf & 2 perf Eagles, including a card proof, two used originals, two “used” reprints, two blocks of 4
(one o.g., one regummed) and an imprint pair of reprints; also includes three different colors of a Franklin woodcut
“Essay” in a design similar to the Regular Issue 1851 Franklins and not unlike Nesbitt’s 1¢ envelope essay, but inscribed
“Carrier Stamp” [a number of these “essays” are in the New York Public Library’s Miller collection described by Miller as
“probably fraudulent”]. Scott $2,115+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Officials Collection, 1851-1988. Neatly mounted on Lighthouse pages, with better items including
used: O4, O12, O15-24, O30, O31, O33, O39-41, O43-44, O62-64, O66, O95, O106, O112 and mint: O25-26, O29,
O1-3, O5-9, O35-36, O42, O45, O47-56, O60-61, O65, O67, O77-78, O82, O88, O90-93, O101, O102, O107 and
O120, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a lovely little collection of this desirable area (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Official Specimen Collection. Neatly mounted on Lighthouse pages, consisting of 70 specimen
stamps, including O3S, O4S, O5S-9S, O10S-14S, O29S, O31S, O34S, O39S, O44S, O51S, O60S-63S, O66S-O67S,
plus some mixed proofs, without gum as issued, generally F.-V.F., a great little collection of this difficult specialized area
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Newspaper Stamps, Delightful Selection. 40 items including a few reprints/forgeries, starting with
Large format first issues including two sets of proofs of these lovely items, quality not bad for these oversized and scarce
later issues, take a look and you will definitely be bidding, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Revenues, Specialized First Issue Collection, 1862-71. In three Lindner hingeless albums, neatly
arranged by issue, containing imperf, part perfs and fully perforate with various cancels and multiples (pairs and blocks
of various sizes), consisting of: R1a (single and 2 pairs), R1b (5 singles and 2 pairs), R1c (3 singles, 6 pairs and 1 block
of 4), R2c (2 singles), R3c (6 singles), R4c (3 singles and 1 pair), R5a (5 singles and 1 pair), R5b (4 singles, 1 with small
foldover and 1 pair), R5c (5 singles, 1 pair, 1 block of 4 and 1 block of 12), R6c (5 singles, 1 strip of 3, 1 block of 4, 1 block
of 12), R7a (4 singles and 1 vertical strip of 3), R7c (5 singles), R8a (8 singles), R9a (3 singles, 1 strip of 3), R9b (1
single), R10c (10 singles, 1 pair, 1 block of 4 and 1 single used on tax document), R11b (1 single), R12 (13 singles, 2
blocks of 4 and 1 strip of 6), R12c (5 singles), R13b (2 singles), R13c (5 singles, 1 pair and 1 block of 4), R14c (5 singles),
R15c (block of 12, plus illustrated bank checks and receipts including: Piano, Stoves, Buildings, Trunk, Carpentry
Tools, Horse and Harnesses and Coffin, revenue stamped photo), R16b (1 single), R16c (8 singles, 1 pair and 1 block of
4), R17c (8 singles), R18c (9 singles, 2 pairs and 1 block of 6), R19a (2 singles and 1 pair), R19b (1 single and 1 pair),
R19c (10 singles, strip of 3, 1 block of 4 and Summons document containing pair, 2 strips of 4 and strip of 6), R20c (9
singles, 3 pairs, 1 strip of 3 and 2 blocks of 6), R21c (5 singles), R23c (block of 4), R24a (3 singles and 1 vertical pair),
R24b (2 singles and 1 pair), R24c (1 single with stitch watermark, 1 single with pre-printing paper fold, block of 4 and 1
block of 20), R25a (3 singles, 1 pair, 1 block of 8), R25b (3 singles), R25c (block of 4), R26c (5 singles, 2 pairs, 1 block of
4, 1 block of 8), R27b (3 singles and 3 pairs), R27c (block of 4, 1 block of 10), R28c (14 singles, 1 pair, 2 blocks of 4, 1
block of 8), R29c (2 singles, 2 pairs, 1 strip of 3, 1 block of 4), R30c (8 singles and 3 pairs), R32a (8 singles, 2 pairs),
R32b (1 single), R32c (6 singles, 1 pair, 1 block of 4), R33a, R33b, R33c (strip of 4, block of 4), R34b, R35c (6 singles, 2
pairs, 2 block of 4), R36a, R36b (single and strip of 3), R37b (3 singles, pair), R37c (block of 4, block of 10 and Indenture
document containing single, pair and block of 12), R38c (2 singles), R39c (6 singles and 1 pair), R40a (2 singles and
pair), R40b (4 singles and 1 pair), R40c (6 singles, 2 pairs, 1 block of 4, 1 block of 6), R41a, R41c (7 singles), R42a (2
singles and pair), R42b (3 singles), R42c (8 singles, 1 pair and 2 blocks of 4), R43a (2 singles), R43b (2 singles), R43c (4
singles and 2 blocks of 4), R44a (2 singles), R44b (2 singles and pair), R45a (4 singles and pair), R46a (2 singles and 1
pair), R46b (2 singles and pair), R46c (2 blocks of 4 and 1 block of 6), R47a pair, R47c (9 singles, 1 pair), R48a (single
and pair), R48b (2 singles), R48c (block of 4), R49a (3 singles and 2 pairs), R49c (6 singles and pair), R50a (2), R50c (8
singles and pair), R51a (3 singles and pair), R51c (2 singles and 1 damaged single on document), R52a, R52b (2),
R52c (5 singles and strip of 3), R53b (3 singles and pair), R53c (8 singles and block of 4), R54a (2), R54b (3 singles and
pair), R55b (3), R55c on Retailer’s Bond, R56a, R56b, R56c (6), R57a (5), R57b, R57c (6 singles, 4 pairs), R58a (2),
R58c on Summons document, R59a, R59b (3 singles, 1 pair), R60a (4 singles and Summons document), R61a, R62a
(3), R62b, R62c (10), R63a, R63b (4 singles, 2 pairs), R63c block of 8, R64a, R64b (2 singles, 2 pairs), R64c (9), R65a,
R65b (2), R65c (14 singles, 1 pair), R66a (single and pair), R66c (5 singles, 1 pair, 1 block of 6), R67a, R67c (5 singles,
pair), R68a (single and pair), R68c (6 singles, 3 pairs, 1 block of 4), R69a (2 singles and 2 pairs), R69c (6 singles, pair
and block of 4), R70a, R70c (6 singles and 2 pairs), R71a, R71c (4 singles and strip of 3), R72a (3), R72c (6 singles, pair
and strip of 3), R73a, R73c (3), R74a (2), R74c (3), R75a (4 singles and pair), R76a, R76c (3 singles and 2 pairs), R77c
(10), R78a (5), R78c (5 singles and pair), R79c (3), R80c (7), R81a, R81c (5), R82a pair, R82c (5 singles and pair), R83c
(6), R84c (7), R85a (2), R85c (4 singles, 3 pairs, strip of 3), R86a (2), R87c (10), R88a, R88c (7 singles, 1 strip of 3),
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R89a, R89c (6 singles and pair), R90a (2), R90c (5 singles, 1 pair), R91a (2), R91c (5 singles, pair), R92a, R92c (7),
R93c (6 singles and pair), R94a (single and pair), R94c (4), R95a, R95c (5), R96c (9 singles, pair), R97c (3), R98a,
R98c (4), R100c (2), R101a, R101c (7) and R102c. Condition is mixed, with occasional faults, but overall you will notice
a better level of quality than usually encountered, with many great individual pieces that could be pulled out for your
collection, or for retail sale, or both, generally F.-V.F. appearance, if you collect revenues, you must view this collection.
Scott value over $50,000, inexpensive items uncounted in this total and no premium affixed to the many interesting
items and unused examples throughout. (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
110

m
U.S., Revenues, Specialized Second to Third Issue Collection, 1871-72. In Lindner hingeless album,
neatly arranged by issue, with unused examples, various cancels (with cut cancels priced at correct Scott value) and
multiples (pairs and blocks of various sizes), consisting of: R103 (6 singles and 1 block of 4), R105 (5), R106 (4), R108
(3), R110 (5 singles, horizontal and vertical pair and block of 4), R111 (8 singles and block of 4), R112 (8), R113 (4),
R114 (5), R116 (5), R117 (5), R118 (5 singles, 2 pairs and 1 block of 10), R119 with multiple extra rows of perforations,
R120 (8 and vertical pair), R121 (3), R122 (2), R123 (6 singles and 1 pair), R124 (5), R125 (3), R126 (2 singles, one has
vertical and horizontal extra rows of perforations), R127 (4), R128 (3, one has extra vertical and horizontal extra rows of
perforations), R129 with two extra rows of horizontal perforations, R130, R131, R134 (3), R135b, R136 (5), R138 (5),
R139 (11 singles and 1 strip of 3), R140 (5 singles and 3 pairs), R141 (8 singles), R142 (5), R143 (4), R144 block of 4,
R145 (9 singles, 1 horizontal pair and 1 block of 4), R146 (4), R147 (3), R148 (5), R149 (6), R150 and R151a. Condition
is mixed, with occasional faults, but overall you will notice a better level of quality than usually encountered, with many
great individual pieces that could be pulled out for your collection, or for retail sale, or both, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, if you collect revenues, you must view this collection. Scott value over $22,000, inexpensive items
uncounted in this total and no premium affixed to the many interesting items and unused examples throughout (without
premium for unused). (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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U.S., Revenue Collection, Exceptional Quality, 1861-72. Mounted on Scott pages, includes R50a, R52a,
R56a, R62a, R67a-R70a, R78a, R82a, R89a, R1b, R3b, R52b, R64b, R8c, R12c, R14c, R17c, R41c, R77c, R79c,
R80c, R87c, R90c, R94c, R96c, R98c, R103, R114, R116, R124, R125, R136, R141, R147, with duplicates with many
hand cancels, a used strip of 14x2 R5c, the imperf and part perf with ample margins, th perfs mostly well centered,
inspection is suggested, a one in a million lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Revenue Collection, 1862-1962. Mounted in Scott Specialty album, containing better items: R45a
pair, some imperf and part perforated first issue revenues, mostly complete perforated issue to $25 including R73c,
R74c, R77c, R79c, R80c, R83c, R87c, R94c, R96c, R97c, R98c, R100c, R101c, R103-28, R134-49, R221 uncancelled
block of 6, some red documentary’s and wines, generally F.-V.F. appearance. A great opportunity to build up this lovely
collection that has decent Scott value. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Revenue and Back-of-the-Book Collection. In old time Carter - Revenue and Private Proprietary
Stamps of the United States album, containing highlights including: R76c, R77c, R83c, R84c (2), R86c (3), R87c, R95c
(4), R96c (2), R98c (4), R100c, R101c (2), R102c (2), R130, 11 different match and medicine and a block of 4 set of 1939
progressive color proof Christmas Seals. High Scott value with several rare key values. Usual mixed condition, viewing
recommended to properly evaluate, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Revenue Collection, 1862-1960. Mostly used on Scott National pages, from the first issue through the
Saving issues, consisting of a good selection of 50+ early imperf revenues and 30+ part perf first issue revenues,
perforated fist issue revenue are almost complete (only missing three stamps), including R17c, R21c, R73c, R74c,
R79c, R80c, R86c several extra rows of perforations, R80c, R94c, R97c, R98c (2), R100c, R101c, Second issue:
R102c, R108, R113, R116, R126, R128, Third issue: R146, R149, Documentary: R159 (damaged), R189, RB73,
RE105-7 mint, RF1 plate block, RF11 pair, RF4, RG13, 20 different Consular stamps, RVB1-2, PS15, WS2, WS11, a
decent selection of Wines, Narcotics, Distilled Spirts and Rectification Tax, plus an unused Aldrich Match and Medicine
album., generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Revenues, Federal & State Collection, 1871-1960. Mounted in a Scott album, includes some scarce
material including RB1a,-RB4a, RB2b-RB4b, RB16b, RB19b, sheet of R163 with plate block, Future Deliveries, Stock
Transfers with blocks of four up to blocks of thirty, Wines, Playing Cards, Silver Tax, Potato Tax RI1-RI13, Narcotics,
Consular Service Fee RK6, RK21, RK25, RK27, Customs Fees, Motor Vehicles Uses, then a group of state revenues,
Sanitary Fair stamps WV11-WV13, and a lot of Springer listed cigarette stamps, worth a long inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., Revenues, Calendar Cancel Collection, 1871 (R135). Complete plus duplication, 424 in total and
includes additional cancels, Feb 29th (Leap year day- 1872), incredible collection that was painstakingly assembled so
that each date cancel is completely clear and legible- somewhat difficult to do on such a small stamp, a one-in-a-million
collection and the first we have had the pleasure to offer, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., Revenues, Fantastic Collection, 1861-1950. Presented in a album, includes perf first issue with many
handstamps, second issue has R105, R106, R113, R114, R117, third issue with R136 (2), R138, R143, R147,
revenues of various document including an Alabama receipt with 27 R3a, revenue stamped paper on checks, imperf
pair R40a, strip of three R30c, R66a strip of three, R102c with perfs trimmed off and 2008 APEX certificate, Beer
Stamps, an order for Beer Stamps, 1908 Hydrometer Label, and much more, a wealth of premium items, some
condition issues, but overall F.-V.F., a delight to inspect.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Revenue and Back-of-the-Book Collection. In Scott Specialty album plus some loose dealer sheets,
containing better items: C6 block of 4, C10a NH, CVP1-5, CVP6-10, CVP11-15, CVP16-20, R29b, R36a, R41a, R51a,
R52a, R52b, R56b, R59a, R61a, R63a, R64a, R73c, R74a, R75a, R77c, R79c, R80c, R82a, R88a, R90a, R90c, R91a,
R98a, R98c, R100c, R101c, R103, R106, R108, R128, R146, R147, R148, R160, R510, R585, R730, RD231, RW1,
RW5, RW7, RW9 no gum, RW11-30, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Revenues, Perforated First Issue Collection. On old time pages, nearly complete from 1c to $200
Internal Revenue stamp (only missing 4c Playing cards and 6c Proprietary), usual mixed condition, a great old
collection, unchecked for interesting cancels and containing some difficult key values, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Scott approximately $7,600+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Revenues, First to Third Issue Collection. In three albums of stock pages, with some duplication,
consisting of over 2,000 first issue revenues (with the occasional part perf or imperf) mostly from 1¢ - $1 and
approximately 100 higher $1.50-$10 denominations and hundreds of various second and third issues, some faults,
some good hand stamp cancels and other interesting varieties that should be of interest to any serious Revenue
collector, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Revenues, Old Time Accumulation. Many early first - third issues plus some small Battleship issues,
a few officials and a 32 3c 1851 issues on old time ledger with stamps hinged in neat little rows just under the previous
stamp with quantities of various issues, somewhat sorted into shades, Highlights include: R76c (4), R83c, R84c (16),
R86c (9), R87c (3), R89c (19), R91c (5), R95c (5), R96c (6), R97c, R98a (6), R98c (2) and R101c (2). An interesting
study that would be perfect for the specialist or for breakdown, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
U.S., Revenues Collection, 1871-1960. Includes R106, R134P4, R136P4, R120, R123-R127, R139-R147,
R152c, a pleasing lot of Battleships, R195-R204, excellent Documentaries, and a few CDVs including a Zouave soldier,
intriguing eclectic selection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Revenues, Specialized First Issue, Extra Perforations, Double Transfer and Misperf Collection,
1862-71. 15 stamps with double or shifted perforations and 75 stamps in singles and blocks of double transfers, triple
transfers, platings and re-entries. Condition is mixed, with occasional faults, but overall you will notice a better level of
quality than usually encountered, with many great individual pieces that could be pulled out for your collection, or for
retail sale, or both, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a fascinating variety collection of these popular issues. You
absolutely must view if you have an interest in revenues. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Revenues, Specialized R27 Study / Collection. 69 stamps, featuring R27a horizontal pair, R27b
block of 4, R27c block of four, R27c horizontal strip of 3 with extra row of horizontal perforations, plated block of 10 with
plate crack on 1 stamp, various double transfers, assorted shades, some mint copies and decent imperf and perforated
large blocks, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a fascinating variety collection of these popular issues. You absolutely
must view if you have an interest in revenues. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Revenues Used on Checks, 1861-1898. Hundreds of checks with either revenues or revenue
stamped paper, includes multiples, illustrated checks with steamers, Lady Liberty, eagles, farmers, Ben Franklin,
indians, from banks in Texas, California, Wyoming, etc., nice group of Battleships of West Virginia bank with illustration
of locks and barges, a wonderful lot of these attractive items, some mixed condition, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., Beer and Fermented Liquor Revenues Collection. Each labeled and sorted on black dealer cards,
consisting of: REA2-4, REA16, REA21-22, REA22c, REA32, REA37e, REA38d with plate number, REA39, REA39c
with plate number, REA39e, REA41d, REA41f, REA42, REA45, REA55, REA60, REA62, REA67, REA75c, REA79a,
REA80c, REA86, REA100, REA102, REA108, REA122, REA124a, REA125c, REA162, REA173, REA191, REA194,
REA195 and REA197. great overall condition with good diversity of these interesting issues, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$2,737 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., Playing Card, Medicine and Tobacco Revenues Collection. As used on small boxes consisting of
10 pieces and 10 Operator or Chauffeur Licenses plus a 1910 Western Union Telegraph Company booklet. Fascinating
supplementary group for the specialist., generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Revenues Used on Various Documents. A few hundred documents with revenue stamps in a large
carton, includes binder of bill heads and receipts, some illustrated, volumes include court judgments, receipts, trespass
summons, last wills, official bonds, federal land grants, mortgages, stock certificates, some state revenues, certificate
of deposits, with first and third issues, proprietary and Battleships, with values up to $2.00, a gem of a lot to check
through, some mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Documentary Revenues, Specialized Collection, 1875-1962. In Lindner hingeless album, neatly
arranged by issue, consisting of: R159 (2), R160 (3), several plate number and imprint multiples of 2c I.R. overprint,
Battleships, a 1910 Stallion License, group of 10 legal documents, R180, R182 o.g. block of 4, R184 o.g. block of 4,
pages and pages of red Documentary sets with several high denominations, sheets or large blocks of small red
Documentary without dates up to 55c. Condition is mixed, with occasional faults, but overall you will notice a better level
of quality than usually encountered, with many great individual pieces that could be pulled out for your collection, or for
retail sale, or both, generally F.-V.F. appearance, if you collect revenues, you must view this collection. Many interesting
items and unused examples throughout. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
U.S., Revenues, Documentary to Stock Transfer Collection. In three albums of stock pages, with some
duplication, consisting of approximately 150-200 I.R. overprint issues with a few interesting surcharge varieties,
approximately 1,000 Battleship Documentary, over 100 standing Commerce Documentary issues, 500-700 numeral
Documentary issues, approximately 1,500 Documentary stamps, 12 large blocks or sheets of lower value red
Documentary issues, over 130 early Washington Portrait Proprietary stamps and over 800 Battleship and numeral
Proprietary stamps, 100 Future Delivery stamps, 100’s of Stock Transfer’s with 7 large blocks or sheets of 20c Stock
Transfer overprints and over 100 green Stock Transfer’s, some faults, generally F.-V.F. appearance, an interesting
accumulation that should be of interest to any serious revenue collector. (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Revenues, Specialized Proprietary to Wine Collection, 1871-1952. In Lindner hingeless album,
neatly arranged by issue, consisting of: RB1a-8a, RB1 group of multiples of various sizes, RB1b-8b, Dr. Seth Arnold,
Woonsocket, R.I. group of 4 stamps with handstamp and printed cancels, RB11a-17a, RB12b-18b, RB13c, RB15c,
1898 mint Proprietary Battleship sheet, RB65-73, RB32-41, RB43, over 60 printed cancels on Proprietary Battleships,
3/8c Battleship mint block of 64, 1914 numeral proprietary study of multiples and printed cancels, RC1-26, R20a, two
Chicago Board of Trade receipts franked with Future Delivery stamps, high level of completion of early Stock Transfers,
several pages of green Stock Transfer sets with several high denominations, Wines have a high level of completion,
missing expensive values and unused Smithsonian issues and RE56-58. Condition is mixed, with occasional faults, but
overall you will notice a better level of quality than usually encountered, with many great individual pieces that could be
pulled out for your collection, or for retail sale, or both, generally F.-V.F. appearance, if you collect revenues, you must
view this collection. Many interesting items and unused examples throughout. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

U.S., Revenues, Specialized Beer Stamp to Revenue Stamped Paper Collection, 1799-1952. In Lindner
hingeless album, neatly arranged by issue, consisting of: 7 Beer stamps including, REA27, REA30-32, REA35, 5
Fragmented Liquor stamps, bottle stamp pane of 6, Silver Tax high level of completion, Tobacco sales tax, RI1-13 (2
sets), RI14a and RI18a booklet panes, 1952 Narcotics purchase form, 90+ Narcotics stamps, over 60 Consular Service
Fee stamps with various cancels with duplication, RL1-8 with duplication, RM102 complete document and 7 different
revenue stamped documents. Condition is mixed, with occasional faults, but overall you will notice a better level of
quality than usually encountered, with many great individual pieces that could be pulled out for your collection, or for
retail sale, or both, generally F.-V.F. appearance, if you collect revenues, you must view this collection. Many interesting
items and unused examples throughout. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., Liquor, Narcotic, Tobacco and Playing Card Revenues Collection. All of the taxed vices except for
firearms in one collection in three albums of stock pages, with some duplication, consisting of 24 small / long Distilled
Spirits Stamps, 10 large Distilled Spirits stamps, over 150 Bottle Stamp Tax Paid stamps and a dozen other Liquor
stamps, hundreds of playing cards stamps, 25 Cigarette / Tobacco stamps, 100 used Narcotic stamps, 25 Consular
Service stamps and 8 Consular Service stamps used on document or on piece, over 50 Customs stamps or labels,
hundreds of Wine and Cordial stamps, 18 Beer stamps and 58 Fermented Liquor or Fermented Malt Liquor stamps,
some faults, generally F.-V.F. appearance, an interesting accumulation that should be of interest to any serious
revenue or deep back of the book collector. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Consular Service Fee Revenues Collection, 1906-25. Mounted in Scott Specialty pages, nearly
complete, only missing a couple of the expensive values, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a good collection of this seldom
complete area. Scott approximately $3,500+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Private Die Proprietary Revenues Collection. Over two hundred ninety private die proprietary
stamps presented in a KaBe stock book, better includes RO11b, RO37b, RO144d, RO148u, RO160 DT, RO178b,
RU2a, RS14b, RS56d, RS73d, RS106b, RS116a, RS137d, RS173j, with pairs and blocks of four, damaged not
counted, mixed condition as one often encounters, but well above the norm, collections as nice as this one comes
around once in a month of Sundays, inspection please, Fine or better. Scott $7,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Medicine Private Die Proprietary Revenues Collection. Of 160 different stamps on Aldrich pages
filled with quality stamps for the condition conscious collector, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott approximately
$2,637 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Match Private Die Proprietary Revenues Collection. Of 91 different stamps on Aldrich pages with
better stamps including: RO11b, and RO178a. Each stamp was hand picked, so the overall quality will be better than
usually encountered, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott approximately $1,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Private Die Match Revenues, Powerful Collection (RO2//RO186b). Advanced collection with
duplication, about (100) different designs for a total of about (300)stamps, includes varieties, highlights include: RO11b;
29b(2); 23b; 25b; 29a; 38b; 44; 47(2); 57(2); 59a; 59b(3); 65a; 66u; 68a-b; 76a; 80c-d; 83a; 85b; 86c; 90a; 91b;
94b(2);94c-d; 107; 131b; 164; 166c; 167b(4); 168c; 179d; 182a, includes some mint with original gum, multiples,
varieties, lesser values or facially faulty uncounted in the value, a much nicer quality than one usually finds and a lovely
holding to expand or break down, generally F.-V.F. Scott $8,800+.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Private Die Medicine Revenues, Expansive & Valuable Collection (RS1//RS314). Advanced
collection with collateral: banknote; postal history and trade cards, proof, duplication, over 500 stamps, includes
varieties, highlights include: RS10a (full o.g.!); RS10b (PF cert); RS16a; 31c; 34b (repaired); 43a; 45d; 48b; 56d; 57d;
61d; 65a;66a; 67d; 70b; 73b; 79b; 93d; 143b; 148c; 59b & 60a (repaired);165b; 169b(2); 182 (perfs trimmed); 184b;
224d; 308A; 314. includes some mint with original gum, multiples, varieties, lesser values or facially faulty uncounted in
the value, a much nicer quality than one usually finds, mixed condition which will indeed require examination, incredible
depth and representation —- a lovely holding to expand or break down, extensive retail/replacement value, generally
F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $20,000 ++.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Tax Paid Revenues Collection. Several hundred tax paid in two binders, includes distilled spirits,
mixed flour, cigarettes, cigars, snuff, tobacco, oleomargarine, special tax opium, coin operated amusement device,
billiard or pool room, with most identified by Springer number, enormous potential awaits the winning bidder, mixed
condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S., New York State Revenue Havoc. Many hundreds of New York state revenues, includes stock
transfers, includes small box with perfins mostly identified, and a quantity on piece or document with Federal Tax
stamps, an intriguing lot for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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U.S., Federal & State Duck Collection. Residing in three stockbooks, mint Federal Ducks has over
$1,000.00 face with plate blocks of RW46-RW51, RW58-RW60, RW63, RW65-RW67, mint singles with RW4, RW10,
RW14-RW15, RW23, then a Kek stockbook with over 300 state duck stamps, a delightful opportunity for the dealer or
collector alike, well worth close inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., State Revenues, Stupendous Collection, 1920-60. Several hundred state tax stamps presented in
four binders, Indiana malt beverage, intangible, Iowa cigarette, Kansas cigarette, Kentucky marijuana, Louisiana law,
Maine beer, barber shop, Maryland beer, New York stock transfer, North Carolina canned dog food, laundry, Ohio beer,
cigarette, checks, Oregon insurance, music device, Pennsylvania liquor tax stamps, cigarette, documentary, real
estate, soft drink, Rhode Island liquor, tobacco, South Carolina bedding, beer, business crab meat, canned oysters, soft
drinks, South Dakota cigarette, beer, Tennessee cigar, feed Stuff, Texas beer, mature fruit, Utah beer, oleomargarine,
Virginia malt beverage, bear & deer hunting, Washington liquor, West Virginia fishing, road tax, Wisconsin wine, and
much more, most identified by Porter numbers truly, a once in a lifetime opportunity, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

U.S., Duck Collection, 1934-2015. Neatly mounted in four albums on home-made or quadrille pages, with
better items that include, RW1-RW82, self adhesive panes RW65A-RW82A, JDS9-JDS23, JDS12-23 set of pairs and
plate blocks, group of souvenir panes of 1: RW73b (18), RW74b (4), RW75b (3), RW80b (3), duplicate plate blocks and
singles that add up to $622.50 face value plus $50 face value worth of Junior Duck stamps, federal ducks stamps on
licenses and first day covers and panels, California Duck Stamps 1 on license, mint set from 1-45, Upland Game Bird
stamps 1993-2014, o.g., earlier issues mostly hinged (a couple without gum), later issues mostly never hinged,
generally F.-V.F., high face value with many early premium singles, well worth a good look containing much salable
material. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000

U.S., Duck Collection, 1934-2015. Complete set of singles and self adhesive panes, early issues are
hinged, mostly never hinged from 1958 and on, a few small faults, but generally sound, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Duck Collection. On Vario pages, consisting of RW21, RW23-51, $950 face worth of modern never
hinged Federal plate blocks and singles and 1984-1999 Maine state duck sheets of 10 (face value $4,000). Condition is
mostly sound, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Early Federal Duck Stamp Collection. RW1 uncanceled on Hunting Certificate (Form 3333) with East
Hampton, NY Oct 12, 1934 postmark, RW2-5, RW7-11, RW13-14, RW17, RW18, RW20, RW21, RW23-26, RW28 and
RW30-33, well centered and fresh appearance, most are plate number singles (hinged in selvage), F.-V.F. Scott
$3,368+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Federal Duck Collection, 1937-98. On Scott National pages, consisting of RW4, RW6-7 and RW9-65,
mostly lightly hinged, a few without gum, generally F.-V.F. Scott $4,745 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Duck Collection, 1934-71. Mounted on White Ace pages, condition is mostly sound, with several
lovely well centered copies, o.g., mostly lightly hinged (a couple never hinged), generally F.-V.F. appearance. 2016
Scott $3,250+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Mint Duck Stamp Selection. A meaty little holding that includes RW8 NH, RW14 NH, RW15 NH,
RW26 NH plate number single, plus two Seventy Fifth anniversary sheets, total face $412.00, come on down and have
a gander at this one!! F.-V.F. Scott $955.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., State Duck Collection, 1970’s-96. In two home - made albums, organized by year State first issued
duck stamps, with high level of completion from the first day of issuance to 1996, in the back you will find some Federal
Duck stamps from 1974-83 and worldwide duck stamps, plus an album of duplicates, condition appears generally
sound, a great lot for the bird or hunting enthusiast, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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U.S., Savings Stamps Collection. In clean Lindner album with slip case. Highlights include mint: PS2, PR4
plate block, PS5, PS7-10 set, PS11b electric eye booklet pane, PS12 (4 plate blocks),
PS12b normal and electric eye booklet panes, PS15 (9, 4 of which have different plate numbers), S1 complete sheet,
S1a booklet pane of 10 with electric eye marking, S4 plate block, S5, S6a complete booklet of 2 panes, S7a complete
booklet, WS1 (7), WS2 (5 singles with one on partial Savings Certificate), WS7 normal and electric eye booklet panes,
WS8 normal and electric eye booklet panes, WS9 (16 plate blocks), WS10 (4 plate blocks), WS11 (2, one with plate
number), and various Savings booklets and cards: 4 1917 thrift stamp thrift cards for WS1 of various sizes, 1918 large
War Savings Certificate for WS2, several complete used postal savings cards, four different denominations of 1941
Defense Savings Bonds booklets, 3 $25 U.S. Savings bonds issued in 1942, 25c War Savings Bonds booklet, 25c War
Defense Savings Bonds booklet, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a useful little collection of lovely back of book sets and
singles. A great lot for dealer breakdown. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Christmas Seals, Specialized Collection. Containing a wonderful selection of hundreds of
progressive color proofs in singles, pairs and blocks, a group of weird experimental ephemera pieces, some misprint,
misperf and fold-over errors and best of all, 47 rare large proofs from the 1930’s to 1950’s including some progressive
large proofs, generally F.-V.F., this collection would be an amazing addition to any Christmas Seal collection (photo on
web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

U.S., Christmas Seals, 1942-64 and Easter Seals, 1934-1967, Specialized Collection. Mounted in three
oversized old time Elbe albums, of various printers marks, position pieces, sales letter, sheets and large blocks,
Christmas Seals: progressive color proof blocks of 4 from 1943, 1946-48, and complete progressive color proof sheets
of 100 of Christmas Seals from 1949-57, Easter Seals: set of 1934-60 blocks of four, with various types and varieties,
1934 imperforate sheet, complete sheets of progressive color proof sheets from 1935-46 and 1948, a most incredible
collection that could be the basis of an exhibit or readily broken down for retail or internet sales, generally F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Commemorative Panel Collection, 1987-2014. Approximately 1,300 different commemorate panels
in order in 30 albums with high value express and priority values and popular topical commemorative issues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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U.S., Valuable Mint & Used Assortment, 1861-1935. A desirable lot of better material, mint unless noted
includes 87 used (2), 97 used, 100 used, 101, 149, 165 used (4), 217, 239 (2), 240, 240 used (4), 243, 244 used, 260
used (7), 326 (2), E6 mint block of four with plate #, Nebraska overprint plate blocks complete, full sheets 612, 637, and
much much more, viewing suggested as some typical faults to be expected, otherwise condition is F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Ozeran Estate Balance, 19th & 20th Century. Starts with an old time Elbe stockbook, mostly mint and
includes #230(5); 231 (4); 232 (2); 233; 234 (3); 235 (2); from here scattered and just a few highlights include #571;
about 50 more pages, a few thousand stamps with just plain stock on them, a nice airmail and BOB section rounds off
this stockbook. A few scattered better still on old auction pages that includes : 186; 215; 237; 238(2); 294-5; 309; 314
(block); 403(2); 421; C1-6; C13; C18 Then smatterings of 1980’s investment items #704-15; 803-34 (3) (859-93 (5) sets
of singles and a set of plate blocks; C46 (4) plates; various starter albums and pages with mint sets, lastly a group of nine
different Voncorp “Educards”, an interesting and diverse assortment, condition seemed ok for those that we viewed,
please spend a short respite and ascertain for yourself, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Miscellaneous Balance of Consignment. 14 Scott Specialty stocksheets containing such diverse
material as EFOs (including 899b-901a & C23a), Newspaper stamps (including PR5-5P4 and several forgeries),
Sanitary Fairs stamps (including WV1), Locals (including used Wells Fargo 143L1 and two each 143L7-9) and a group
of 13 mint C.S.A. #11; few 19th century with small faults but otherwise just about all F-VF (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., Fascinating Odd Ball Cache. Randomly thrown together in a couple boxes of various odds and ends
with highlights that include: 627 complete sheet, 702 (7 sheets, some perf separations), 859-93 set of plate blocks, a
group of precancelled definitive plate blocks from the Presidential issue to Liberty issue, 1030-53, some “G” plate
number strips of 5, C18, C25-31, a couple albums of first day covers, Postal Stationary hundreds of old mint Envelope
and Postal Card Entires including the following interesting pieces: U116-19 - 8 Specimens, Hawaii 20+ Envelopes and
10+ Postal Cards, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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U.S., Mint Group of 19 Stamps. Including #s 158//446, mostly o.g., some never hinged, fresh appearing
group; mostly sound, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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U.S., Powerful Compact Assortment, 1857-1965. Over seventy stamps and blocks with better 114E6 (3),
120 P3 (2), 121P3 (2), 122P3 (2), 287-290, mint NH 293 $2 Trans Mississippi VG, Q8, Q11 no gum, Q12, used 292,
useful sale able material, inspection will only make it look better, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Mixture of Unusual Odds and Ends. 859-93 Famous American plate block set, a scarce usage of
OX1 on cover, a fascinating little collection of featuring a half dozen government business legal sized covers including
Justice of the Peace, “Presidential Election Tally Sheet” and a group of Senate legal sized signature free frank covers, a
1946 Scott American Album beginner U.S. collection (includes #153), two boxes of glassines of sorted used U.S.
285//Philippines 383, small precancel collection 1922-1980’s in stockbook plus loose stock pages of early 704-15
precancels, small collection of 40+ Naval and Military covers, a Bird topical album with a lovely Hand painted duck FDC,
cigarette cards, etc., a Western Air letter stamp and FDC group, stockbook of Worldwide slight premium sets in mild
quantity, usual mixed quality with all sorts of unusual items just waiting to be discovered, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Small Miscellaneous Selection. An odd balance with some modestly better material in a stockbook;
especially noteworthy are Airmails like mint blocks of C1-3, a used block of C4, MNH plate blocks of C8, C20 & C24
(multiple gum skips), two C18’s, one NH and Revenues, including R32a, R87ca strip of three R427 and an NH R672. A
useful lot for a small dealer or an eBayer.
Estimate $350 - 500

U.S., Selected Better Stamps, 1887-1904, o.g., mostly never hinged, remarkably choice group of better
numbers including 213, 230 (2), 231, 294 (2), 295 (2), 301, 314 line pair, 319, 319F, 320 pair, 323 and 328; only the 213
is hinged; an excellent group, Very Fine. Scott $647 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Accumulations
165
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U.S., Premium Accumulation. Balance of Sheldon Weinsteins quality collection on original auction sheets
from Wilshire Stamp Company and Superior Galleries accumulated from between ten years ago and thirty years ago,
before the introduction of third party grading and with old catalog values, there is much upside for the careful viewer.
Highlights include: 7, 11 with PF certificate, 15, 18, 26, 26 pair, 30 PF certificate, 35, 36b, 37, 39, 40, 63, 68a, 71, 72, 73,
78a, 78b, 89, 92, 93, 112, 134, 135, 152, 153, 159, 161, 165, 178, 179, 182, 183, 185, 189, 205, 206, 208a, 209, 211,
214-218, 220c, 221, 222, 224, 226-229, 232 (2), 233-238, 238 with PF certificate, 239 with PF certificate, 240, 241 with
PF certificate, 242 with PF certificate, 249, 250, 251, 253, 255-260, 270-275, 275a, 276 with PF certificate, 277a with PF
certificate, 277a, 282-284, 287-290, 292 regummed and faulty PF certificate, 295-298, 299 (2), 302-310, 311 PF
certificate, 312, 315 PF certificate, 320-320b, 323-27, 330 PF certificate, 333, 334, 335, 337-342, 343-47 pairs, 357,
358 (2), 369, 371 USAV type II coil pair, 371 Schermack type III coil pair, 379-382, 391 pair, 393 line pair with PF
certificate, 397-400A, 402, 403, 407, 410-13, 414, 414-20, 419, 421, 422, 427-431, 434, 437-439, 453 pair, 443 line
pair, 444 pair, 454 pair, 454 pair, 456, 458 pair, 461 with PF certificate, 464-466, 468 (2), 469, 472, 474, 475, 493 pair
with PF certificate, 493 pair, 497 pair, 500, 516-18, 523 PF certificate, 524 PF certificate, 525-30, 532, 533 pair PF
certificate, 541, 545, 546, 547 PF certificate, 558, 560, 569-572, 578-79, 581-91, 595, 630, 658-79, Recalled Legend of
the West pane, C1, C1-6, 219DP5 pair, 191SL, 208SL (2), 211SL, 214SL. Overall condition appears mostly sound, a
few regummed or no gum among early classical issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Neatly organized collection with
better singles including better classics and Washington / Franklins that are missing from most collections, which can
easily be added to your collection to fill in some sections or broken down for individual retail or online sale. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
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U.S., Potpourri Accumulation. Hundreds of mixed stamps in glassines and dealer cards randomly
accumulated in small box, many better, some suitable for grading, some with certificates, some on old Auction sheets,
some on APS approval sheets, a few quick highlights include: 94 no gum with Weiss certificate, 156 o.g. with APS
certificate, 157, 205, 214, 224 with APS certificate, 230 block of 14, 235, 236 (13), 237 (4), 238, 269 with Weiss
certificate, 298, 299, 305, 307, 328-30, 338, 343-47 pairs, 418, 419, 470, 538a block of 4, group of flat plate blocks of 4
up to 25c, 656 strip of 4, 720b, C1 (6), C10a, C18 block of 4, E7, E10, J22 NH extremely fine, J23 NH with Weiss
certificate, J26, J52, K3, K12, Q10, RW13-14, RW22 block of 5, RW27 (2), RW38, a couple Private Die Proprietary
proofs and more items that couldn’t be easily and quickly identified, generally F.-V.F., a great lot if you like treasure
hunting. A good view is recommended to properly evaluate. (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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U.S., Large Accumulation. Of thousands and thousands of stamps in glassines, small black dealer stock
cards and manila loose stock pages, packed with mostly mint early 20th century issues, with many well centered
singles, a few highlights include 422 o.g., 530a, C1-6, plus many modern issues adding up to massive cumulative Scott
value. Condition and centering are both mixed, used, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance. This
would be a great lot to break down into smaller units for individual sale. Viewing strongly encouraged. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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U.S., 19th and early 20th Century Accumulation. Crammed in large blue stock book full of early mostly
used classics and early 20th century, containing used: 1, 12, 14-15, 17 (2), 25, 33 (2), 35 (4), 36, 37, 38, 63 (10), 68 (17),
69 (9), 71 (13), 72 (4), 73 (13), 76 (12), 77 (8), 78 (10), 87, 92, 93, 96, 98 (2), 112 (2), 119 (6), 120 (2), 121, 134 (5), 135
(4), 137, 138, 151 (15), 153 (6), 160 (11), 162 (14), 163 (15), 165 (13), 166 (7), 189 (16), 190 (5), 191 (4), 208 (10), 217
(6), 218, 228 (7), 229, 260 (8), 261, 275 (3), 276 (2), 276A, 310 (12), 311, 238 (3), 239 (3), 240 (2), 291 (2), 298 (2), 299
(3) and mint 161, 205 (3), 206 (2), 207 (2), 209, 212, 218, 222, 223, 224 (2), 227 (2), 228, 229, 232, 233, 234 (2), 235,
236, 253, 254, 272, 274, 280, 297 (2), 298, 299 (2), 300 (13) and 327. Varying degree of faults. High cumulative Scott
value that has great profit potential, mixed condition, should be inspected to properly evaluate. Scott $130,000+
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

U.S., Collector Stock of Duplicates. In a total of three stockbooks consisting of: a Large Stockbook of
singles, a group of better singles on dealer counter cards in a photo album and group of covers in a stock book plus
some loose covers. Highlights include used: 7, 9 (2), 17 (3), 30A, 33, 38 (2), 76 (2), 85, 96, 151, 152, 153, 155, 163, 166,
191, 217, 238, 658-79, R71a, R81c (2), R86a, and mint (mostly o.g., some usual gum issues among the classics): 63,
68, 189, 206 (6), 208, 208a, 209 (2), 214 (2 NH, 1 o.g.), 232 (4), 233 (5), 234, 235 (7), 236 (4), 238 (2), 239 (4), 270, 271,
272 (3), 287, 288 (2), 289 (2), 294-99, 296 (1 NH, 3 o.g.), 298, 299 (2) 382 (2), 399, 400 with plate number, 400A (2 NH),
401-3, 658-79, C1 and C13. Usual mixed condition with plenty of better stamps that can easily be broken down for
resale, generally F.-V.F. appearance, be sure to view to properly evaluate. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

U.S., Accumulation, 19th and early 20th Century. Neatly laid out in large green Scott stock book full of
early mostly used classics and early 20th century, containing used: 24 (5), 112 (12), 113 (20), 114 (42), 116 (30), 117
(23), 138 (2), 146/157 (93), 148 (67), 149 (30), 152 (3), 155 (3), 159 (51), 160, 166 (2), 189 (7), 191, 205 (119), 209
(102), 214 (8), 215 (36), 216 (83), 221 (33), 222 (35), 224 (9), 225 (19), 226 (39), 227 (7) and 284 (48). High cumulative
Scott value that adds up to a massive Scott value. Condition and centering are both mixed. Viewing recommended to
properly evaluate. Scott $30,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., Early to Mid 20th Century Premium Hoard. In four small to medium boxes and a stockbook of regular
and airmail issues, well over 1,000 plate blocks, plus a nice selection of booklets and coils. Highlights include (mint plate
blocks unless noted otherwise) 371, 568, 611, 617-19, 620-21 arrow blocks, 627, 628, 637-42, 644, 646, 647, 649-50,
704-15, 740-49, 756-65 matched arrow blocks and centerline block set, 785-93, 859-93, 906 (16), 1030-53 (8 complete
Liberty sets), a nice group of early booklets, C7 (2), C8 (4), C9 (4), C10a (2 booklet panes), C10 (2), C11 (3), C16, C19
(4), C20-C22, C24 (2) and C25-31 (2 sets), C46 (12). A great lot of premium plate blocks that add up to substantial face
value and will add up to highly profitable accumulation, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F., this lot deserves a
good look to properly evaluate. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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U.S., Used Accumulation, 1851-1923. About 175 stamps on stocksheets, definitely NOT selected for
condition, but with some useful mid-range catalog value stamps throughout; better numbers include 11/11A (6), 12
(large margins but thin an small hole), 15, 24 (pair & single), 35, 36B, 69 (2), 70, 71 (2), 73 (2), 75, 76, 78 (2), 90, 95-97,
115, 116, 119, 122, 261A, 276, 277, 298-299 (mint, o.g.); also includes some revenues and other back-of-the-book; as
stated earlier, this should be a useful lot, with a catalog value of more than $10,000, but examination is highly
recommended. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., Tasty Mint & Used Philatelic Lot, 1861-2000. Mostly mint holding with many premium items such as
mint unless noted 26 block of four, 151, NH singles 297, 573 (2), 595, C3, C5, C6, E1, E3, E6, Kansas Nebraska
complete, Prexies complete (2), 833 plate block of twenty, Liberty Issue complete, Prominent Americans complete,
recalled Legends of the West sheet (6), Bugs Bunny imperforate sheet, J88 complete sheet, and hundreds of mint &
used singles on display cards and counterbook pages,a true treasure trove for the intrepid explorer, inspection is a
must, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., 70 Unopened Liberty Coil Rolls. 35 complete rolls of 1054A and 35 complete rolls of 1056, o.g., never
hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $13,676 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Brilliant Mint & Used Accumulation, 1861-1970. Filling two large cartons, the value is in the mint NH
blocks that include 397 block of ten, 549 block of fifty, 614 plate block of thirty seven, 615 plate block of thirty, 616 block
of six teen, 619 plate block of nineteen, 621 block of twelve, E14 plate block of twenty, QE1 plate block of twenty, QE2,
mint plate blocks 832 (4), 833 (2), 834, plus Prexie coils, C10a complete booklet, full sheets of U.N. 1-6, 9-11, C1-C4,
Canal Zone O1-O8, plus much more to discover, a business in two boxes, a few mixed conditions, but generally F.-V.F.
(no photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Philatelic Salmagundi, 1857-1975. Thousands of stamps & covers filling four large cartons, includes
but not limited to stock book of Possessions, box of covers, revenues in mint blocks, mint face, mint Canal Zone U8 (10),
U9 (9), several collection in albums, studies of 210 & 230, Xmas seals in sheets, a surprise in every envelope and box,
mixed condition, careful examination will only make it look better, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Small Accumulation. A bunch of stamps on stock cards, filled with a bunch of great bread and butter
stamps, most purchased individually from an auction house over a decade ago, with better items that include mint: 309,
337, 340, 392-95, 404, 444 pair, 478, 498//518 (missing 500, 505), 523, 551-73, 833 (4 center line blocks), used: 98,
191 (2), 218, generally F.-V.F. appearance, you will find this group to be worth the time viewing.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Exceptional Mint & Used Stock, 1847-1950. Housed in six volumes, used has two #1, Black Jack
study, #119 (4), groups of 1869 Pictorials, Bank Notes, Columbians & early commemoratives, mint includes White
Plains sheet, Kansas overprints in blocks of four, Washington Bicentennial in blocks of four, nice selection of early coil
pairs, a convenient inexpensive opportunity to restock, some mixed condition, but generally F.-V.F., quite a find.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., White Plains Sheets, Valuable Lot of Seven Souvenir Sheets. Bargain lot of 7, o.g., hinged, all with
an issue or two, but overall an attractive group of these popular sheets; one sheet with small hole in position 15 on sheet,
others with perf separations, some consequential, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,450.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Large Hoard. Tens of thousands of stamps including large group of postage dues, mostly bulky
stamps, with some loose, some in albums or a stock book and some on dealer cards or glassines, with the occasional
better observed. Thousands of stamps in Scott $1 to $5 range, usual mixed condition, a real mystery lot., generally
F.-V.F. appearance, careful examination a must.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Better Stock, 1860-1960. Filling two large boxes, loaded with better items, includes mint unless noted
906 plate block, 390 line pair, 455 pair, 496 line pair, 656 leader, 75 used, booklet BK106, first day ducks, E11 mint NH
plate number single, J79 plate block, 570, 534, plus stamps in albums, on pages, a wonderful lot to go through, needs
some TLC, but the reward will be great, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., Wholesale Group of 1898, Trans-Miss., 2¢ Copper Red (286). 245 plate number singles, many
different, mostly o.g., hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $6,125 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S., Back of Book and Revenue Accumulation. In 4 stock books, with some duplication, consisting of with
between 1,500 and 2,000 cut squares, starting with Nesbitts and early issues with moderate duplication of each, a stock
book of approximately 500-750 Telegraph stamps, over 50 Interior, Post Office, Treasury and War Dept officials,
approximately 200 officially sealed stamps, 40 mixed Newspaper stamps, 24 Newspaper Facsimile stamps, 5 postal
insurance booklets, 6 International Response Coupons, a couple sock pages of Postal Note stamps, four pages of
Parcel Post stamps, Q1-12 used, Q11 mint, four Savings Bond stamps and a couple stock pages of mint and used War
Savings and U.S. Postal Savings stamps, 140 Private Die Proprietary Match and Medicine stamps of various condition,
over 100 Motor Vehicle Federal Use Tax stamps, 9 mixed mint and used $1 Federal Duck stamps, Federal Duck
Stamps on License 1939//1967 and a small collection on hand written quadrille pages of first issue and battleship
revenues. Some faults, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a fascinating back of the book and revenue group that will surely
provide hours of fun as you examine and study these stamps. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Back of Book Mint and Used Accumulation. On small stock cards, mostly E’s, J’s, O’s, Q’s and JQ’s,
most of the value is mint, large section of the accumulation is faulty from minor to moderate faults, mixed condition. High
Scott catalog value starting at a low percentage of catalog value. Scott $15,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Premium Accumulation. Select singles or multiples neatly laid out on stock pages, consisting of 341,
342, 344 Mailometer strip of 4, 382, 447 line pair, 550 plate block, 572, 634 Electric Eye sheet, 656 (2 line pairs), 658-79,
693-99 plate blocks, 756-65 blocks of 8, blocks of 4: 616, 619, 647-48, 704-15, 803-32, E12-E13, condition appears
better than usual, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
U.S., Philatelic Menagerie, 1861-2000. Filling two large boxes, includes but not limited to used 121, mint
C18, stock book of mint airmails, special deliveries, postage dues and saving stamps, face value material, precancels,
Ryukyu material, revenues, local reference lot, some sweet material present, some moisture issues on some of the
face, but overall F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Back of the Book Accumulation, 1861-1955. Housed in a large Elbe stock book, includes cut
squares, postage dues with multiples, wines, revenues from all three issues, two pieces of CSA currency, officials with
some better cancels, Match & Medicines, Xmas Seals and locals, thousands of stamps that need some TLC, a
delightful way to restock, mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Massive Messy Free For All, 1857-2000. Housed in ten large cartons, with covers, mint & used postal
stationery, slogan meters, first day covers, advertising blotters, picture postcards, collection of proof cards, volume of
mint & used postage dues, stock book of used special deliveries, stock book of mint & used airmails, binder of perfins,
stock book of used 19th century stamps, and more than can be described, the perfect lot for a cold New England winter,
huddle up and enjoy!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Coil Accumulation. Complete coil rolls, partial rolls, line strips, etcetera from Washington Franklins to
Modern, including airmail and test coils, a few stuck down, high catalog value accumulation starting at a very low price,
o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $5,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Mint and Used Accumulation. On small stock cards, mostly commemoratives, airs and definitives,
much of the value is mint, large section of the accumulation is faulty from minor to moderate faults, mixed condition. High
Scott catalog value starting at a low percentage of catalog value. Scott $10,500 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Old Time Accumulation. In an old Ledger and old glassines, with a selection of Wine stamps, a group
of 1920’s to 1930’s plate blocks and loose blocks, plus a horde or random old stamps crammed into old glassines,
generally F.-V.F. A great treasure hunt group. Viewing recommended. Scott approximately $6,000 (Owner’s) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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U.S., Huge C23 Plate Block Hoard. Over 450 plate blocks, ranging in size from plate blocks of 4, 6, 8 and
10, and 21 complete sheets with a diverse selection of different plate numbers, subtle shade varieties and many well
centered singles, condition appears mostly sound, this is an amazing specialist’s dream that should not be missed,
F.-V.F., if you collect this area, be sure to add this lot to your bid list. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., Accumulation of Mint Commem and Airmails, Mostly Plate Blocks. A few thousand, neatly housed
in glassines that lists Scott number and quantity, the length almost a yard long (36"), with plates starting at #702, many
numbers and positions, 909/921 assorted, then just a good strong run of the 3¢ and 4¢ plates, many items per envelope,
highlight definitely lies in the airmails (several hundred $ face here alone) plus E’s and FA1, certainly a high overall
face/premium/retail value, o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., 1992 Arkansas Wild Turkey Sheet Accumulation. 1000 sheets of ten of the Wild Turkey Stamp,
$50,000.00 face, priced on eBay at $8.50 a stamp, a chance to be the emperor of this issue, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 749
U.S., Sheet and Block Collection, 1930’s-50’s. Complete sheets 754-57, 769-70, 3c purple
commemoratives, Mother’s Day, Army Navy, some Presidentials and Liberty, C10 (2) and C19, and some partial sheets
Baseball, 3c purple commemoratives, C7, C9, C12 (3) and a small box of plate blocks from 2c reds to 3c purple
commemoratives, o.g., many never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Balance Accumulation. In two large boxes filled with miscellaneous stamps, some face value
postage, some U.S. coins including a couple Eisenhower and some Whitman books, a great Winter treasure hunt
accumulation, be sure to take a little time to view, mixed condition.
Estimate $250 - 350

Dealers Stocks
197

H/m
U.S., Dealer Stock, 1851-1930’s. In ten dealer stock books from a dealer who retired some years ago,
containing highlights including used: 7 (5), 9 (3), 15 pair, 17, 20, 25 (4), 32, 33 (3), 63 (20), 68 (21), 69 (2), 70 (4), 71 (6),
73 (22), 76 (7), 77 (8), 85, 87 (6), 89 (4), 90 (4), 92 (3), 93 (7), 96 (5), 97 (2), 98 (7), 112 (4), 113 (13), 114 (29), 115 (9),
116 (11), 117 (7), 119 (6), 120 (2), 134 (3), 135 (2), 136 (7), 146 (3), 148 (9), 149 (5), 151 (19), 153 (5), 154 (4), 155 (2),
162 (7), 163 (5), 165 (10), 166, 189 (9), 190 (6), 191 (3), 208 (5), 211 (18), 214 (5), 215 (9), 216 (22), 217 (3), 228 (7),
229, 232 (19), 233 (40), 234 (42), 235 (10), 237 (20), 238 (3), 239 (6), 275 (4), 276, 287 (8), 288 (27), 289 (5), 290 (9),
310 (7), 326 (26), 439 (15), 440 (4), good selection of mixed banknote postage dues with several 30c and 50c
denominations, E1 (8), E2 (20), E3 (23), E5 (40), E6 (19), E7 (13), E8 (12), J26 (17), J27 (4), J28, O3 (3), O24 (2), O36,
O37 (4), Q8 (25), Q10 (7), Q11 (10), Q12 (11), and a strong stock book of revenues perforated first issue mostly
complete to $5, good selection of part perf and imperfs, some proprietaries, stock transfers and Narcotics. Mint issues
include: 68 pair, 73 (5), 76, 113 (4), 114 (5), 136, 149, 152, 211 (2), 214 (2), 215 (2), 221, 222 (2), 224, 225, 226 (2), 227
(2), 232 (10), 233 (10), 234 (16), 235 (4), 236 (9), 237 (8), 238 (8), 239 (5), 240 (2), 241 (2), 242, 268 (7), 269 (4), 270 (6),
271 (3), 272 (6), 273, 274, 275, 276, 280, 281 (4), 282 (2), 283, 285 (5), 286 (15), 287 (9), 288 (5), 289 (3), 290 (3), 291,
294 (15), 295 (18), 296 (14), 297 (7), 298 (9), 299 (10), 300 (16), 302 (15), 303 (6), 304 (6), 305 (3), 306 (3), 307 (4), 308,
309 (2), 323 (10), 324 (5), 325 (10), 326 (3), 327 (2), 328 (15), 329 (16), 330 (6), 333 (7), 334 (9), 335 (11), 336 (5), 337
(5), 339 (5), 340 (3), 345 (7), 346 (7), 347 (3), 358, 368 (13), 371 (4), 372 (33), 373 (11), 376 (6), 377 (3), 378 (3), 379,
397 (13), 398 (22), 399 (3), 400 (3), 401 (5), 402 (7), 407, 413 (4), 414, 417 (2), 418, 428 (3), 430, 431 (3), 434 (3), 497
line pair, 516 (4), 517 (3), 548-50 (30 sets), 555 (18), 556 (8), 557 (13), 558 (6), 559 (8), 560 (4), 562 (8), 566 (11), 567
(8), 568 (9), 569 (3), 570 (2), 571, 591 (5), 614-16 (17 sets), 617-19 (25 sets), 620-21 (11 sets), 622-23 (11 sets), 628
(20), 632-42 (9+ complete sets plus stray duplicate values), 647-48 (25+ sets), a good group of mint and used Kansas
Nebraska issues with some duplication that nearly form a complete set, a book of Farley issues full of blocks, gutter
blocks, cross gutter blocks, complete imperf park sets, perforated parks plate blocks, C1 (10), C2 (3), C3 (5), C4 (25),
C5 (4), C6 (16), C18 (5), F1 (3), J1, J3, J22 (4), J23 (2), J24 (4), J25 (3), J26, J76, J77, E1, E2, E6 (4), E7 (2), O38, O52,
O72 (2), O73, O74, O75 (2), O76, O77, O78, O79 (3), O81, O84, O85, O89, O90 (7), O91, O92, O93, Q6 (3), Q7 (2), Q9
(3) and Q11. Condition is mixed, with some condition and gum issues among the 19th century with many of the mint
stamps from that era without gum. High value with a reported owner’s catalog value of $200,000 from several years ago,
who knows what the value is today, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site). Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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U.S., Massive Dealer Stock. Well organized on dealer tear sheets, consisting of used: 63, 73 (3), 76, 87, 93,
113 (12), 114 (15), 135, 149 (8), 150 (6), 151 (2), 159 (17), 160 (2), 165 (3), 166, 189 (7), 190 (12), 208, 214 (15), 217 (4),
220c (30), 259, 287-89, 287 (36), 288, 289 (8), 297 (19), 298 (19), 299 (18), 311 (36), 547 (23), E2, E3, E7, Q10 (2), Q11
(2), Q12 (6), R76c, R86c (2), R143, R281 and mint: 206, 212 (5), 213 (6), 214 (5), 223, 225, 233, 235, 264 (36), 267
block, 268 (5), 269 (3), 270, 272 (4), 281 (4), 329, 335, 336 (3), 337, 338 (2), 339 (3), 340, 342, 345, 357, 368 (pair and 2
blocks), 375 (36 singles and 1 plate number strip of 3), 376 (3), 378 (10), 379, 406 (6 blocks), 411 (13 pairs), 428 (2), 443
(3 paste up pairs), 489 (9 pairs and line pair), 498, 501-4, 506-18, 504 block, 507 (2), 508 (10), 512 (block), 513 (55),
514, 515, 516 (4), 517 (2), 526 (19), 527-28B, 528 (2), 528A, 529a (2), 535 (2 line pairs and block of 4 and block of 6 with
phantom plate numbers), 536 (9), 538 (block), 540 (block), 541 (2), 566 (6), 567, 568 (2), 569, 571, 585 (4), 586 (3), 589
(2), 591 (3), 610 plate block, 611 (69), 612 (14 singles, 4 blocks and plate block), 616 (3), 619 (7), 620-1 (9 sets and 1 set
of blocks), 621 (4), 622 (21), 623 (11), 628 (2 blocks), 647 wide spacing pair, 650 plate block, 656 (11 singles, 5 pairs),
659 (3 blocks), 692-700, 692-701, 700 (1 single and 1 block), 701 (4), 704-15 plate block set, 723 (2 pairs, 1 line pair),
839-51 pairs, 839-51 line pairs, 1402a (2), 1597 (2 pairs and 1 block of 4), 1616 (2 misperf), 1623b (3), 1625a (2), 1804
(pair and block of 4), 1891a (8), 2130b (3), 2265a (3), 2518a, E13 (2), J40, JQ2, O16, Q7 and 279BS. Most appear
sound with many desirable mint singles, used, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F., a lovely stock of useful
singles at a low starting price. Scott $48,709 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Premium Single and Plate Block Stock. In hundreds of old glassines that have probably been put in a
back room for years, so who knows what well centered gem could be hiding here. Highlights include: 230-36, 230-38,
232 plate block of 6, group of plate number strips of 3 with imprints (257, 271, 273, 281, 282, 284), 294-99, 328 plate
block of 6, 340 block of 4 with imprint, 371 plate block, 377 plate block, 484 plate block, 518 block of 4 with plate number,
547 (2), 551-73, 571 block of 4 with plate number, 591 plate block, 581-91 (2), 620-21 plate block set, 622 plate block,
658-79, 692-701 (2), 692-701 plate block set, 704-15 (2 plate block sets), 803-32 plate block set to $1, 803-34 plate
block complete set, 832-34, 859-93 plate block set, 1030-53 plate block set, C3, C7 (2 plate blocks), C8 (4 plate blocks),
C9 (4 plate blocks), C10 (2 plate blocks), C11 plate block, C12 (2 plate blocks), C18 (3), C24 plate block and C25-31 (3
sets of plate blocks). Condition appears mostly sound, F.-V.F. A lovely old time lot that would with much potential that
should be viewed to fully appreciate. Scott $30,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Dealer Stock of Better Singles, 1851-1940’s. In two large Lindner albums plus some loose dealer
cards and pages, laid out in stock book in order with each set / single labeled with Scott numbers and retail price.
Highlights include used: 7, 7 pair, 9 pair, 14-15, 30A, 68 (5), 69 (4), 70 (2), 71 (5), 72 (2), 73 (13), 76, 77, 78, 86, 89 (2), 96
(5), 113 (6), 115 (4), 116 (8), 117 (3), 118, 119 (5), 121 (2), 149 (6), 151 (5), 152, 153 (3), 155, 160 NYFM cancel, 160,
165 (3), 166, 191 (3), 214 (7), 217 (4), 218 (3), 228 (8), 229 (5), 238 (5), 239 (4), 240 (3), 242, 260/275 (5), 291 (2), 311
(2), J20 (2), K16, O80, several pages of first issues revenues, Hawaii 34, a few Cape of Good Hope Triangles, Canada
17, 155-59, some better Germany and Saar sets including 1936 Horse Race souvenir sheets and mint: 63, 112-14, 161,
162, 214, 231-32, 233 (2), 234 (4), 235 (2), 236 (2), 237, 238, 284, 287 (2), 288 (3), 289 (2), 290 (2), 294-99 (2), 297,
305-6, 309, 323-27, 325-27, 328-30 (2), 330, 341, 399 (3), 400, 560, 562, 548-50 (2), 756-65 plate blocks, 803-34
blocks of 4, C1-3, C5, C7-9 plate blocks, C25-31 plate blocks, C46 (4 plate blocks), E5, E7 (2), F1 (2), O3, Q7, Q8 (2),
Q9, Q11, O79, O81-82, O120, RW1, Hawaii 34, Philippines 235, and a few Canadian large and small Queens. A useful
stock with condition mixed and very little duplication, mostly correctly identified, with the hard work of identifying and
pricing already complete, you will only need to put out at your table and watch the sales roll in, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

U.S., Dealer Stock of Better Singles, 1847-1950’s. In a large Lindner album, laid out in stock book in order
with each set / single labeled with Scott numbers and retail price. Highlights include 1 used, 232 (2), 234-37, 239-40,
298 (2), 299 (2), 303 (3), 304, 305, 309, 328-30, 330, 339, 369 with PF certificate, 399, 480 with photocopy of PF
certificate, 497 NH pair, 517, 546, 548-50 (2), 568, 570, 571, 572 (3), 572 block of 4 with plate number, 591, 614 (4),
617-19 (21), 620-21 (4), 630 (2), 648 (7), 656 (5 pairs), 664 (2), 667 (2), 668 (2), 692-701 (2), 803-34, 834, 1030-53 (3),
1053, C1-6 (2), C1 (3, C2, C3, C5 (3), C6, C13-15, C18 (5), C18 block of 4 with plate number, E3, E7, RW32-33 and
RW36-37. A useful stock that appears mostly sound with very little duplication. The work of identifying and pricing is
already complete for easy breakdown, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Dealer Counter Stock, 1857-1970. 22 dealer counter books, includes a lot of U.S. face value postage,
a book of late 19th and early 20th century mint with Columbians up to 4c, some Bureau issues, Trans-Mississippis up to
4c, a few 1902 issues up to 13c, Louisiana Purchase, an album of airmails with many early C7//C31 in moderate
quantity, E3 (5), J25 mint, Q7 mint, some decent ducks mint and used from RW1 to $5 denomination and several books
of covers with approximately 33 stampless covers, a few Civil War patriotics and Confederate issues, mostly clean and
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useful stock, good mix of issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance, neatly organized and ready for shows or eBay. Scott
$20,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
203
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U.S., Dealer Stock, 1890’s-1940’s. In Safe album with slip case. Highlights include mint: 211, 215, 219-29,
230-40, 284, 285-88, 294-99, 328-30, 302-4, 306-8, 310, 338, 414-15, 417-8, 551-70, 572, 591, 658-79 (676, 678-79
are used), 692-701, 803-34, C1-6, C18, Q1-6, Q9, and used: 1, 7, 17, 36, 37, 69-71, 77, 78 (3), 86, 115-17, 119, 149,
151, 152, 153, 160, 162, 165, 166, 190 (3), 191 (2), 208, 214, 217-18, 291-92, 523 and E1-7. Condition is a little rough
among the early issues, some nice singles among modern issues, several useful items to be found, please view,
generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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U.S., 5¢ & 8¢ Mint Columbian Stock, 1893. Nice clean lot, includes #234 with 34 singles, 6 blocks of four, 3
blocks of six and 2 blocks of nine, #236 includes 11 singles, block of four and 2 blocks of six, excellent way to restock,
review urged, F.-V.F. Scott $19,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

208

m
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U.S., High Catalog Value Stock. Approximately 1,600 stamps in old glassine box full of glassines by Scott
number containing mint: some better early banknotes, 186, 205, 209, 211, 215, 217, 219D (4), 275, 282C, 283, 287,
used: 149 (2), 153, 160, 208 (4), 229, 238 (12), 239 (17), 240 (2), 276, 311 (4), 342, 404 and 523. Condition is mixed,
some removed cancels among early mint issues (adjusted in owners Scott value), generally Fine, adds up quickly in
Scott value, viewing recommended. Scott $30,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Large Show Stock Balance. Of thousands of stamps on approximately 200 Vario and manila loose
stock pages, packed with used classics and generally mint early 20th century issues filled with plate number strips of 3
or 5, high express values, some dollar value Prexies, a few first issue airmails all adding up to a massive cumulative
Scott value. Condition and centering are both mixed, used, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance,
This would be a great lot to break down into smaller (more salable) units to offer at a bourse on or on the Internet.
Viewing strongly encouraged. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

U.S., Mint 20th Century Stock, 1902-1960’s. In two old time ELBE dealer stock books, containing
thousands of stamps, starting with early 3c purple commemoratives, 1938 Presidentials to $2, Presidential coils,
Famous Americans, Transport airmail issue, strong back of book including E4, E5 (3), E6 (7), E11 (24), Q4 (7), Q5 (10),
Q6 (8), Q7 (3), Q8, Q9 (4), J77 (6) and J87 (13), mostly clean and useful stock, good mix of issues, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, some no gum as issued, F.-V.F., neatly organized and ready for bourse or eBay sales. Scott $20,000+
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., 19th and Early 20th Century Mint Stock, 1857-1940. Organized by issue on large black stock pages,
including 24 (2), 68, 69 (2), 94 (3), 113 (2), 112 (2), 133, 148, 159, 186, 183 (2), 185, 182 (2), 212 (2), 209 (2), 214 (3),
215, 216 (2), 217, 221, 223 (2), 224, 226, 232 (2), 233 (6), 234 (5), 236 (3), 237, 238 (2), 239, 240 (2), 248 (14 singles,
many of which are never hinged), 251, 252 (2), 253, 266, 272, 276, 280-82, 284, 287 (2), 288, 289 (2), 290 (3), 296-97,
299, 302, 305, 308 (2), 309, 325 (2), 328-30 (2 sets), 346 (2 singles and 1 pair), 371 pair, 402, 412-13 pairs, 464 (2), 468,
471. Condition is mixed, with a few removed cancels among the classics, a wonderful treasure hunting lot with a
plethora of lovely singles scattered throughout, o.g., hinged or never hinged (some without gum), Very Good to Very
Fine., F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., Stock of Used Blocks. In two dealer counter books, correctly identified and carefully identified.
Highlights include: 69, 159, 161 (2), 163, 179, 205 (3), 208, 211, 214, 216 (2), 217, 218, 229, 232, 274, 300-4, 306-8,
309 (3), 325 (2), 339 (3), 341, 342, 371 (2), 382, 400, 403 (4), 407, 415, 420, 421 (2), 437, 439, 440 (3), 469, 475 (2), 476,
477 (2), 478, 479, 480 (2), 524, 541, 550, 573 (2), 665, 666, 673 (2), 674, 675, 677, 679, C5, J7, J44, JQ2, JQ4, Q12 (2),
O122 and O123 (2). Condition is better than usual considering how infrequently complete blocks were used, when you
compound the difficulty of surviving the postal system plus the decades to handling in various collections over the years,
these are condition rarities, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $22,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

U.S., Dealer Stock in Glassines. Mostly classic issues to early 20th century, over one hundred glassines in
small box, mostly all noted with Scott catalog numbers or groups of issues, much in quantities, 17 (3), 155 (2), 190 (6),
grills, bank notes, Columbians to 50c, Bureau issues to 50c, Omaha to 50c, etc., mixed condition, starting at low
percentage of Scott value, a useful lot that could easily be broken into smaller groups for individual sale. Scott $32,000+
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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211

m

212

HH/H/m

213

HH/H

214

H/m
U.S., Dealer Stock of 19th and early 20th Century. In 22 small dealer counter books. Highlights include
used: 7, 17, 32, 36 (2), 68-69, 70, 71, 78 (5), 92, 116-17, 151, 152 (2), 153, 190 (2), 208 (6), 214 (3), 217, 228 (3), 238 (4),
239 (2), 240 (3), 291, and mint: 212, 216 (2), 225, 270, 231 (12), 232 (6), 233 (4), 234 (5), 235 (2), 236 (4), 237 (3), 239
(3), 240 (2), 414, 562 (2), 591, 666, 672 (6), 675, 701 plate block, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

215

HH/H

216

H/m
U.S., Mint & Used Goody Box, 1851-1965. Filling a small red box, better mint includes 24, 206, 232, 219,
272, 280, 287, 296, 298, 299 (2), 410 line pair, 518, 701, C5, C10a, C18 (2), with a small group of locals and two private
vending pairs, a arrow block of 621, and plate blocks of 833-834, C7, C24, tons of sale able material offered, be sure and
examine for NH items, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

217

HH/H
U.S., Mint Dealer Stock. Approximately 10,000 glassines in 18 file boxes plus a small box and a sheet file
album, mostly ranging from 3c purples to 20c denominations with a few scattered issues up to the 1990’s, o.g., mostly
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

218

H/m

219

HH/H

220

H

28

U.S., Stock of Better Used. In 8 Dealer stock books, containing the following better singles: 163 (10), 165
(15), 189 (17), 190 (13), 205 (40), 208 (2), 208a, 211 (28), 214 (6), 215 (30), 216 (22), 218, 219-29 (4 sets), 228 (10), 233
(18), 234 (43), 235 (13), 236 (38), 237 (23), 238 (8), 239 (3), 288 (12), 289 (6), 290 (9), 296 (13), 297 (19), 298 (7), 299
(15), 323-27 (3 sets), 326 (21), 328-30 (19 sets), 399 (29), 400 (11), 400A (18), 403 (8), 500, 524 (3), 547 (12), 548-50
(15 sets), 572 (14), 573 (12), 614-16 (18 sets), 617-19 (17 sets), 634A (21), 661 (32), 663 (6), 664 (10), 665 (34), 667
(7), 668 (17), 672 (34), 673 (4), 674 (17), 675 (18), 676 (18), 677 (6), 679 (3) and some priority and express high face
value singles. High value dealer stock with previous owners retail over $23,000., generally F.-V.F. appearance (no
photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., 19th and 20th Century Stock. On manila stock pages, consisting of used: 36, 36B, 69 (2), 71, 91, 98,
112, 113 (4), 115, 117, 162, 165, and mint: 212 (2), 287 (9), 250 (2 H/NH pairs), 339 (8), 341, 338 block, 325, 525 (2
blocks of 4), 550 (8), 581 (43), 648 (2 blocks of 4), 656 (2 pairs and 1 line pair), 696 (8 blocks of 4 and plate block of 4),
701 (single and block of 4), E11 (9 singles and block of 4), E7, E12 (3), J24, J40 and F1, used, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. A good value collection, starting at a low percentage of Scott value. Scott $13,500+ (Owner’s) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Mint Early Commemorative Stock, 1898-1901. Presented on black stock cards, includes 287 (7), 288
(5), 289 (3), 290, 291 (6), 296 (7), 297 (5), 298 (5 plus pair) & 299 (3), nice lot for your stock, investigation urged, F.-V.F.
Scott $10,850.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Better Wholesale Group. Including decent, quality plate blocks, plate strips and souvenir sheets on
black stock sheets, consisting of 329 (10 plate number strips of 3), 583 (15 plate blocks), 586 (10 plate blocks), 644 (8
plate blocks), 657 (20 plate blocks), 735 (20), 740-49 (6 plate blocks), 750 (18), 751 (8), 756-65 (3 plate blocks), RW73b
(15) and RW74b (2), previous dealers retail price $10,000+, generally F.-V.F., Inspect with care. (no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Dealer Stock, 1890’s-1940’s. In six albums and stock books, including mint: 185, 205, 216, 219D (2),
221-23, 225-26, 228, 230-40, 233, 239, 286-88, 325, 570, 572, 591, several partial Kans. Nebr. sets, 614-21 (2), 670-71
plate blocks, C1, C6 (2), and used: 17, 68-71, 76, 97, 117, 151, 153 (3), 154, 160, 190, 208, 214, 217 (3), 229, 291 and
523, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Mint Stock, 1909-60. Housed in a stockbook, with a page of blocks of four with 367-368, 370-373,
610-612, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, 647-648, block of twenty four 621, then many hundreds of singles, with moderate
to heavy duplication, includes 610-612, 61-616, 617-619, 620-621, 656, Kansas overprints (3), Nebraska overprints
(3), 692-701 (4), National Parks, imperf Farleys, Prexies (2), great lot, great price, go get it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Mint Lot, 1923-60. A desirable lot with many premium items, plate blocks include 548, 549, 610, 614,
617-618, 649-650, 2¢ Reds, 704-715, National Parks, 3¢ Purples, Famous Americans (2), C7-C9, C10, C16, C22, C24,
E14, WS10, also full sheet of 649, singles include C18 (3), with some useful duplication, fresh & clean, please peruse,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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221

HH

222

HH/H

223

HH

224

H/m
U.S., Dealer Stock, 1890’s-1940’s. Of approximately 600 dealer cards plus approximately 100 small #1
glassines, including mint: 215 (2), 221, 223, 224, 287 (2), 297, 372 (16), 501B, 548-50 (2), 555 (2), 556 (2), 557, 558 (6),
560, 561 (5), 562, 567 (3), 569, 572 (3), 611 center line block, 616 (3), 619 (7), 661 (6), 663 (6), 664 (3), 665 (7), 666 (4),
667 (2), 668 (2), 670 plate block, 672 (18), 673 (24), 674 (18), 675 (8), 677 (5), 715 plate block and C18 (2), generally
F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

225

HHa

226

HH/H
U.S., Mint Stock, 1888-1950. Stored on display cards, includes 214, 233-234, 238, 297-299, 306, 308 (2),
324-325, 369, 548-550, useful Washington Franklins, 614-616, 617-619, 698, 699, 701, C2, C4, terrific little selection,
have a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

227

HH/H

228

HH/H/m

U.S., Mint Issue Stock, 1932-61. Containing many, many thousands of stamps in four large stockbooks.
This was originally a stock of mint stamps that were intended to be submitted for grading and most of the stamps have
already been pre-screened for condition and better centering, with most stamps gradable in the 95-100 range,
consisting of Overrun Countries (909-21), 2¢ reds and 3¢ Commemoratives (716-1029, 1062-1177), E20-21, C20,
C26, C32….C130, Presidentials (803-29), Famous American’s (864-93) and Liberty Issue (1034-48), Extremely Fine to
Superb appearance, a wonderful opportunity with much profit potential (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Dealer Stock, 1940-1990. Includes, singles, blocks and souvenir sheets, with values from 1¢ to 42¢,
total face $1,800.00, a sharp little lot for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

U.S., Dealer’s Stock of Encapsulated Stamps. Dealer’s close out of 96 PSE graded encapsulated NH
stamps, 77 are graded Superb 98, 19 are graded XF-Superb 95, includes 682, 733, 1067, 1093, 1099, please examine,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb. SMQ $4,717.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Prexie & Liberty Series Matched Plate Number Block Holding. A few thousand, ranging from a few
to overloaded many, many different by number or position, lightly duplicated, strongest in the lower values for the
Prexies, Liberties strong overall, decent face value and difficult to locate fresh unpicked holdings of these popular
issues, o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Mint Stock, 1950-70. Many hundreds of blocks, plate blocks and singles, mostly Liberty issue stamps,
please consider, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F., used not counted (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Duck Stamps Stock, 1934-2004. Over 100 quality hand picked singles including RW1 (o.g. and used),
RW2 (2 o.g., 2 used), RW4 (2 NH, 1 o.g.), RW5 (2), RW6, RW7, RW9 NH, RW11 NH, RW12 (3), RW13 NH, RW14 (2
NH), RW15 (2 NH), RW19 NH, RW20 NH, RW21 (2 NH), RW22 NH, RW23 (3 NH), RW24 NH, RW25 NH, RW26 NH,
RW27 (2 NH), RW29 (1 NH, 1 o.g.), RW30 (2 NH), RW31 (3 NH, 1 o.g.), RW32 (4 NH), RW33 (2 NH), RW34 (4 NH),
RW35 NH, RW36 (4 NH), RW37 (2 NH), RW38 (2 NH), RW50 PSE graded 98 certificate, RW63 PSE graded 98
certificate, RW65 graded 98 certificate, RW68 graded 98 certificate, RW71 graded 98 certificate some state ducks and
modern ducks up to 2004, overall clean stock that will be sure to please, previous dealers retail price over $6,500,
generally F.-V.F. appearance (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Face Value Lots
229

H
U.S., Face Value Accumulation, 1960’s-90’s. Mostly larger multiples (ie: plate blocks and sheetlets) and
post office year sets from 1970’s-1980’s, owners face value count is over $12,500 (partial inventory list available),
F.-V.F.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

230

HH

231

H/m/)

U.S., Massive Mint Sheet Collection, 1959-2012. On clean / new G & K sheet folder pages in 14 albums,
starting with a few stray 3c commems, but really starting with 4c commemoratives and proceeding to the early “Forever”
issues, with Highlights including 794, 1856c (imperf between pane), Legends of the West error pane, C25-30, C46 and
some high values. Total face value is over $13,500, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1938-1975. Presented in three boxes, includes singles, plate blocks & strips, souvenir
and full sheets, with 3¢ to $5.00 values, total face over $10,000.00, with mint postal stationery and some foreign
material, lots & lots to burrow through, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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232

233

U.S., Mint Face Lot, 1930-2010. Two cartons filled with mint postage, values from 1¢ to 16.25, with most
values in the 25¢ to 37¢ range, includes singles, booklets, souvenir & full sheets, with many self adhesives and
“Forever” stamps, booklets also includes two C10a, lots of high values, huge face value, with a great deal of mint postal
stationery, what was examined was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

HH

HH/H

F.-V.F.

U.S., Mint Sheet Collection. In fifteen albums containing over $7,140 worth of face value postage, generally
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

234

HH/H

235

HH

236

HH
U.S., Mint Face Value Collection, 1930-2000. Made up of complete sheets, strips, coils, booklets, plate
blocks, total face $5,500.00, with values from 1¢ to 44¢, some self adhesives, overall a desirable collection well worth
the time necessary to view, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

237

HH

238

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Accumulation. From 3c to 44c denominations, with a good amount of 1990’s and after
modern issues and higher $1 and up denominations, with a group of Columbian souvenir sheets, sheets and sheetlets
(many of which are still in original post office packaging), well worth over our estimate, this will be a good lot to add up,
bring your calculator! o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

239

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1940-2000. Made up of singles, plate blocks and strips, booklets and panes and coils,
souvenir sheets and full sheets, values from 10¢ to $10.75, total face over $4,200.00, avoid those time wasting trips to
the post office, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

240

HH

241

HH

242

HH

243

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Postal Accumulation. From early 3c commemoratives to modern issues, with a good
amount of presorted, special delivery and postage due, as well as a good amount of modern issues, approximately
$2,000 to $4,000 of face value postage, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

244

H/m

30

U.S., Massive Mint Plate Block Collection, 1920’s-2009. In 12 albums / stock books, starting with a few
stray early issues, some 3c commemoratives, but really starting with 4c commemoratives and trailing off with the year
2000 Space issues (33c denominations), and concluding with some stray issues to 44c. Total face value is well over
$4,500., o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., Enormous Accumulation. Sheetlets, blocks, booklets and strips 1988-2002. Tremendous
opportunity, 25¢ to $14.00 values only, majority self-adhesives and sheetlets, total face value $6,300.00+. All sorted by
denomination. All fresh., o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., Mint Face Value Collection, 1930-2000. Made up of complete sheets, total face $4,400.00, with
Prexies 803-829, Liberty Issue 1030-1044A, many 3¢ commemoratives, a great lot whether left in sheets or broken up
for postage, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

U.S., Face Value Lot, 1950-2000. Made up of blocks, strips, souvenir sheets, total face $4,000.00, mostly
29¢ to 37¢, overall a useful holding, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1960-2000. Mostly consisting of full sheets, souvenir sheets and strips, value are for
the most part 22¢ to 33¢, total face $4,000.000, with plenty of self adhesives, what was checked was o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Americana Issue Stock, 1975-85. Thousands of blocks, plate blocks and singles, from 3¢ to 6¢
values, over $3,000.00 total face, unchecked, have your self a ball going through this massive lot, what was checked
was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., used not counted (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Mostly Face Value Collection. Mounted in Scott 2 Volume Minuteman albums (mixed condition and
used among the classics, mostly mint after 1920’s), with two stock books of duplicates, 5 sheet file folders, a box
containing a couple hundred FDC’s from late 1990’s to 2000 and a bundle of postage in glassines and finally a few
binders of random stamps. Highlights include: 72, 76, 78, 151, 1030-53, C1, C1-6, total face value is over $2,000,
generally F.-V.F. appearance, be sure to look at this conservatively estimated collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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245

HH/H

246

HH

247

HH/H

248

HH/H

249

HH/H

250

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1940-2000. Made up of singles, plate blocks and strips, booklets and panes and coils,
values from 1¢ to $10.75, but mostly in the 22¢ to 37¢ range, total face over $1,900.00, stock up now!! o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

251

HH/H

252

HH/H

253

U.S., Face Value Collection, 1870-2003. In Scott National album, plus loose pages. Sparse in the early
premium section, but the majority of the value is in the 1940-2003 section with plenty of face value in singles and
sheetlets with the occasional earlier mint plate blocks and booklets. Total face value is $1,300., F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

254

HH/H

255

HH/H
U.S., Mostly Mint Sheet Lot, 1938-70. A lot of mostly full sheets and part sheets, 1¢ to 37¢ values, total face
is $1,300.00, with a few better items including a “Korpa” sheet, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

256

HH

257

HH/H

258

HH/H

U.S., Face Value Accumulation, 1970’s-2007. With a large group of large coil strips, plate blocks and
sheetlets, total face value is over $2,900, most of the value is in modern issues from the late 1990’s to early 2000’s,
o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Mint Face Value Lot, 1975-2000. Consists of singles, blocks, plate blocks, sheets, souvenir sheets,
booklets, mostly 29¢ to 37¢, many self adhesives, total face value $2,800.00, what was checked was o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1951-1995. In six White Ace albums, of mostly face value postage, with
highlights including: 1030-53, a Recalled Legends of the West Pane, C46, and total face is over $2,000 with some
good Express and Priority high values, plus a group of first day covers including, 859-93 set of FDC’s, C18 - Oct 23,
1933 Century of Progress Expo Graf Zeppelin Flight cover, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Face Value Accumulation 1960’s to 1990’s. In 13 stock books or albums containing over $2,000 of
face value, denominations mostly range from 10¢ to 29¢ with some better and some not counted, o.g., mostly never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1940-2010. With singles, blocks, plate blocks, complete booklets and souvenir
sheets, with values from 1¢ to $5.00, mostly 29¢ to 32¢, more than $2,000.00 total face, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Face Value Lot with Bonus, 1926-68. Housed in two Harris plate block albums, with 3¢ to 50¢ values,
better includes 629, 643-645, 649-650, 654-655, 705-715,756-765, Famous Americans complete, C7-C9, C20-C22,
C25-C31, plus a few United Nation blocks, a terrific deal at our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Face Value Accumulation. From 3c commemoratives to Forever issues, most of the value is from
1990’s to 2000’s, containing approximately $1,200 to $1,500 face value., o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

H/m

U.S., Mint Collection, 1930-2014. Residing in four Scott albums, with values from 1¢ to $11.75, but mostly in
the 22¢ to 47¢, total face value $1,400.00, with plenty of self adhesives and forever stamps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Mint Collection, 1936-2006. Presented in four Schaubek albums with hingeless pages, includes
singles, coils, souvenir sheets, values from 3¢ to 44¢, total face value $1,000.00 plus, also includes recalled Legends
of the West sheet and Looney Tune imperf sheets, a definite money maker at our low estimate, what was checked was
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Collectors Stock, 1940-2000. Consisting of singles, souvenir sheets and sheetlets, value range from
3¢ to 44¢ with the majority between 29¢ to 37¢, many self adhesives, total face value $1,000.00, beat back those
postage costs, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Mint Collection, 1940-1995. Consisting of singles, plate blocks and plate strip, with values from 3¢ to
$5.00, total face $800.00,great lot for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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259

HH

260

HH/H

261

HH/H

262

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1960-2010. Consisting of mostly 29¢ to 37¢ values, with many self adhesives,
includes sheets of high values like 2194, 2482, 2590, great little lot, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $250 - 350

263

HH

264

HH

265

HH

266

HHa

267

HHa

268

HHa

269

HHa

270

HHa

271

HH

272

HH

273

HH

274

H
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U.S., Face Value Lot, 1938-2010. Includes singles, strips, souvenir sheets, full sheets, with values from 1¢ to
$3.00, but mostly in the 13¢ to 32¢ range, total value should be over $800.00, with multiple Famous American sets, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Plate Block & Inscription Block Collection, 1938-90. Housed in five Lighthouse stock books, with
values up to $5.00, total face $690.00, with some better blocks present like 906, 833, 1295, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
U.S., Face Value Collection. In American Heirloom Collection from 3c-32c denominations with a total face
value of $570, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Mint Sheet Collection, 1930-90. Housed in eleven sheet files, with values from 1¢ to 13¢, total face
$500.00 +, with better sheets such as 703, 726, 3¢ purples, mixed condition, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., 2013, Inverted Jenny Miniature Sheet of 6 (4806). 500 panes of six $2 stamps, $12 face per pane,
Total Face Value $6,000.00, o.g., never hinged, excellent for mailings, Very Fine.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., 2013, Inverted Jenny Miniature Sheet of 6 (4806). 500 panes of six $2 stamps, $12 face per pane,
Total Face Value $6,000.00, o.g., never hinged, excellent for mailings, Very Fine.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., 2013, Kaleidoscope Flowers, 46¢ (4722-4725), complete roll of 10,000. Post Office Sealed, Total
Face Value $4,600.00 excellent for first class mailings, reduce postage costs, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., 2013, Kaleidoscope Flowers, 46¢ (4722-4725), complete roll of 10,000. Post Office Sealed, Total
Face Value $4,600.00 excellent for first class mailings, reduce postage costs, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., 2013, Kaleidoscope Flowers, 46¢ (4722-4725), complete roll of 10,000. Post Office Sealed, Total
Face Value $4,600.00 excellent for first class mailings, reduce postage costs, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., 2013, Kaleidoscope Flowers, 46¢ (4722-4725), complete roll of 10,000. Post Office Sealed, Total
Face Value $4,600.00 excellent for first class mailings, reduce postage costs, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., 2013, Kaleidoscope Flowers, 46¢ (4722-4725), complete roll of 10,000. Post Office Sealed, Total
Face Value $4,600.00 excellent for first class mailings, reduce postage costs, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., 2013, Inverted Jenny Miniature Sheet of 6 (4806). 250 panes of six $2 stamps, $12 face per pane,
Total Face Value $3,000.00, o.g., never hinged, excellent for mailings, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., 1998, Trans-Mississippi Centenial, Miniature Sheet of 9 (3209). 500 panes, $3.80 face value per
pane, Total Face Value $1,900, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., 1997, Pacific ‘97, Miniature Sheet of 12 (3139-3140). Post Office sealed pads of 100 of each, 50¢ and
60¢, Total Face Value $1,320.00, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Airmail, 1968, 10¢ Air Mail Service Anniversary (C74). 80 mint sheets of 50 plus one sheet each of
#1254/1257, 1274, 2182 & C77. VF, NH. Total face value is $444. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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U.S., Advertising Postal Cards, 1863-1901. A massive lot of over one hundred thirty postal cards with
advertising, many illustrated, includes subjects like ice skates, manufacturing buildings, produce, music, carriages,
buggies, safes, collars, Centennial Whispering Cord, mowers, machinery and tools, an excellent range of material,
inspection is a must, condition is F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

281

)
U.S., Better Usages on Postal Card Collection. Over one hundred twenty postal cards or envelopes, better
includes illustrated ad cover for hats, illustrated ad cover for Mosler, Bahmann & Co safes, allover ad for Putnam
Machine Co Fitchburg MA, postal cards include illustrated ad card for Seibert Visible Feed Bearing Cup, 1886 illustrated
ad card for coins, illustrated card for Mosler Safe Co., group of five cards with Brazil, Canada, South Africa, Chile &
Mexico as destinations, UX3 with nail & screw marks, group of twenty three cards with better cancels, three UX3 with
watermark varieties and group of UX1 cards postmarked May 1873, first month of usage, with many unusual items
present, a careful inspection will yield significant rewards, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

282

)

283

)

U.S., Eclectic Lot of Stamped Envelopes & Wrappers, 1886-1916. A terrific lot of material for the
specialist, includes a group of 27 mint Grant lettersheets identified by Thorp numbers (catalog $810.00), a lot of
Columbian Exposition envelopes with seven U348, twelve U349, seven U350 and four U351, with different dies, shades
and sizes, a study of 1904 Washington 2¢ cut squares, and finally 50+ examples of complete W433, some toning and
trivial faults, but a interesting balance, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Postal Stationery Cut Squares Collection, 1853-1999. Over 650 different pieces on Scott National
pages. Highlights include used: U6, U8, U15, U67, UO29, mint: U18, W20, U29, U39, U41-45, U46-47, U53, U60,
U62-63, U64, U66, U69, U70-73, U74-76, U78-81, U88, U91-92, U93-95, U96-97, U99-100, U108, W126, U180, U186,
U188, U195, U198 full corner, U204, U205, U207-10, U211, U224, U240, U336-41, U342-47, U477, U487 with PF
certificate, U488 with PF certificate, U489, U505a with PF certificate, U506 with PF certificate, U508, UO28, UO34,
UO37, UO44, WO50 and UO57. A spectacular collection that appears mostly sound, fresh and well centered, generally
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Mint Full Corner Cut Square Collection, 1860-1925. Brilliant collection mounted on Scott pages, with
some in plastics, includes but not limited to U19, U26, U27, U34, U35, U50-U57, U68, U88, U191-194, U204, U207,
U338-U339, U446-U451, U486, U508, U519, UO1-UO2, UO4-UO5, WO50, UO61, as fresh & bright as the day they
were sold, a couple of items F-VF, but overall Very Fine, with tremendous break up value present.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Postal Stationery & Cut Square Lollapalooza, 1853-2000. Thousands of postal stationery covers,
cards and cut squares filling four large cartons, with mint & used material, plenty of mint face, with better items like set of
ten Goldsmith Columbian World’s Fair post cards and tickets, used material with many better cancels, a lot that will take
some time to break down, but the effort will be well rewarded, some mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Fancy Cancels on Postal Cards, 1873-90. Approximately one hundred twenty five postal cards with
fancy cancel, with terrific Chicago IL Blues, includes Fancy Double Wedges Box (Berg BDW-4), Fancy Hollow Star in
Circle (Berg STR-9), Fancy Negative Star with Hole (Berg unlisted), Fancy Geometric Box (Berg GEO-10), Fancy “JR”
(Berg LR-3), Fancy “R” (Berg LR-5), Fancy “M” (Berg LM-2), Square of Right Triangles (Berg SRT-10), Fancy Square
Diagonal (Berg SOD-7),"US" in circle cancel, Cole US-55, Waterbury beautifully struck fancy stylized leaf with 14
segments cancel, Rohloff L-51, Waterbury fancy arrowheads with 8 segments type 10 cancel, Very Fine, RRR, Rohloff
B-18, also letters, shields, stars, pictorials, and geometrics, a once in a lifetime lot that could be your’s if the bid is right,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

U.S., Uprated Postal Cards to Foreign Destinations, 1873-99. Over thirty postal cards with added postage
to foreign destinations, countries include Germany and States, Danzig, Nova Scotia, Belgium, England, Spain, uprated
with large Bank Notes and small Bureaus, a few nice strikes of NYFM cancels, tremendous addition to your stock or
collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Territorial Cancels on Postal Cards, 1873-98. Thirty one postal cards with territorial cancels that
include Las Vegas NM (S/R 4), Green River City WY (S/R 4), Olympia Washington Territory, North Topeka KS (S/R 7),
Golden City CO (S/R 5), a wide ranging lot with many better items, please inspect, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., Postal Cards, Virginia Collection. Fifty four postal cards, includes Charlottesville solid star, Bangs
dotted c.d.s. (S/R 6), Liberty segmented star (S/R 4), Martin’s Station (S/R 6), Petersburg solid star in circle, Piedmont
Station (S/R 6), an exceptional array of better towns, generally F.-V.F., inspection recommended as there is useful and
valuable material present (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

287

)

288

)
U.S., Piano & Music Covers, 1860-1930. Over one hundred ninety covers, with additional ads, letterheads
and billheads, presented in two Lighthouse leather binders and a few loose, better includes 1886 illustrated cover with
billhead from Galveston TX, T. Brigham Bishop cover and letterhead, he claims to have written “John Brown’s Body”,
“When Johnny Comes Marching Home”, and “Shoo Fly Don’t Bother Me”, 1906 Poole Piano illustrated cover with
matching billhead, 1888 J.G. Earhuff Organ & Piano Co illustrated cover and matching billhead, 1857 allover ad for
Lighte & Bradbury’s Pianos Broomfield NY, mint multicolor & gilt cover with additional ads on reverse for Cornish Pianos
& Organs, 1921 multicolored illustrated ad cover for M. Schulz Co Pianos & Player Pianos, 1862 blind embossed ad
cover for Oliver Ditson & Co Music and Pianos, 1911 C.G. Conn Musical Instruments with additional illustrations and
ads on reverse, and the above barely scratches to surface, mixed condition, inspection is strongly urged so come on
down, grab a chair and set a spell, you will be well rewarded, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

289

)

290

U.S., Gun Ad & Miscellaneous Covers. Thirty eight covers, better includes J.Stevens Arms Co illustrated,
1911 Iver Johnson with illustration on reverse, The Tabb & Jenkins Hardware Co with illustrations on front and back,
1928 Dupont Powder illustrated cover, 1899 Winchester “Take Down” Shotgun illustrated ad cover with additional
illustrations on reverse, 1914 Winchester Rifle illustrated ad cover with hunter in snow shoes, 1912 Winchester
Hammerless Repeating Shotgun illustrated ad cover, also a Gen Butler Civil War patriotic cover, 1903 Baltimore
Bargain House illustrated cover, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

291

)
U.S., Advertising Cover Collection, 1857-1900. Seventeen covers, includes an allover illustrated
temperance cover to Boston MA, 65 on ad cover for Tremont House San Francisco to Montreal with “Insufficiently Paid”
straight line, 1858 Dartmouth College blind embossed cover to Bosawen NH, blue cameo ad for watch cases from New
York City to Rome NY, and a desirable group, some condition issues, inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

292

)
U.S., 1909 2¢ Lincoln, Perforated, Imperforate, Bluish Exhibition Calibre Collection (367, 368, 369). An
amazing array of 156 2c Lincoln covers with domestic and territorial usages. This holding is the finest we have ever
offered and mounted and described on exhibition pages, including ten 2c blue paper covers of which three are pairs and
one with special delivery, cancels include color and machine, pneumatic tube, registry, a plethora of imperforates
including two plate blocks, perf-ins, many dozens of wonderfully hand selected illustrated covers which include
festivals, early automotive related, fishing, fruit, brewing, candy, Native Americans, hunting, transportation and more.
Early airmail, first day and many other varieties are present. A 30 year assemblage of quality covers, most acquired at
auction as individual lots, condition is well above average (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

34

U.S., Collection of State Usages of Postal Cards. Lot consists of twenty seven New Jersey, eleven Texas,
nine West Virginia, thirty four Iowa, nineteen New Jersey & Delaware, and six Nebraska Kansas, with geometrics, stars,
carriers, target and auxiliary cancels, great lot at a great price, How can you Lose!!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Mint Postal Card Selection. Seven mint postal cards, six UX1 and one UX3, includes color variety
orange brown on buff (Scott UX3 var.) UPSS S2, 1¢ brown on buff (Scott UX1), position SP13 UPSS S1, 1¢ brown on
buff (Scott UX1), position SP35, UPSS S1, great lot for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Big Hole Flaw Group of Postal Cards. Consists of eleven UX1 unused and fifteen UX3 used,
comprising the Big Hole flaw and its repair, all 4 positions are represented but not in both states for both cards, a
wonderful lot for the postal card aficionado, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S., Premium Advertising Cover Collection, 1857-1930. Over ninety five better ad covers, includes 1894
allover illustrated E.C. Morris Safe Co., 1889 Smith Seltzer Hardware cover with allover ad on reverse, 1880’s Dry dock,
East Broadway & Battery Railroad Co., 1882 Broadway & 7th Avenue Rail Road Co., Geo. L. Brownell Fine Hearses,
nice Barnum & Bailey Circus trade card, group of fair & circus covers, blue shield cameo ad cover for furniture company,
large all over illustrated ad cover for Missouri Water & Steam Supply Co., 1909 A.B. Gibson hand stamps illustrated,
and many more, very few condition issues, must be seen to be believed, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

)
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U.S., Marine Postal History Collection, 1855-1990’s. In eight Showguard cover albums telling the story of
the Marines from the early days to the defeat of Saddam Hussein. The first album contains the most elusive part of the
collection, “The Early Years” of the Marines, following the war of 1812, the Marine Corps were still small, according to
the 1833 Register, there were only 43 Marine officers, as compared to over 1,000 Naval officers, so early Marine
correspondence is quite rare, this album contains 17 of these early officer’s covers (1850’s to 1870’s): 3 covers
addressed to Lieut. Thomas Y. Fields, 3 covers addressed to Lieut. Louis E. Fagan, 5 covers addressed to Captain
William A.T. Maddox, two of which are franked with Navy Dept official stamps, 3 covered addressed to Captain George
Butler, 1 cover addressed to Lt. H.A. Bartlett, 1 cover addressed to Col. Harris 6th Commandant of the Marine Corps,
postmarked shortly after his death on May 16, 1864, and U.S. #68 on cover addressed to Lieut. A.S. Taylor Mare Island,
California and 39 Picture Post Cards of Early Ships, Marine Drills, Marine Barracks in locations as far away at Sitka,
Alaska and a Sepia tone Col. L.W.T. Waller (Major General Commandant) post card. The album entitled “Canal Zone,
Cuba and Puerto Rico” contains 33 picture post cards and 17 covers chronicles the Marine involvement in Cuba and
Canal Zone, 10 picture post cards which chronicles their involvement in Vera Cruz Mexico and 1 post card and 3 covers
chronicling their occupation of the Philippines. The album titled “The Great War” chronicles the Marine involvement in
WWI and contains 37 covers and post cards including a post card titled “The Army of American’s in France”. The album
entitled “The Banana Wars” chronicles Marine involvement in the Caribbean and Central America mostly from 1910’s
to 1930’s containing 66 covers and 22 picture post cards. The album entitled “U.S. Marines - China” chronicles the
U.S. before involvement in WWII after Japan took over Korea and Manchuria, Marines were sent to China as a buffer to
prevent future encroachment until the end of WWII, containing 38 covers and 2 post cards including a POW, some
censored and several with Chinese frankings. The albums titled “The Gathering Storm” containing 56 covers and post
cards and “The Old Breed” containing 64 covers and post cards, chronicle the Marine involvement in WWII. The final
album contains large covers that belong in the above collections and include a large sized cover unfranked and
addressed to Capt. Thomas Y. Fields (Commission), 2c Guam overprint tied to cover with Agana, Guam postmark from
H. Shaw, U.S.M.C. Agana to Nashua, N.H., U.S.A. with Manila, P.I. transit postmark, a Rare 1927 Penalty envelope
franked with 15c and tied to cover with straight line Quantico, VA (Marine Branch) from Office of the Post Surgeon,
Marine Barracks, to Bureau of Navigation, Navy Department, Washington, DC., 33 large Naval penalty covers and 29

U.S., Multiple Gold Medal Winning Registry Collection, 1842-1929. 8 frames, carefully researched
starting with the Fore runners of 1842 to 1855, the Postal Act of March 3, 1855 which made the prepayment of postage
on domestic letters compulsory and also established the domestic registry system, which was the first “special service”
of the United States, on to 1862 with the introduction of the Return Receipt and the various forms and receipts that
needed were used to implement this service. There are various usages including Registered Official Business Mail,
Registered Package Envelopes & Tags and various Registration labels. Along the way, there is a fascinating story of
the postal system told one piece at a time telling the stories of why problems were developing, what the Post Office did to
solve them and the evolution of the postal service as Registered Mail scaled up. The first frame chronicles the use of
early fore runner Post Office Department letterhead as the first service that needed to enumerate how many letters were
sent for accounting purposes. There is an interesting printed letter to a local post office describing Registry service and
there are Money Letters sent prior to Registered Mail by Express companies showing the need for a nationwide money
transfer service. In total frame 1 contains 22 covers and 5 letters. The second frame introduced penalty stationary to
fulfill the need of post offices to send Return Registered Letter Bill (Form B) and the introduction of Registry Return
Receipt post cards to prove the Registered letter was received. There is a fascinating Registered Penalty envelope from
the Philippines, a Registry Return Receipt post cards to Puerto Rico and Canal Zone and an early letter regarding legal
action in the service of a subpoena. In total frame 2 contains 19 covers, 4 post cards, 2 letters and 4 forms. Frame three
focused on Registry Bills and contains 6 covers, 11 Registry Bill post cards and 11 Registry Bill forms. Frame four
finished Registry Bills and introduced the Registered Package and contained 5 Registry Bills, 11 Registered Package
Envelopes and 6 large green Registry Seal stamps. Frame five contains Registered Package Tags with 15 Registered
Package Envelopes, 6 Registered Package Receipts post cards and 6 Registered Package Receipt forms (including a
couple early hand written forms). Frame six contains 26 Registry Delivery Notice Receipts and 7 Registry Dispatch
Receipt post cards and an interesting 1909 document about a registered letter that could not be delivered. Frame seven
contains three usages of Registry stamps on cover and 24 Registry Return Receipts including some difficult usages in
the Philippines and a Department of Interior, United States Land Office Penalty Envelope Registered Letter - Returned
to Sender. Frame eight contains 9 covers with Registration Labels used on cover including an interesting (Form 1549A)
label with post office hand stamp and a few loose Registration labels (off cover) and 13 International Registry Return
Receipt forms or post cards. Considering the rarity and age of these items, they are in surprisingly good condition,
generally F.-V.F. In all it is not hard to see why this exhibit one multiple Gold Medal awards, with great research and the
careful placement and order to tell a story of the development of this service, one could easily write a book on this topic.
A wonderful study of the subject, fresh and select, should be seen to be fully appreciated. (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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large covers mostly from deployment in China and domestic Marine correspondence, and two interesting letters home
on Stationary from one of Saddam Husseins palaces, overall condition is generally Fine to Very Fine. In addition there
are approximately 50 additional covers or post cards that have not yet been added to the collection. In addition to the
collection, there are some scarce reference material books including 1833 Register, 1906 Navy Register and U.S. Navy
and Marine Corps Bases, Overseas. This highly specialized beloved collection was assembled over years and there
has likely never been a collection offered like this. If you have any connection to the Corps, you really must consider this
collection. Semper Fi (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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U.S., Phenomenal Postal History Plethora, 1840-1940. Presented in a cover album, approximately 250
cards and covers with better items like a pair of #17 on cover to England, 73 & 78 on U44 to VA, 71 tied by fancy cancel
with forwarder’s handstamp to France, 112 on ad cover to Charleston SC, 68 & 76 on cover to France, 163 to South
Africa, strip of five 205 to England, 223 & five 226 on Scott Stamp & Coin cover to England, Columbians 234, 236, 237 on
registered cover to Germany, Trans Mississippi 285, 286, 288 on cover to Scotland, 371 & British Honduras 73 on
picture postcard to Southern Nigeria, 833 first day cover, and a typed letter signed by James Farley to the Vice
President with a cover with a 742, a true dealer’s dream come true, mixed condition, be prepared to be WOWed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Ginormous Cover Collection. Over two hundred eighty covers and ephemera in three albums, with
advertising covers, Civil War patriotics, fancy cancels, includes American Peace Society cover, 1899 L. Loewenthal &
Sons pants illustrated with two elephants, 1886 illustrated Chase & Sanborn, 1859 illustrated cameo ad for Phoenix
Insurance Co., 1897 Ingersolls’ American Watches illustrated cover, 1888 T.J. Fales Sail Maker Providence RI,
Stoneham MA Skull & Cross bone fancy cancel (S-E PH-S 17) on piece, with many allover ads and additional ads on
reverse covers, a cornucopia of sale able material, enormous potential, mixed condition on many, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Small Stock of 19th Century Covers. 48 covers from the 1860s to 1890 including Carriers & Locals,
advertising, fancy cancels, registered, etc.; highlights include a 2¢ E. grill (87) with red cancel on small local New York
City cover; two 30¢ Bank Notes (190) used with a 2¢, a 5¢ and two 10¢ on large part of a registered parcel wrapper
New York-New Haven; 1LB 9 tied with #26; 3LB2 with #10 tied by red Boston/3 cts. c.d.s.; 20L25 tied with #26 by New
York c.d.s. & blue oval “PAID”; C.S.A. 5¢ milky blue (4b) tied by Newberry C.H., S.C. to Charleston; etc. condition is
generally F-VF. A useful lot for a Postal History dealer. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Official & Parcel Post Covers 1845-1960. Large binder with over one hundred thirty official business
letters or cards, and eleven parcel post cards or covers, better include O27 on cover front ($575.00 catalog value on
cover), O37 on cover ($250.00 catalog value), Naval Department cover with E7, U.S. Internal Revenue cover with 113,
then the Parcel Posts include Q1 on two postcards, Q1 pairs on cover, Q2 on two covers, Q3 on two covers, Q4 on cover
& Q5 on cover, with some related letters, a great lot to build upon or break up, mixed condition, very highly
recommended as this is an opportunity not to be missed, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Covers, Proofs and Essays Collection, 3¢ Bank Note Issues, 1870-79. A lovely exhibit quality
collection mounted on pre-printed pages housed in a custom binder, the beginning offer a selection of various essays
and black proofs and proofs, the balance of the collection contains cover usages, rates to overseas destinations such
as Hawaii, China, Turkey, Switzerland, France etc., also registered, forwarded, advertising, missent, postage due,
Congressional and territorial covers, a small selection of fancy cancels round off this fascinating collection, F.-V.F., not
to be missed (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Alaska Postal History Collection, 1900-2000. Over one hundred covers, includes 1932 forwarded
cover, 1942 censored cover, 1901 cover to New York City, 19 to Hackensack NJ, 1937 emergency mail services covers
(14), first day covers, Will Rogers memoriam covers, 1947 Canadian Dogteam Mail (3), 1942-1946 Alaska Dog Team
Post (9), first flights, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Airmail Collection, 1918-75. A collection with enormous potential, start with mint C1-C3, C4-C6,
C7-C9 plate blocks, then with over sixty first flight covers and 30 airship covers, flight covers includes CAMs, FAMs, new
rates, aviation shows, air races, with some signed by the pilot. airship covers include two cards franked with C13, two
covers with C14, Round the World cover with 571 & 572, and three Los Angeles airship covers, inspection will only
make it look better, a few condition issues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., Philatelic & General Ephemera Explosion, 1857-1990. Filling two huge boxes, includes thousands of
ephemeral items, with two albums of trade cards, photos with revenues, album of local posts, mint & on cover, album of
labels, cigar bands and coupons, beer labels, binder of exposition tickets and seals, labels, binder of philatelic labels
and stamps, binder of registry labels and airmail etiquettes, wildlife labels, Christmas seals, box of almanacs, box of
wooden nickels, stock certificates, a business in two boxes ready to price and put up on the internet, mixed condition,
but overall F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

303

)

304

U.S., 19th Century Railroad Stock Certificates, Ephemera & Cancels. Enthralling group of railroad
related ephemera and stamps, over eighty items, includes 1869 Cedar Rapids Missouri River Railroad illustrated stock
certificate, 1864 Columbus & Indianapolis Central Railroad illustrated stock certificate, group of railroad cancels on
revenues, 1871 Framingham & Lowell Railroad stock certificate, two different Hartford & New Haven illustrated stock
certificates, receipts, checks, and much more, owner’s cost over $3,850.00, a fabulous lot of this ever popular material,
be sure to set aside enough time to properly catalog this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

305

)
U.S., Airmail Cover Balance, 1918-31. Nine covers plus a set of C7-9 plate blocks’ 1) C2 tied by Jul 15 1918
duplex on legal sized cover with three signatures; 2) C3 tied by May 15 1918 First Trip duplex on stained and creased
legal sized cover; 3) C4 with plate number on Aug 15 1923 First Day machine cancel; 4) C5 tied by Aug 17 1923
machine cancel on Worden cover with tape mark at bottom; 5) C7 Feb 13 1926 cover with additional 2¢
Lexington-Concord; 6) C8 tied by Sept 18 1926 duplex on legal sized cover folded at the center; 7) C9 tied by Jan 25
1927 machine cancel on airmail cover; 8) C11 horizontal pair tied by Jul 25 1926 duplex cancels on airmail cover; 9) C16
tied by Aug 19 1931 machine cancel on airmail cover; 10) C7 top bottom plate block of six, C8 top plate block of six with
toning in selvedge, C9 top plate block of six; few small faults, otherwise Almost Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

306

)
U.S., Federal & State Official Cover Collection, 1850-1920. Over seventy five covers in an album, starts
with two stampless Official Business covers, then four covers and one front franked with O17 and two with uncancelled
O17, a 1917 cover from the Department of the Interior United States Indian Service, 1890 Department of the Interior to
France, O75 on Treasury Dept cover, O1-O2, O3 & O4 on three covers not cancelled, O17 & O21 on cover, O50 on
cover, plus a nice selection of state official and other legal size covers, with some nice related ephemera, mixed
condition please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

307

)
U.S., Powerful Postal History Collection, 1861-99. Thirteen better covers, includes mixed Canada & U.S.
franking on cover to Philadelphia forwarded to Portland OR, #64 pink on cover from West Meridien CT to Cleveland, #65
on cover with hand drawn family with umbrella, #85B on ad cover for the I.O.O.F. with PF certificate, two #95 tied by bold
leaf cancels to Germany, and #100 on cover to Paris France, a tremendous lot to restock with, some mixed condition,
please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

308

)
U.S., Cover & Ephemera Lot 1850-1940. Housed in two binders and a box, with many covers with original
contents, a group of football betting cards, illustrated ad covers, illustrated bill heads, and a box of miscellaneous
receipts, mortgages, railroad documents, a delightful lot to plow through, mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

309

)
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)

U.S., Back of the Book Cover Collection, 1879-1960. Presented in a cover album, with over 125 covers
and cards, better includes very early 12/18/18 C1 usage on cover to England (first day 12/10/18), 5/15/18 first flight C3
usage, first day covers of C9, C19, C14 zeppelin flight to Germany, special deliveries on cover, registered covers,
postage due covers, perfins, loads of very sale able material, some condition issues, tremendous catalog & break up
values, inspection invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Massive Cover Collection, 1926-2000. Filling seven large cartons, over 3,000 covers, includes space
related, naval, topical, better first day covers including 2¢ Reds, an inexpensive opportunity to restock, some mixed
condition, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Correspondence of Chief Engineer Edward Robie. Historic collection of over ninety covers, twenty
five which are the Robie correspondence with fifteen with contents, also includes Robie’s diary for the year 1873, Robie
was with Commodore Perry on his expedition to Japan, he later served with distinction in the Union Navy, the balance of
the covers are from Woodworth and Adams correspondences, unread with some better frankings, spend some time
transcribing this intriguing lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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311

)

312

m/)

313

)

314

U.S., Famous Artist, Politician and Astronaut Autograph Collection. E.E. Aldrin photo, Neil Armstong
and R. Scott signed cover, Eddie Cantor, Marc Chagall - six signatures of various covers and a post card, Grace
Coolidge signed letter, Bob Hope signed photo, Lovell and Anders signed envelope, 3 signed covers by Joan Miro,
Theodore Roosevelt Jr. singed letter, Paul Scofield signed photo, five covers or stamp souvenir sheets signed
Salvadore Dali, 8x10 Glossy Photos: James Cagney (2), Claudette Colbert, Bette Davis, Rex Harrison, Vincent Price,
Ginger Rogers (2), James Stewart, Nancy Reagan, George Bush, Jimmy Carter, Ronald Regan, Gaylord Perry, Niu
Loa Manu, Sanders over $5,000 some auto pens, please examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

315

)

316

)

317

)

318

)

319

)

320

)

38

U.S., Postal History Menagerie, 1847-1938. Over forty covers, includes #1 tied by blue Philadelphia cancel,
35 tied by Fremont OH c.d.s. to San Francisco, 3¢ Bank Note with straight line “Steamboat” and “Due/3" in circle, pair of
11 and pair of 17 on cover to Baden, pair of 76 to France, pair of 114 on cover to Melbourne, mint U223 with Hawaii Well
Fargo & Co imprint, some fascinating cover present, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Offices in China Used & On Cover Collection, 1870-1960. Presented in a binder, with twenty four
items on piece, over sixty covers and fourteen picture postcards, with better that includes strip of five 282C & 281 tied to
piece by 1902 US Post Office in Shanghai duplexes, block of six 510 with boxed Shanghai China postmark, 234 tied by
1894 US Post Office Shanghai duplex, 300 on picture postcard with China receival and violet “Received/Dec 30
1908/Ansd/Shanghai”, 348 on picture postcard with hand stamp “Shanghai Local Post/Dec 10/07", many sale able
items, enormous potential, research will be well rewarded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Consular Mail from U.S., & Foreign Countries, 1880-1940. Group of over fifty American Consular
Service covers and cards from U.S. and from stations abroad, mostly legal size from a range of origins including: Italy,
Cuba, Siam, Algeria, Hong Kong, Singapore, Straits Settlements, Trinidad, Saint Pierre & Miquelon, Australia, Russia,
Samoa, Egypt, Greece, also U.S. from the 1880s to 1920s, with some very interesting contents, a one of a kind
collection, mixed condition, be sure to set aside sufficient time to review this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., World War I Cover Collection, 1916-19. Over 140 covers, cards and picture postcards housed in a
binder, with censored, soldiers mail, U.S. Military Postal Express Service, useful picture postcards, forwarded, ship
cancels, many covers with contents, and a nice group of Haiti cancelled covers, fantastic material for the WWI collector
or dealer, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., AEF Via Siberia Censored Cover Collection, 1919. Nine covers and one card, includes seven boxed
“A.E.F. Siberia/Censored” handstamps and two oval “Am.E.F. Siberia/Passed as Censored/Base Censor” hand
stamps, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Stampless Cover Lot. Over fifty stampless covers, better includes 1850 Washington DC straight line
“Post Office Department/Official Business”, red Saxonville Mass in double oval to Lexington MA, forwarded with
Lexington cds as transit, red “Mailroute” straight line on cover to Philadelphia, blue “United States” in oval from Lowell
MA to Litchfield NH, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Airmail Postal History: First Flight & Airmail Covers, 1926-50. Over one hundred covers, with
various cachets for first flights and airport dedications, with better such as 1926 New York to Philly first flight, 1931 First
Combined Passenger & Air Mail Service A.M. 25, 1932 U.S.S. Akron Coast to Coast cover, and two crash covers, a
great selection of aerophilately, be sure to take some time to visit, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Cover & Postal Card Lot, 1869-1950. Over 750 covers in two small boxes, ad covers including pianos,
business college, a 1906 Pikes Peak summit card, fancy cancel, APOs, first day covers, cacheted event covers, a
perfect lot for the bourse dealer, mixed condition, please peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Postal History Collection, 1851-1910. Over one hundred covers, with a few checks with revenues,
better covers include 1¢ Franklin strip of three on Civil War patriotic, 1¢ Franklin strip of three with partial captured
imprint, Black Jack with fancy cancel, U9 with “Siloam NY” straight line, 63 cancelled by Siloam NY “V” in circle, a few
embossed ladies covers, three covers with 114s, a valuable lot with great potential, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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321

)
U.S., Airmail Postal History: Airmail Covers and Related, 1926-70. A choice lot for the airmail specialist or
dealer, includes a few hundred airmail covers in a box and an album, including first flights, first days, aerogramms,
aviation shows, first day of 5¢ rate, airport dedications, and as an added bonus Lindy sheet music, and a group of
aircraft Domino sugar packs, a selection that will please the collector as well as the dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

322

)

323

U.S., Documents & General Ephemera. A few hundred items in five volumes in a large box, includes 1845
City of Baltimore trader’s license, 1860 health notice, tax receipts, railroad paper, illustrated bill heads, Masonic paper,
summons, with values up to $3.00, a few mixed first and second issued frankings, railroad stock certificates, and much
more, a careful examination will confirm the true value of this lot, some mixed condition, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

324

)
U.S., Back of the Book Usages Collection, 1913-50. Cover album of back of the book usages, includes
CE1 & 2 on first day covers, E3 on cover, E4 on cover, E19 & 3¢ Prexie on medicine envelope, J22 on cover, ten picture
postcards with Q1, five covers with Q2, cover with Q3, two covers with Q5 and a cover with Q6, examination is a must,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

325

)
U.S., Postal History Fun Box, 1840-1920. Over fifty franked covers, lot consists of uprated UX10, pioneer
postcard of Niagara Falls on UX12 uprated with 230, 2¢ stamped envelope uprated with 221 on illustrated ad cover to
Germany, registered cover Germany with 230, 231 & 237, with twenty three stampless covers, nice lot to break up for
internet sales, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

326

U.S., Trade Card & Ephemera Collection, 1880-1900. 45 items that includes three 1876 Centennial ad
trade cards, card for Knabe pianos, Red Cross stoves and ranges, fourteen stamp cards, very rare American Caramel
baseball theme card, green’s Diary Almanacs for 1882-1883, 1885-1886, 1873 & 1878 Rush’s Almanac, and Schubert
Piano Co Mandolin-Piano music book, some uncommon material present, inspection will only make it look better, mixed
condition, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

327

)
U.S., Stampless Cover Selection, 1840-60. Over fifty covers, some retail values up to $50.00, mostly
Northeast towns, includes fancy red Utica NY, “Steamship/10", red Newark NY in double oval, Schooleys Mountain NJ,
great range of rate markings, a few condition issues, otherwise F.-V.F., a great lot for collector & dealer alike.
Estimate $400 - 600

328

)

329

U.S., Philatelic Exposition Souvenir Lot. Shown in twelve binders and on pages, includes exposition
magazines, first day covers and folders, tickets, advertising items, labels, newsletters, photographs, pins, plus a folio of
Bicentennial material, take a close look at material some may carelessly pass by, Very Fine. Estimate $400 - 600

330

)

331

)

332

)

U.S., Covers Originating in New Orleans LA, 1812-90. Twenty two covers that started their journey in New
Orleans, with 1866 cover franked by 65 & 69 to France, 1878 cover with 158 & 178 to France, 1858 pair 7 on printed
circular to Vienna,1872 cover franked with 160 & 163 on cover to Spain, CSA 1c on cover to Terry Depot MS, with nine
stampless, a beautiful array of desirable material, some mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Small Selection of Better Covers, 1794-1860s. 25 covers from stampless through 1861 Issue covers,
includes nothing rare, but a very nice mix of $25-$75 covers with a billboard ad cover, 1794 Baltimore straight line, City
Dispatch Post, Hale Forwarder, please review, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Imperf & Private Perfs on Cover, 1909-30. Over sixty five covers, with Schermack III perfs 2¢ red on
cover, 1¢ greens on cover, 2¢ imperfs on cover, with heavy duplication, a specialist’s field day, be sure to examine
closely, who knows what will turn up, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Cover Clutter 1851-1950. Group of a few hundred covers, lot includes Prexies on cover & on shipping
tag, fancy cancels, postage dues, auxiliary markings, naval, first flights, registered, some with contents, we invite
inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Maryland Cover Collection, 1850-1970. Over sixty covers, includes stampless covers form Elkton,
Baltimore, Cambridge, Hagerstown & Frederick, 1902 illustrated ad cover for Full Moon Brand Fresh Oysters, and a
group of New York Life Insurance illustrated ad covers with different frankings and postmarks, many annotated, a
wonderful lot for the Maryland collector, mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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333

)

334

)
U.S., Postal History Selection 1857-1930. Over seventy five covers and cards, includes Wells Fargo & Co
covers, Black Jack on cover from San Francisco to San Bernardino CA, CSA covers, stampless, mint Civil War
patriotics, airmails, registered, excellent potential, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

335

)
U.S., Vera Cruz Cover Collection, 1914. Consisting of four cards and nine covers, with cancels such as
Vera Cruz USMAC duplex, Vera Cruz flag cancel, cover with mixed franking of 2¢ Washington cancelled by Douglas AZ
duplex and Mexico 357 tied by double circle handstamp, two cards uncancelled, great lot for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

336

)

337

)

338

U.S., Group of Silk Bookmarks. Sixteen silk embroidered bookmarks, the best being a Thomas Stevens
Centennial bookmark with Washington’s portrait, the others are more recent with 1976 Bicentennial with Washington
portrait, Gerald R. Ford portrait, two large Bicentennial bookmarks with Washington portrait, and a few Masonic
themed, fresh clean lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S., Postal History, Mostly Stampless Covers. 10 stampless covers (4 inbound), two inbound covers
franked with GB stamps, and 5 domestic covers with US stamps; highlights include 1855 cover from Haiti with boxed
blue company handstamp at upper left, 1851 folded letter docketed Demerara with light red St. Thomas crown circle
and British St. Thomas double ring backstamp, and two domestic covers franked with 5¢ brown Jefferson (Scott 76);
few small cover faults, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Postal Stationery & First Day Cover Collection, 1873-1990. Housed in a cover album, with 53 U.S.
postal stationery, 34 first day covers and over forty United Nations items, better includes twenty four Columbian
Exposition items, a U312S envelope, a group of used UX6 with destinations of England, Switzerland, Germany, first day
covers include 1052, 1053, U.N. should contain some better items, please examine, great break up value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., Picture Post Cards: Connecticut Views with Many Greenwich. A ducky lot of over 350 picture
postcards and ephemera item from Connecticut and especially Greenwich, includes White Mountain Express
Wrecked, Greenwich firehouse, Cos Cob Fire Co., Cos Cob fire engine, R.R. Station and Railroad Avenue Greenwich,
Depot Square Greenwich, Horse Show Day at Belle Haven, and many more, generally fresh & clean, a choice
collection, Good To Very Good (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

First Day Cover Collections
339

)
U.S., Handpainted First Day Cover Collection. Of approximately 8,000 to 9,000 first day covers, produced
by Faust, Wildly, Harris, Maul, Wildermuth, several boxes of Paslay, addressed and unaddressed, produced by the
United States Postal System, from 1970 to 1990, F.-V.F.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

340

)

341

)

342

)

343

)

40

U.S., Uncacheted First Day Cover Collection. Approximately 30,000 to 40,000 first day covers, mostly
unaddressed, produced by the United States Postal System, from 1960’s to 2000’s, but the majority of the covers are
between 1990’s to 2000’s, plus hundreds of first day cancel’s complete sheets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Cacheted First Day Cover Collection, 1939-80’s. Approximately 4,000 to 5,000 first day covers,
approximately 300-400 Colorano covers and 200-300 Inauguration covers, addressed and unaddressed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., First Day Covers, Eclectic & Valuable Tsunami, 1925-2010. Thousands of first day covers in albums
and loose in five large cartons, with many better cachets, includes Duck Stamps, Canal Zone, first flights, naval, HPOs,
a space collection, cacheted event, postal stationery, and five volumes of Golden Replicas of U.S. Stamps, many
folders from the Postal Society for duck first days and anniversary issues, it will take forever and a day to sort through it,
but with winter coming up you can stay home and work it!!! some condition issues but overall, F.-V.F., and a tremendous
buy.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Airmail First Day Cover Collection, 1923-71. Over one hundred twenty first day covers presented in a
cover album, includes C4 Worden cover, C6 Worden cover, C10 (4), C24 (2), with additional pairs, blocks of four, plate
blocks, coils & Crosby cachets, C6 cover has paper hinge across bottom, otherwise, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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344

m

345

H

346

m
U.S., Fancy Cancel Collection, 1851-1920. Binder of fancy cancels, stamps include 11, 65, 114, 206, 212,
and other Bank Notes, Columbians and other early commemoratives, a few better, inspection urged, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Offer

347

H/m
U.S., Balance Collection. In five small Lighthouse stock books and an All American album containing well
over $100 worth of face value postage, hundreds of precancels and rows upon rows of used issues banknotes to
1920’s, roughly sorted by type and denomination, some revenues, officials, Canada, Puerto Rico, Hawaii and Mexico.
Some notable items include used: 68 (3), 69, 78, 113 (10), 311, mint: 287, 548-50 and C18, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Offer

348

m

349

m

350

m

351

H/(H)

352

H/m
U.S., Duck Stamp Collection, 1934-2003. Mint: RW1, RW6, RW11-12, RW16, RW20, RW23, $75 face
value of modern ducks (mostly self adhesive panes), used: RW2-5, RW7-10, RW13, 15 mixed used ducks up to $3 and
RW1 and RW25 on license, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Offer

353

H

354

)

355

)

356

)

U.S., Fancy Cancels on 2¢ Bureau Issues. Over (50) fancy cancels, includes “1902 Ohio Centennial” oval,
railroad station, targets, geometrics, a nice lot for the specialist, have a look-see, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Offer

U.S., Mint Plate Numbers or Imprints, 1890-1917. 14 singles (including 308, 376 NH), four pairs (2x imprint
& plate no. pairs 2¢ Trans-Miss.), two imprint & plate no. strips of 3 (375, J38) and an imprint & plate no. strip of 7 (220);
all clean and F-VF. Scott $700 (photo on web site).
Offer

U.S., Printed and Handstamp Cancel on First Issue Revenue Collection. Over 350 stamps, from singles
to multiples, containing a wonderful selection of this popular specialized area, some Rail Road cancels, many cancels
are identified by company, generally F.-V.F. appearance, if you have an interest in first issue revenues, you must view
this collection (photo on web site).
Offer

U.S., Private Die Proprietary Stamps. Selection of 21 different; 2 Medicines, 12 Matches, 2 Perfumeries & 5
Playing Cards; mostly low priced, best numbers are RO12a, RO28s & RO112a; generally F-VF. Scott $275 (photo on
web site).
Offer

U.S., Motor Vehicle Tax and Coast Guard Revenue Collection. 29 different early mint stamps with gum on
face, plus 28 (mostly used) duplicates, RVB1-2 mint, RVB2 on certificate, these mint Motor Vehicle Tax stamps are
missing from most collections and will be a great addition to your collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on
web site).
Offer

U.S., Tax Paid & Narcotic Revenues 1861-1930. A scarce and valuable collection, includes Springer
numbers TC10 sheet of twenty (120.00 Springer catalog), TC11 sheet of twenty (350.00 Springer catalog), TC15,
TC16, TC18, 1882 Special Tax Stamps book with Manufacturer of Tobacco stamp, and sheets of fifty RJA46bd &
RJA47b, unusual items for your stock or collection, o.g. N.H. or without gum as issued, F.-V.F.
Offer

U.S., Souvenir Page Collection, 1980-99. Housed in nine USPS American Commemorative albums, each
page is unfolded and individually housed in clear protective sleeves, please review, F.-V.F.
Offer

U.S., Collection of Special Delivery Covers, 1895-1920. Eleven cover with special delivery stamps,
includes E5 with Special Delivery instructional label on reverse, E5 on legal size cover with Special Delivery
instructional label on front, both preceding scarce, E9 on 1915 cover, E5 on 1902 cover, E11 on 1918 cover, excellent
break down value, a few condition issues, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

U.S., Gold Plated & Silver Replicas First Day Cover & Postal History Collection. Over 200 covers in six
albums, mostly Postal Commemorative Society covers, plus over 3,000 covers in two large cartons, includes first days,
cacheted event, picture postcards and commercial, a great lot for the internet or show dealer, Very Fine.
Offer

U.S., Geometric Cancels on Covers. Nine covers, includes Hartford CT circle of squares, Boscawen NH
grid in circle (S-E SD-G 70), Piqua OH blue circle of diamonds, Homer NY circle geometric, Stillwater MN circles (S-E
GE-C 4), Leominster MA Stovepipe (S-E GE-C7), and Stockbridge NH circular geometric, a clean attractive grouping,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer
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357

H/m)
U.S., Picture Postcards, 1903-45. Many hundreds of mint & used picture postcards, with fifteen Presidents,
famous Americans, Lincoln, then views, mostly Northeast, with a few upper Mid West, an enjoyable lot, perfect for the
internet or flea market dealer, some mixed condition, Very Good to Excellent (photo on web site).
Offer

358

)

359

H/m

360

H
U.S., Miscellaneous. Small grouping of nine items, includes 1) three Scott 205 - one with green star cancel
and traces of green town mark; 2) Scott 178P3 cancelled with part of duplex marking; 3) 634(CF2) single; 4) PR125 OG;
5) Scott O60 with magenta “John K. Tiffany” signature placed diagonally across the front; O97 and O98 lower left corner
margin blocks of eight, each with “Harold L. Ickes, Secretary of the Interior, July 8, 1935" in bottom margin, F.-V.F.
Offer

361

m
U.S., Used Accumulation, 1851-68. Nineteen stamps, includes #26 fancy manuscript “Paid”, #26 with
circular grid, #26 negative “Paid”, #210 with shield in circle, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

362

H/m
U.S., Early 20th Century Mish Mash. Several large boxes, mostly from the 1930’s and 1940’s filled with
cigar boxes and large gallon sized Ziploc bags filled with on paper fourth Bureau definitives, some face value postage
and the occasional better single. This lot is a treasure-hunters dream, sure to bring joy in the coming winter months,
generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Offer

363

m

364

HH/H

U.S., Postal History Smorgasbord Collection. Late 19th and early 20th centuries, featuring a good
selection of early commemoratives; ie: Columbian, Louisiana Purchase, Pan American, Louisiana Purchase usages,
better usages including registered (some exchange labels), censored, special delivery, many overseas destinations
(mostly Germany) with proper overseas rates, 68 (2) and 76 on cover front to Paris, 161 and 179 on early registered
cover to Switzerland, 162 on cover to Germany, 1898 Spanish American War all over Flag cachet, Q3 on 2c entire to
Germany and a great turn of the century picture post cards containing 3 Columbian Expo cards with Expo station
cancels, 3 American Indian themes, Statue of Liberty, “L” Loop train in Chicago, Ship, Theodore Roosevelt, Prince
Heinrich von Preußen of Prussia.
Offer

U.S., Group of Sheets. 575 NH sheet of 50 (slightly toned), 630 NH souvenir sheet, 690 and J79-J86 used
set of sheets to 50c (some perf separations), generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

U.S., Year Sets, 1981-2014. Plus a couple binders and a small box full of lower value 3c-5c blocks, with some
slight premium blocks, F.-V.F.
Offer
U.S., Airmail Booklet / Booklet Pane Stock. From a specialized dealer stock, carefully organized and
labeled in glassines from a detail oriented dealer, containing C10A, C25A (approximately 10 booklets and a group of
panes), C39a (3 booklets and several panes), C51a (5 normal covers and 2 overprint covers and several panes), C60a
(3 booklets, 1 with partial plate number), C64B-C (4 booklets with a group of panes with various slogans, a couple
miscut panes, a couple of which have plate numbers), o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F., Viewing recommended to
properly evaluate. (photo on web site).
Offer

U.S. and Foreign Collections
365

H/m

366

H/m/)
U.S. and Foreign, Accumulation, 1865-2000. Presented in seven cartons, includes binder of Princess Di
coins, album of Princess Di souvenir sheets, stockbook with 190.00 U.S. face, worldwide first day covers, mint United
Nations collection with #38, more U.S. face, mint Israel collection, mint Vatican collection, U.S. 25¢ & 5¢ collections,
U.S. cover collection, U.S. face again, postcard collection, enough material to keep you busy for a while, some mixed
condition, o.g., never hinged, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

42

U.S. and Foreign, Collection, 1847-1935. In Classic Scott International Album, with real strength in United
States, neatly mounted with nearly every regular issue space filled. Used highlights include: 1 four margins, 9, 14, 17,
28, 37, 67-72, 95-98, 112-21, 145-55, 156-63, 165-66, 182-91, 212-18, 242, 219-29, 264-76, 292, 312, 523,
Confederate States 1 and mint: 230-41, 285-91, 294-99, 326-27, 330, 669-79, C1-6, C18, C13-15, Q1-12 and
PR124-25. Usual mixed condition, overall a well presented collection in lovely old album that has been largely
completed in the United States section and would be phenomenal with the worldwide section completed too, o.g. or
without gum, generally F.-V.F. appearance. If you appreciate classic albums, you should consider buying this
collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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367

H/m/)
U.S. and Foreign, Cover Lot, 1930-2000. Thousands of U.S. covers including first day covers, mint postal
stationery, Xmas Seal sheets, APO covers, two large boxes kiloware, WWII patriotics, thousands of cancel and stamp
clippings, some Russia and foreign scattered throughout, a lot of material for the money, mixed condition, inspect,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

368

H/m
U.S. and Foreign, Interesting Old Hodge Podge. In approximately a dozen old cigar or small boxes plus
about half a dozen old albums and a couple sheet file albums, filled with tens of thousands of stamps. The sheet file
albums contain approximately 60-70 sheets or large blocks from Bavaria and Germany from the inflation era to Hitler
head issues, approximately 20 souvenir sheets from the 1930’s Spanish Civil War, a Belgian souvenir sheet B221 and
an overinked United States 2c Liberty block of 30. Truly a philatelic treasure hunt that should be viewed to fully
appreciate, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750

369

H/m

370

H/m

371

m
U.S. and Foreign, Revenues on Large Documents, 1800-1976. Thirty two large documents with U.S.
revenues including full pages of California Feeding Stuff revenues, early large U.S. and Canada cigar tax stamps, many
identified by Springer number, please review, some uncommon material presented for your pleasure, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

372

)

373

)

374

H/m/)
U.S. & United Nations, Jambalaya. Many hundreds of stamps, souvenir sheets and covers in four large
boxes, U.S. includes first day covers, mint postal stationery, mint face, used blocks of four, United Nations includes mint
collection in two volumes, and first day covers, a great lot to explore, mixed condition, review please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

375

H/m

376

H/m/)

U.S. and Foreign, Accumulation. Thousands of stamps organized and inventoried in glassines and
envelopes, containing 87 envelopes from Columbians to 1979 with some face value postage (plate blocks and singles),
some mid-range singles ($20+ range), various Documentary and Stock Transfer issues on paper in several large
envelopes, plus a cigar box and small shoe box filled with loose worldwide singles.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S. and Foreign, Collection, 1851-2000’s. Thousands and thousands of stamps in 49 albums sorted by
geographic area in mixed album pages. The strength of this collection is the modern mint issues with much face value in
modern U.S. and modern foreign, viewing highly recommended, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S. and Foreign, Cover Collection. Approximately 100 covers from stampless period to 1970’s, consisting
of 73 pair and single on cover, 237 on registered cover, 1937 China to USA first flight cover, Germany 1951
Ersttagsbrief first day cover, Germany DDR #81 cover, 1909 postcard from St. Petersburg to Herzegovina and
forwarded, a 1915 Russian POW cover, 50 folded letters, mostly United States from early to mid 19th century,
approximately half of the letters are foreign with 14 letters to Italy (mostly Turin) and 6 letters to London, generally
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S. and United Nations, Hefty Cover Collection, 19th & 20th Century. A few thousand contained in 37
binders or cover albums, with some mint, and used but mainly FDCs or covers, includes stationery, we noted a CSA #1
on cover as one of the highlights, there will certainly be others, inspection quick and easy, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S. and Possessions, Collection, 1851-2007. A strong intermediate collection of United States, Canal
Zone, Guam, Hawaii, Ryukyu Islands, Marshall Islands, Micronesia, Palau, neatly organized mostly in #1 glassine
envelopes and on Scott International pages, containing approximately 2,000 different stamps, plus some minor
duplication, well represented throughout with a good mix of early issues to modern issues, with much face among the
Trust Territories issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S. and Possessions, U.S. Officials and Philippines Collection, 1873-1945. Residing in a stock book,
starts with a couple of hundred mint & used Philippine stamps, includes mint E2 (2), Officials, Occupations, there are
also thirty two covers, fronts and cards, the U.S. section has some better geometric cancels on Bank Notes and
Officials, then an additional two pages of Officials, loads of items that could be lotted individually, a perfect lot for the
dealer, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. Possessions and U.N.
U.S. Possessions
377

H/m
U.S. Possessions, Collection, 1853-1990. On various album pages. Highlights include Canal Zone 4-8,
58-59, 60-66, 70-81, 95, 120-35, C15-20, J1-3, J18-20, DWI 1, 3, 13, 31-39, 43-50, Guam 1-12, 4 with PF certificate, E1
(2, 1 with PF certificate), Hawaii 10S, 30-36, 32 mint, 34 mint, 39-41, 42-49 ($1 with scarce Maltese Cross cancel),
53-61 (2 of each), 62-64, 65-66, 67-72, UX6, Philippines 229 mint, 231 mint, J1-5, Ryukyus 1a-7a, 44-53, C1-3, and an
album of commemorative cancels on postal stationary, and Trust Territories: Marshall Islands, Micronesia and Palau on
Scott pages to 1990, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

378

H/m
U.S. Possessions, Collection, 1904-72. On White Ace and Scott Specialty Pages. Highlights include:
Canal Zone 1 with APS certificate and signed on back J.C. Perry, 2 used, 18, 22 block of 4 with top left stamp “Canal
One” variety, 36b used, 49-51, 59, 70-81, 84-95, 120-35, CO1-7, Guam, Hawaii: 30-34, 40, 53-61, 62, 64, 66, 67-68, 71,
O5, Philippines 219a, 236, 319-25, 340-53, 383-96, 422-24, N7 signed Powell, Ryukyu Islands 14-15 and C1-3,
generally F.-V.F., a great little collection with some desirable scarce pieces. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

379

H/m/)

380

H/m

381

H/m

382

H/m

383

H/m/)
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U.S. Possessions, Mint & Used Collection, 1904-50. Mounted in a Scott album, Canal Zone includes used
1-3, 9-13, 28-29, 31-36, 42-45, 49-51, 58-59, CO1-CO7, J4-J6, mint with 97-99, 100-104, 120-135, C15-C20, many
blocks of four, Philippines used includes 213-219, 226-237, 241-254, mint includes 319-325, 354-360, 383-396,
433-446, C18-C28, J1-J5, J6, with blocks of four, revenues, Cuba 221-226, mint E1-E2, Hawaii with mint 73, O1-O6,
wonderful break up value, mixed condition, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S. Possessions, Collection, 1864-1978. In three Lighthouse albums, consisting of United States 165 and
some Locals, Canal Zone 5-8, 27-30, 31-35, 38-41, 49-51, 63-66, 70-80, 84-93, 120-35, C15-20, J12-14, J18-20, Cuba
221-26, E1, J1-4, Danish West Indies 2, 5-11, 15, 31-38, 43-50, Guam 7, Hawaii 30-34, 37-41, 46-47, 53-61, 62, 64,
65-66, 71-72, O3-4, Philippines 213-29, 217A, 220-22, 229-36, mostly complete 1906-25 issues including 241-53, C5,
C18-28, E2, E2b, N4-7, Puerto Rico 210-14 and some wines. A nice and diverse collection that could easily fill in or add
to your possessions collection, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S. Possessions, Collection, 1855-1925. Neatly mounted on Lighthouse pages, with better items
including used: Canal Zone J1-3, J12-14, Danish West Indies 13, 14, and mint: Canal Zone 4-8, 70-81, 84-95, Cuba E1,
J1-4, Danish West Indies 37-39, Guam 1-11, E1, Philippines 212-19, 214b, 220-22, 223, 224 with PF certificate, J1-7,
Puerto Rico J1-3, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a lovely little collection of this popular and desirable area (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S. Possessions and Trust Territories, Collection, 1855-1985. On various album pages, older issues
are generally used, modern issues are mostly mint. Highlights include: Confederate States 4, 14, Canal Zone 4-6, 14
with left “PANAMA” shifted nearly off of stamp, 41, 120-35, Cuba E1, DWI 2, 3, 5-11, 14, 16-19, 43-50, Guam 3, 8-11,
Hawaii 34, 48, 49, 53-61, 62-63, 65, 72, O1-2, Philippines 231, C5-6, Ryukus Islands 14-15, 18, C9-13, Marshall Islands
and Palau. Nice variety with some useful high catalog value, condition is mixed as usual, a great lot for breakdown,
generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S. Possessions and CSA, Collection, 1861-1945. A few hundred mint & used stamps, better Canal Zone
includes mint unless noted 19, 37, used J1-J3, J11, nice group of Cuba, Puerto Rico, Guam and CSA, nothing rare or
expensive, just honest material that needs identification and will break up for retail sales, mixed condition, review urged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Canal Zone
384

Canal Zone, Better Collection. Presented in a stock book, better mint includes 16b block of twenty four,
91c, 106a complete booklet, J2 block of four, 22 “ONE” in block of four, used with J1 & J3 block of four, with forty five
covers, fifteen cards, and twelve mint postal stationery including U8, UX1, UX2, UX3, an inexpensive opportunity to
restock these scarce items, some mixed condition, examine please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

H/m/)

Cuba
385

Cuba & Puerto Rico, Collection, 1898-1910. A fascinating & valuable collection with dozens of highlights,
Cuba with mint stamps include plate number & imprint strips of three 221 (2), 222 (4), 223, J4 (4), used blocks include
225 block of eight (2), 225 “Cupa” (2), 226 block of four (2), block of eight, thirteen Spanish American War patriotics,
twenty one Cuba franked covers, mint & used postal stationery and cut squares, Puerto Rico includes mint plate
number & imprint strips of three 210, 211, 212, 214, blocks of four 210-214, J1, five covers and mint postal cards UX1,
UX2, UX3 (2), F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

H/m/)

Danish West Indies
386

)
Danish West Indies, Collection, 1890-1940. Consisting of 18a on cover (2), UX4, UY2, UY3 (used), UY12,
three franked picture postcards, and five covers, interesting usages, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

387

H/m

Danish West Indies, Collection, 1855-1917. On Scott pages, with high level of completion, consisting of
1-4, 5-11, 13, 14-15, 16-20, 27-30, 31-39, 43-50, better than usual condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Guam
388

Guam, Collection, 1899-1930. Powerful concise selection that includes mint #1 plate block of six, 2 plate
block of six (2), 5 block of four, 6 block of four, 8 block of four, and thirteen covers, great catalog & break up values,
examine this beauty closely, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

H/m/)

Hawaii
389

H/m/)

390

H/m
Hawaii, Collection. On dealer pages, with better items including: 27, 28, 49, 63, 65 weak “9" variety, 73, 34
mint, R8 purple revenue cancel, mint UX2a and mint UX6, some mixed condition, some interesting cancels, an
excellent selection, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

391

m
Hawaii, Neat Little Collection, 1861-99. 27 stamps on Scott Specialty pages. Better items include: 9, some
red Provisionals including 63, 72, O1, O3 and O6, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a nice little collection that will surly
delight. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

Hawaii, Impressive Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1950. Exceptional collection of twenty one covers or
cards, twenty three mint postal covers or cards, and a excellent selection of mint & used stamps, better stamps includes
mint block of forty 74, 71g with normal stamp in pair, 6¢ & 18¢ Railroad stamps in blocks of four, a few better cancels, 48
mint, 49 with revenue cancel, mint 66b, 72, used 73, mint R3 strip of three, a wonderful lot that needs close inspection, a
few condition issues, but otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Philippines
392

H/m/)
Philippines, Valuable Collection, 1890-1940. A great lot with mint stamps including blocks off four 215,
216, 217, 220, 229, 234, 291b complete booklet, J1-J3, J6, used has 215 block of six, 217 block of four (4), 218 block of
four, 219 block of four, 222 block of four, then over seventy covers including O5-O6 official cover, twelve cards,
condition a little mixed but there is enormous catalog value present, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Ryukyus
393

H

394

H/m/)
Ryukyus, Collection of Mint & Used, 1948-72. Comprehensive collection in four volumes, includes 1a-4a,
6a, 1-7, 8, 8a plus block of four second printing, 9-13, 14, 15, 16A Type 1, 16 Type 2, 16B Type 3, 18, 19-26, 27-28, 29,
30, useful currency provisional set with first day covers, C3, C4-C8, C9-C13, E1, first day covers 183 to 227, volume of
various full sheets #43 to #208, and a volume of first day covers from 1962 to 1972, great lot for break up, please
examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

395

H

396

H/m
Ryukyus, Mostly Complete Collection, 1948-72. Neatly assembled on album pages, mostly mint never
hinged, but some hinged or used; ideal for expansion, F-VF or better. (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ryukyus, Collection, 1948-72. Mostly complete in Lighthouse stock book. Highlights include: 1a-7a, 8-13,
16-16B, 17, 19-26, 44-53, C1-3, C9-13 and C14-18, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ryukyus, Comprehensive Mint Collection. Neatly assembled on Scott pages, complete less only Scott
#17, including airmails, etc. Includes a few varieties like #24a, 51a, 52a, with the great majority never hinged, F-VF,
examine. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

United Nations
397

H/m/)
United Nations, Massive Collection, 1951-2011. Presented in twenty three volumes, with a mint used and
cover collection mounted in seven White Ace albums, a mint collection in eleven White Ace albums, stock book of mint
issues, & used blocks of four, hundreds of stamps, souvenir sheets and covers present, a great lot to build upon, many
extras present, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

398

HH

399

H/)

400

HH

401

HH/H

402

HH/H

46

United Nations, Collection, 1951-2008. On Minkus / Krause pages, appears to be complete including 38
souvenir sheet and the difficult modern issues that are missing from most collections, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
United Nations, Collection, 1951 to late 1990’s. In thirteen albums, containing first day covers, singles,
blocks and sheetlets, adding up to substantial face value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
United Nations, Interesting Compact Assemblage, 1950 to 2000’s. A few hundred items, includes
#29-30 MI blocks of (4); #38 (3), then a handful of other later issues in glassines, the highlight of this lot we find is the
large stack (4-5") of sheetlets, looks like all the flags, trees, wildlife, mammals, flora, many of the later sets in
mini-sheets, the latest we saw was 2007, quite a nice stack and valuable, of course a few souvenir cards and FDCs, but
literally only a handful, easy to view and ascertain this one is a buy! o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
United Nations, Massive Mint Collection. Well over $1,000.00 of postage in exceptionally clean albums,
and stock books, dozens of UN Postal Administration envelopes, many never opened, with sheets and large multiples,
huge potential for the savvy bidder, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
United Nations, Mint Collection, 1951-94. A complete mint collection for the stated years, includes New
York, Geneva and Vienna, a wonderful lot for the beginning collector or internet dealer, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
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